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PREFACE

THE PRODUCT

THE READER

PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE

THE MANUAL

This manuaT describes ABM — AppTication
Buding and Maintenance. ABM is used for
onTine buding and maintenance of
appTications for the SIBAS database.

ABM is registered in the ND Software Library
as the foiiowing moduTe:

ABM ~ AppTication Buding and Maintenance
ND—210713B for ND-lOO
ND—2107188 for ND—SOO

The product is deiivered on diskettes
containing aTT the necessary fiTes and
programs. The procedure for Toading and
implementing the fiTes on the computer is
described in the Program Description Sheet.

The ABM User ManuaT shouid be of interest to
database managers, system anaTysts and
programmers.

The reader shoq be famiiiar with either
FORTRAN or COBOL. The reader shoq aTso be
famiTiar with SIBAS DRL (database Qefinition/
Redefinition Language) and FOCUS (screen_
handling system). Generai descriptions of
these are found in:

FORTRAN Reference Manuai ND~60.145
COBOL Reference ManuaT ND-60.l44
SIBAS User ManuaT ND—60.127
FOCUS Reference ManuaT ND—60.l37

CHAPTER 1 gives a generaT introduction to ABM.

CHAPTER 2 gives practicaT information for
using ABM.

CHAPTER 3 gives generaT information for
writing programs using ABM.

CHAPTERS 4 to 8 give detaiis of the ABM—SIBAS,
ABM—FOCUS and ABM—UTILITY Tibrary routines.

CHAPTER 9 gives an exampie of using ABM. The
exampTe gives a good overview of using the
various moduTes of ABM.
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STANDARD NOTATION

In the
text _
you see: What it means or what it is used for:

9 Areas shaded grey represent screen pictures.

@ABM 0 Text typed in by the user is underlined.
All operating system commands must be
terminated by ‘J.

@ O This symbolizes the SINTRAN III prompt sign.
It indicates that you are in touch with the
computer's operating system and can give
it commands.

*J o This represents the carriage return key.
On the terminal it may be marked *J, CR,
RETURN or ENTER.

[:~ I This represents the EXECUTE key.

\ o This represents the HOME key.

CTRL + W O This is an example of a, CTRL combination.
It means you press the CTRL key and hold
it down while you press W.

/;:\ 0 This key is used for example when moving from one
\33 level of the Subschema pictures down to the next.

SHEFT + <;€> 0 These keys are used for example when moving from
<> one level of the Subschema pictures up to the next.

FUNK @ o This will clear the screen picture.
Note: The keys should be pressed one at a time.
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DIALOGUE DIALOGUE is Norsk Data's total concept
in database management. It has the
complete set of tools and utilities for:
0 high performance, easy expansion, and

redefinition of a data base;
0 creating a tailored user interface;
0 creating and maintaining applications

easily and efficiently;
0 generating advanced reports;
a common data dictionary information

for easy coordination and maintenance

of the database and applications.

The modules of DIALOGUE are described below:

USER ENVIRONMENT

4TH GENERATION
LANGUAGE

REPORT GENERATOR

QUERY LANGUAGE

APPLICATION
BUILDING AND
MAINTENANCE

DATABASE
MANAGEMENT

UE is an integrated part of the SINTRAN
operating system. It can be used
together with DIALOGUE to create a
tailormade, individual interface for the
ND system.

UNIQUE is a tool for application
development. It can be used to develop
screen pictures and specify transactions
directly on the screen. It saves about
90% of development time and maintenance
resources.

RG allows the definition of advanced
reports in an easy manner by drawing the
desired layout on the screen.

ACCESS is a tool which can be used to
look at data base information in terms
of tables. It is suitable for online
use.

ABM can be used to make demanding
transaction systems. It is used inter—
actively with simple directives. It
saves about 502 of development time and
902 of maintenance resources.

SIBAS is a full CODASYL database
management system. its features include
high performance, as well as easy
expansion and redefinition of databases.
It is a flexible and a highly secure
system, well suited for distributed

processing environments.
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ABM USER MANUAL 3

Introduction to ABM

l INTRODUCYION T0 ABM:

ABM is a 4th generation Appiication Buiiding and Maintenance system. It is
buiTt around the data dictionary concept. It is a tooT for system anaiysts
and system programmers.

ABM can be used for the fast, secure and oniine buiiding and maintenance of
appiications for the SIBAS database. ABM is used interactiveiy with simpTe
menu-driven directives. Using ABM, one can typicaTTy save up to 50% of
deveiopment time and 90% of maintenance resources. ABM simplifies the
definition and maintenance of the SIBAS database, and the definition and
maintenance of forms for your appiication programs. The advantages of using
ABM are summarized below:

DEFINING AND With simpie menu—driven commands you can
MAINTAINING THE define a compiete SIBAS database. The database
SIBAS DATABASE items, group .items, sets, reaTms, system

reaims and os—fiTes can be defined, together
with data dictionary information.

ABM aiso aiiows for easy addition to, deietion
or redefinition of the database.

DEFINING AND ABM uses the FOCUS system for defining and
MAINTAINING FORMS maintaining forms.

Once forms have been defined with ABM, they
can be easiiy connected to appTication
programs .

Forms can aiso be changed or redefined as
required.

USING APPLICATION ABM maintains variabie deciarations and vaTue
PROGRAMS assignments, as defined by the data

descriptions, subschemas and forms. This wiTT
reiieve the programmer of having to estabiish
these deciarations again in the appTication
programs.

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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Introduction to ABM

1.1 THE MODULES 0F ABM

ABM is a system for creating information about appTications systems that
communicate with the SIBAS databases or the FOCUS screen handiing system.
The ABM information contains:

0 data descriptions,

a descriptions of the databases (schemas, items, sets, etc.),

o descriptions of subsets of databases (subschemas),

o descriptions of the screen forms, and

e descriptions of functions and subfunctions which connect
screen forms and subschemas.

The information in ABM is stored in an ordinary SIBAS database. We wiTT
refer to this ABM database as the ABM catalog. The features of ABM are
described beTow.

THE “GDULES 0F ABE: [1] DATA DESCRIPTION MAINTENANCE

(1, This moduTe aTTows you to describe aTT
data items in the database, and aTT

”Axlggégiézpw fies in the forms. Each data item is
(2) [__ P_1(4) given a unique, easy to remember name.

. ‘ ‘ The data description wiTT aTso contain
gégnE EgfiEN format information, foiiowing the
MAWTHMMI MAWTHMNE standard dispiay and storage format

(see appendices A and B).l
' (3)

SUBSCHEMA
MATNTENANCE—l (6) (2) DATABASE (sew) MAINTENANCE

M R
A E A database schema, aTso caTTed a DRL

HMCUONAND K P schema, is a compiete description of a
aggzg'gglégg (5’ b3 3 SIBAS database. It contains the necessary

G T information for the automatic production
5 of DRL input fiie to initiate or redefine

1 a database.
(7) 1 _

APHJCAUON APHJCAUON IPPUCAHON A DRL Wtem mUSt have a unique, easy to, , . .[MTMMSE PmmRMi FORM Esmemgermname Within a URL database and
( .

ABM may contain descriptions of severai
SIBAS databases.

END—USER

Norsk Data ND~6().203.2 EN
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[3] SUBSCHEHA
MAINTENANCE

SCHEMA: SUBSCHEMA:

item a—1-_—+ item a~1
item a—Z~——+ item a—Z REALM

REALM item a—3~——+ item a—3 ‘A‘
'A' item a-4~——» item a—4

item a-S
I", item b—l REALM

REALM item b—l- item b~3 ‘8‘
'8‘ item b~2 ”IT

item b—3»

[4] SCREEN FORM
MAINTENANCE

LEADING TEXT: XX LEADING TEXT: xx
LEADING TEXT: 99.99.99 xxx xxxx

LEADING TEXT .....................
xxxxxx xxx xxxx 999.99 9999.99
xxxxxxx xxx
xxxxx xxxx xxxx 999.99 9999 99
xxxxxxx xxx

[5] FUNCTION AND
SUBFUNCTION
MAINTENANCE

A subschema defines a subset of a database
definition. The definition of the ' totai
database is found in the DRL schema for the
database. A subschema consists of a subset of
the database reaims; and for each of these
reaims, a subset of the groups and items from
the reaim.

A subschema inciudes definitions from one, and
oniy one, database.

A Tot of different subschemas may be defined
in ABM, and the size of a subschema may vary
from one item to the totai database.

The main purpose of the subschemas is to
specify which part of the database is of
interest in a particular application.

Normaiiy, there wiii be a close connection
between the fieids of a form and the items
in a subschema, used together in the same
appiication.

A subschema may be connected to more than one
subfunction (which describes a subroutine in
the appiication).

ABM subschemas are created, changed and
deieted oniine.

Building a subschema in ABM is done by marking
the desired reaims from a list of aii reaims.
For each of the marked reaims, the desired
items and groups are aiso marked.

The organization of forms is based on the
possibiiity of dividing the forms into Togicai
groups of fieids. A iogicai group may often
occur severai times in the same form. Thus,
one form may consist of one or more logical
groups, and may have several occurrences of
every logical group. Such a iogicai group wiii
be caiied a form record, or just a record.

Normaiiy, there wiii be a close connection
between a form record and a subschema record.

The functions and subfunctions in ABM
estabiish the connection between the programs
and subroutines in the appiication system, and
their use of database and screen forms.

To each function, one or more subfunctions are
connected; and each subfunction has one
subschema and/or one screen form. The
connection from function to subfunction and,

Norsk Data ND‘60.203.2 EN



(6] REPORT GENERATION

(7] MAKING APPLICATION
PROGRAMS

The application programs
will generally move data
between the screen forms
and the application
database.

ABM USER MANUAL
Introduction to ABM

further, from subfunction to subschema and
screen form, describes the function‘s use of
the database and forms.

A subfunction may be connected to more than
one function. Online menu commands are used to
create, change and delete ABM functions and
subfunctions.

A report module, which is a part of the ABM
system, makes it possible to select and
extract data from the ABM catalog in an easy
way. The result is formatted into readable
reports which are immediately available for
the user.

A primary use of the contents in the ABM
catalog is the automatic extraction of
information. This information is necessary for
building declarations and assignments for
programs in the application system.

Information needed to run a program using
SIBAS and FOCUS is automatically generated lh
the INCLUDE/COPY generating module. This
relieves the programmer of establishing
variable declarations and value assignments;
they have already been defined in the data
descriptions, subschemas and screen forms.

The information produced about SIBAS in the
INCLUDE/COPY files, consists mainly of the
realms to be used. For each realm, the items
and/or indexes to be used in the particular
program are indicated; in other words,
subschema information. Each item is declared
by type (integer, character etc.) and
dimension/length.

The FOCUS information is produced in the same
manner as the SIBAS information. The
ABM—SlBAS/A8M~FOCUS subroutine package should
be used to benefit from the data structure
built in the INCLUDE and COPY files.

Since all items and fields used in connection
with SIBAS and FOCUS are automatically
declared, the need for additional definitions
of local variables in your programs is
limited.

The result of the INCLUDE/COPY commands is
stored in two SINTRAN files. These files
should be added to your code at compilation
time by using the INCLUDE and COPY statements
for FORTRAN or COBOL programs.

Norsk Data. ND-60.203.2 EN
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1.2 THE DEPENDENCIES BETWEEN THE ABM MODULES

DATA DESCRIPTIONS

DATA
I—~ DESCRIPTION -1

DRL—SCHEMA » SCREEN FORM

1
SUBSCHEMA

SUBFUNCTION

FUNCTION

FORTRAN INCLUDE FILES AND
COBOL COPY ELEMENTS

1
FORTRAN AND COBOL PROGRAMS

T
ABM ROUTINES

FOR
SIBAS AND FOCUS

COMMUNICATION

SCREEN FORMS

FORM:
A VDU—form described
in ABM—FOCUS.

The data descriptions are not dependent on
other moduTes in ABM. However, data
descriptions may refer to DRL schemas or
screen forms. The data descriptions cannot be
deieted without deleting aTT the referenced
items (fie~items and DRL items) in screen
forms and DRL schemas.

Changes in a data description may affect
records in all other modules which

refer to the data description, either
directly or indirectly.

DRL SCHEHAS

The SIBAS items defined in the DRL schemas are
dependent only on the data descriptions. The
other parts of the DRL schema are not
dependent on other ABM moduies. The SIBAS
items in the DRL schema part are connected to
items in subschemas and screen fieids. A DRL
item may therefore not be changed or deieted
without consequences for aTT the referenced
subschemas and screen fies.

In case of a deletion of a DRL item, all the
referenced items in subschemas and screen

forms must be deleted first.

ATT the fies in the screen forms are
dependent on the data descriptions directiy,
or indirectiy via a DRL item. In other words,
a screen fieid must be connected to either a
data description or a DRL item. A screen form
consists of many screen fieids and may be
connected to one or more subfunctions.

A screen form cannot be deleted without
deleting all references from

subfunctions.

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN



SUBSCMEHA

SUBSCHEMA:

A collection of realms
and items/keys within a
database in a DRL schema
described in ABM.

FUNCTION
AND
SUBFUNCTION

FUNCTION:
A program, i.e.,
a collection of one
or more subfunctions.

SUBFUNCTION:
A subroutine using a
screen and/or a
subschema.

ABM USER MANUAL
Introduction to ABM

The subschema is dependent on the DRL schema
(items, groups, realms and database) and may
be connected to one or more subfunctions.
Subschema information that no longer fits the
DRL schema will blink in the subschema
function field, and it is the user‘s
responsibility to change the subschema
'contents.

A subschema cannot be deleted without
deleting all the references from

subfunctions.

A function owns one or more subfunctions, and
is the basis for producing INCLUDE and COPY
files. A subfunction cannot be deleted before
all references from functions are deleted. A
change of the contents in a module will affect
all other directly or indirectly dependent
modules, i.e., a change in data descriptions
will cause a redefinition of the DRL schemas
and the screen forms. The result of this will
be a redefinition of the subschemas; and
further the subfunctions and the functions;
and at last the INCLUDE files must be
generated. The affected application programs
must be recompiled and reloaded. Depending on
the type of changes, adjustments in the
application programs may be necessary. Some
changes are so extensive (like the
redefinition of a database), that they are
user controlled, i.e., the whole process is
performed in more than one step.

A subfunction cannot be deleted before all
references from functions are deleted.

Before deleting any item in the database,
you will have to delete the items that are
interconnected to it. To find out how
items in a database are connected, run
the REPORT module. The report generated
from this module will show interconnections
between the Functions, Subfunctions, Forms,
Schemes etc. You can then use this
information to delete the items that are
connected to a specific item, and then
delete the item itself.

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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the SIBAS
database must be

running before you
start ABM

HOW TO
A B M

USE

ABM command:

press the
HELP key

Q
Q

(1) HOME
COMMANDS

o COMMAND area

HOME area

FIELD area

MESSAGE line ——»

H E L P ! ! !

an overwiew of the
ABM commands

ABM commands
1ead you to specific

screen forms

ABM command:

ABM). DATA DESCRIPTION

....._..

(2) FIELD
COMMANDS

(3) HELP
KEY

(CB) REGISTER record
show FIRST record.
Show NEXT record.
Show PHEV.record.
show LAST record.
GET record.
DELETE cur.record.
MODIFY cur.record.
COPY pic.to file.
CLEAR screen field
SET search region.
EXIT home area.hj

vu
o

Q
3

E
Q

h
V

2
W

~+ cursor right.
+— cursor left.
a or CTHL+A key
deletes char.
CTHL+D++Jdeletes
rest of field.
CANCEL 1(ey
cancels field.
EXIT key to go to
Command Area.
FUNC @ restores
screen picture.

hLLP KEY IN THE
COMMAND AREA GIVES
AN ABM OVERVIEW.

ELLP KEY IN HOME
AREA DISPLAYS
LEGAL COMMANDS.

HELP KEY IN FIELD
AREA GIVES FIELD
EXPLANATIONS.

ANY KEY WILL CLEAR HELP INFORMATION

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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2 HOW TO use ABM

2.1 STARTING ABM

13

The SIBAS database must be in a RUNNING state using BIM—Tog before you
can start ABM. Appendix G wiTT outTine how to start and stop SIBAS in
the correct way.

The maintenance functions in ABM are administered by a menu—driven command
system. ABM is started by giving the command:

@5d

:AAAAAAAAAAZ
:IAAA-:fi*AAA;
‘iAAA9 ; AAA
’AAAAAAAAAA;
AAA'"“AAA’

88888888;
88?

f._-.B
88888888
8853*} B‘

When you start ABM, the screen picture shown above is dispTayed. The
foTTowing input and commands are now possibTe:

DATABASE NAME

SIBAS SYSTEM NUMBER

PAS SWORD

Give the name of the ABM cataiog (ABMBASE).
This name is stored as a defauTt name, so you
can press *J.

You can stop ABM at this stage by pressing the
EXIT key.

Give the number of the SIBAS process which
operate the ABM cataTog (defauit process
is 1).

Write the password for your ABM cataTog
foTTowed by <J. If there is no password
impTemented on the ABM cataTog, just press «J.
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Then a new screen picture wiTT be dispTayed. The ABM command Tine is piaced
at the top of the screen.

GEEa Pressing the HELP key at the ABM command Tine
’ gives an overview of ABM.

ABM COMMAND Give a command to ABM.

ATternativeTy, the command for starting ABM and its parameters can be
written on one Tine. For exampTe, if you want to start working with DBITEM,
you can write:

@ABM,,,,DBITEM<J

This wiTT bring you directTy from SINTRAN into
the moduT of ABM you have specified, in this
exampie: DBITEM.

The ”,,” wiTT cause the defauit vaTue to be
fiTTed in.

DEFAULT VALUES The defauit vaTues are:

DefauTt ABM CataTog name is ABMBASE.
DefauTt SIBAS process is 1 (one).
DefauTt password is no password.

The command shown above can aiso be written
Tike this:

@ABM ABMBASE 1,,DBITEMQJ

If you use a password to protect the ABM
cataTog:

@ABM ABMBASE 1 password DBITEMeJ

You may use aTT the combinations of the
defauTt vaTues as you pTease.

NOTE:
The ABM catalog must
be in a RUNNING state
using BIM—log before
you start ABM.
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2.2 THE ABM COMMANDS

Press the HELP key in ABM command line, and the ABM HELP menu picture will
be displayed. The picture shows all the commands that are available in the
ABM system. Please note that, due to the dependencies between the modules
in ABM when defining a new application database, the commands should be
used in the order described—Below. However, when modifying an application
database, the commmands can be used in any sequence.

i) When_yox start to Use ABM you-ahouid use the ABM commands in this order

ESCRIPTION {*7bfid" "t_h e DBINITE ;. DBREALM ;' DBSET
‘ - - dat base 7 DBOS?ILE I; DSITEM _J,'f

1, '* j: ' . nasvsetAm Daemon 1:
39c} generate the database 53‘ . _ ‘- “ ':_J

neg the BEEP E “ never you like

THE SEQUENCE (1] For each application system:
FOR USING ABM 1. define the DATA DESCRIPTIONS,
COMMANDS WHEN 2. define the DRL schema with the commands
MAKING A NEW DBINITIATE DBITEM
APPLICATION SYSTEM: DBOSFILE DBGROUP

DBSYSREALM DBSET
DBREALM

[2) Generate the schema for your application
database by using the command SCHEMA.

You may

abbreviate [3) For each function in the application system:
the commands 1. define plCtUPe SCREEN-FORM

as long as 2 define subschema SUBSCHEMA
the 3. define subfunction SUBFUNCTION

abbreviations 4. define function FUNCTION
are unique. 5. generate INCLUDE files INCLUDE~GENERATE

or COPY elements COPY—GENERATE

(No.4, define function, can be skipped.)

Norsk Data NDv60.203.2 EN
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EXECUTING SINTRAN
COMMANDS FROM ABM

EDITOR
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(4] Run SIB—DRL with the file generated in ”SCHEMA"
as input file.

(5] Start the application database.
(See Appendix G.)

(6) Write, compile and load your application
programs. (See the chapter ”An example of using
ABM”.)

The ABM reports may be generated at any time.

You can give Sintran commands from the ABM command
line by typing “B” followed by the command. For
example:

ABM command : @LIST—SPOOLINGeQUEUEHnJ

The ABM catalog will be closed automatically before
a Sintran command is executed.

This is a special command with return to ABM. The
command has one parameter: the name of the desired
editor. The EDITOR command will start a subsystem
such as PED or NOTIS—WP without stopping ABM.

Give the command followed by the name of the
editor, for example PED. The ABM catalog is
automatically closed before the editing can start.

Finish the editing by pressing the EXIT key. You
will then return to the ABM command line. (The ABM
catalog is automatically opened again.)

Below is an example using the EDITOR command:

ABM command : EDITOR PED+A

(edit in FED)

(press the EXIT key, and you will return to ABM)

ABM command :

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

DEFINE—PROGRAMMING—
LANGUAGE

GET‘PROGRAHMING—
LANGUAGE

AN EXAMPLE

17

In ABM, COBOL is the default language type for
applications communicating with screen forms.

If you want to change current language type,
give the command shown below followed by the
desired language; for example, FORTRAN:

ABM command : DEFINE~PRDGRAHHING~LANGUAGE FOBTRAN¢J

If in doubt whether COBOL or FORTRAN is the current
language for a screen form, you can display the
current language on the screen by giving the
command:

ABM command : GET—PROGRAMMING-LANGUAGE-t-J

Let's say that after having defined screen forms in
ABM with the language FORTRAN, you want to write
your applications in COBOL. You'll have to follow
the procedure described below to update the
language type and allow your screen forms to
communicate with COBOL applications.

ABM command : DEFINE—PRUGRAHHING—LANGUAGE COBOL‘J
ABM command : SCREEN—FOBM+J
FD) MAKE—umATE—Fonusfl

Users of ABM are advised to use just one
programming language (FORTRAN or COBOL) to
communicate with one ABM catalog. But if you still
want to mix COBOL SEE FORTRAN, you must follow the
restricted naming conventions for FORTRAN.

Remember also to store the screen forms
communicating with COBOL applications on a
different form file from the screen forms
communicating with FORTRAN applications.

Norsk Data ND~60.203.2 EN
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2.3 NAVIGATION IN THE COMMAND PICTURES

Most commands from the HELP menu will lead you to a command picture. The
command picture is divided into four different areas. Above the screen
picture frame is the COMMAND area. ABM HOME area is the small area at
the left~hand side, and the FIELD area is the main body of the picture.
Below the screen picture frame is the MESSAGE line. This is shown in the
figure below:

COMMAND AREA: ABM command :

ABM HOME AREA: ABM >. DATA~DESCRIPTION

FIELD AREA:

OK ?

- MESSAGE LINE: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE HELP KEY You can obtain information about the ABM HOME
area commands and the command pictures by pressing
the HELP key.

NAVIGATION From the ABM HOME area, you can go to the FIELD
area by pressing the <J key.

HOME From the FIELD area, you can go to the ABM HOME
area by pressing the \ key. You will automatically
go to the HOME area when the last field in the
FIELD area TS filled in. When you escape the FIfiLD
area by pressing the \ key, the data in the form
will not be stored in the ABN catalog.

EXIT From the ABM HOME area you can go to the COMMAND
area by pressing the E key or the EXIT key.

You can exit from the COMMAND area by pressing the
EXIT key or by typing EXIT . You will then exit
from the ABM system. The ABM catalog will be closed
automatically.

EXECUTE The EXECUTE key (C;) will move the cursor directly
to the OK field. You may use the EXECUTE key in all
the ABM menus whenever the M (Modify) command is
given. '
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MESSAGES

0K?

19

After execution of a command, a message will
usually be displayed at the bottom line of the
screen. Also, whenever the contents of a field are
redefined or stored, a message will be displayed.
The message indicates whether the operation has
been successful or not.

Most of the ABM command pictures contain an OK
field. The user is supposed to use this field to
give the final approval or disapproval of the
operation, by writing:

Y — update the ABM catalog.
N — no update of the ABM catalog,

go to the next part of the screen picture.
R — no update, repeat data registration.

The cursor will be positioned in the first
field which is not a key value.
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2.4 NAMING CONVENTIONS FOR COBOL AND FORTRAN PROGRAMS

The COPY and INCLUDE modules of ABM can be used to produce parts of
standard COBOL and FORTRAN programs. However, in order to avoid compilation
errors, these programs should use variable names that are unique and are
easily recognizable. There is a ”naming convention“ for Data Descriptions,
realms, items etc.

The COBOL and FORTRAN programs use slightly different naming conventions.

NAMING CONVENTIONS o For Data Description names referred to
FOR THOSE USING directly in a screen form, the first 8
COBOL characters must be unique.

Example :

Employee List
If the field names are the same as the

Name: .................. leading text shown in the example, then
Address: ............... the names Function—1 and Function—2

............... are illegal, since the first 8 chars.
Function~lz ............ are not identical.

NAHING CONVENTIONS o For the Data Description names referred to
FOR NHOSE USING in a form, the first 5 characters must be
FORTRAN unique.

0 The first two characters in a realm name
must be unique for all realm names in an
application database.

o The first two characters of a realm name must
also be used for all items and group item
names in that realm. The next 5 characters in
the item names must be unique within the
realm.

o For item names which are also indexes in the
the application database, characters 3, 4 and
5 must be unique in that realm.

Example :

realm : EMPLOY o The first 2 characters of the realm
name EMPLOY are used in the names of

items: groups: indexes: all items, and group item(s).

EMNAME key a It would be illegal to make the items
EMADRES EMFUNCl and EMFUNCZ index keys, since
EMFUNCl JEMJOB the 3rd, 4th and 5th characters (FUN)
EMFUNC2 are identical.
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2.5 DATA DESCRIPTION

The DATA—DESCRIPTION function is started by giving the command in iuii, or
its abbreviation (D-D). The foiiowing picture appears on the screen:

D A T A D E‘S C R I P T I O N

THE ABM HOME AREA The upper Teft—hand corner is the ABM HOME
area. In this area you can give the foiiowing
commands:

oJ enter form fieid area when HELP key for ABM command
creating a record. information.

F ~ show FIRST record. N — show NEXT record.
P - show PREVIOUS record. L - show LAST record.
G - GET specific record. O — DELETE current record.
M — MODIFY current record. C — COPY the screen picture
0 — Ciear aii fieids on screen picture. to fiie.
S — SET/RESET search region each 2nd time. E - EXIT from home area.

THE FIELD AREA NAME: A unique name, maximum 30 chars.
EXPLANATION: Free text, maximum 180 chars.

STORAGE & DISPLAY FORMATS: See Appendix A.

GENERATED FORMATS: _
The 0 COBOL format: generated from standard

HELP key dispiay & storage format. Used in
will item/fieid definitions in COPY eiements.

display 0 FORTRAN format: generated from standard
the dispiay & storage format. Used in item/

explanations fieid definitions in INCLUDE fiies.
of the e SIBAS TYPE & LENGTH: generated from

FIELD area. standard storage. Used in application
database.
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2.6 DATABASE INITIATION

The command DBINITIATE wiTT initiate a new appTication database, and cause
the “Initiate Database” statement which is necessary for the DRL run.

DATABASE INITIATION'

~0atabase ni
fl databaSe name _

ATT fies except the dates are input fies.

DATABASE NAME :Database name, unique within the ABM cataTog.
SIZE OF :Size in number of 64—word bTocks. To avoid probTems,
OBJECT SCHEHA give a Targe size, at Teast 1000 (defauit is 4800).
CRE/DEL/UPD :Create is defauit when defining a new appTication

database, after the ABM command «J is given.
If the ABM command M (Modify) is given, Update is
defauTt. Before Deieting, the user has to sUbstitute
the ”U“ with a ”0””in the CRE/DEL/UPD fie.
NOTE: Deietion is onTy executed on a confirmed database

EXPLANATION :60 characters describing the appTication database.
DD—INFORHATION :See Appendix C.
HEADING :Max. 30 characters.
PURPOSE :Max. 180 characters.

DATE OF CREATION :Date of creation of the appTication database.
MODIFICATION :Date of Tast modification of the appiication database.
LAST DRL~DATE :Date of the Tast run of SCHEMA‘s confirmation.

AUTOMATIC GEN. :If Y (Yes), two os—fiies and one system reaTm wiTT be
0F OS~FILES AND made automaticaTTy, and the user wiTT not have to give
SYSTEM REALM (YIN)? the commands DBOSFILE and DBSYSREALM. The generated

names are made on basis of the given database name. One
of the osvfiTes wiTT ho just the index part of the
database and have ”—IX” as suffix. The other os—fiTe
wiiT contain the data and have “—DA” as suffix. The
system reaTm wiTT be given the same name as the os~fiTe
hoing the index. Some naming exampTes:

Database name : DIALOGUE Database name : TEST
os~fiie (I) : OIALO-DA os—fiTe (I) : TEST—DA
os—fiTe (II) : DIALO—IX os~fiTe (II) : TEST—IX
system reaTm : DIALO—IX system reaTm : TEST—IX
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2.7 os-FILE
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The command DBOSFILE defines a new os—fiie (operating system file) for the
appiication database.

yitDAyTABHAVSE, OS—FILE

Swfiie name

A11 fieids except the dates are input fieids.

DB-NAHE

OS—FILE NAME

PAGE SIZE

DIRECTORY NAME

CBE/DEL/UPD

EXPLANATION

DATE OF CREATION

LAST MODIFICATION

LAST DRL~DATE

:Name of the appiication database. Must be unique within
the ABM cataiog.

:SINTRAN III file name. Must be unique within the
appiication database.

:No. of words in a SIBAS page (defauit 512).

:4 char. abbreviation of the directory where os—fiie is
piaced. If omitted, the defauit directory wiii be used.

:CREATE is the default vaiue. This fieid is expiained in
section Database Initiation.

:60 characters free text.

:Date of definition of the os~fiie.

:Date of iast modification of the os-fiie.

:Date of the iast run of SCHEMA‘s confirmation.
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2.8 SYSTEM REALM

The command DBSYSREALM wiii define, deiete or update a system reaim for the
appiication database.

TDATABASE S Y S T E M

Aii fieids except the dates are input iieids.

DB—NAHE

OS—FILE NAfiE

SYS*BEALH NAME

REALM SIZE

CRE/DEL/UPD

EXPLANATION

DD‘INFOBHATION
HEADING
PURPOSE

DATE OF CREATION

LAST MODIFICATION

LAST DBL—DATE

ADDITIONAL OS—FILES:

:Name of the appiication database. Must be unique within
the ABM cataiog.

:SINTRAN III fiie name. Must be unique within the
appiication database.

:System reaim (for indexes). Must be unique within
the appiication database.

:No. of 64 word pages (defauit 1000).

:CREATE is the defauit vaiue. This fieid is expiained in
section Database Initiation.

:60 characters describing the reaim.

:Data Dictionary information, piease refer to
Appendix C.

:Date of definition of system reaim.

:Date of iast modification of system reaim.

:Date of the iast run of SCHEMA'a confirmation.

Possibiiity to choose additionai os—fiies if you use
SIBAS version F or a newer version.
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2.9 DATABASE REALM

With the
Calc realm.

command DBREALM you can define, delete or modify a Serial or a

D A T A B A S E R E A L

atabase name
ealm name

main sys realm

All fields except date/DRL—date are input fields.

DB~NAME

OS‘FILE
MAIN SYS*REALM

REALM—NAME
HEALMSIZE
RECORD LENGTH

EXPECTED MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF RECORDS
GALE/SERIAL
MAIN—AREA
CALC—KEY

DUPLICATES

CRE/DEL/UPD

READING

PURPOSE

DATE OF CREATION
LAST MODIFICATION
LAST DRL~DATE
ADDITIONAL OS-FILES

:Max.

:The application database. Must have been defined
earlier.

:Must have been defined for this database.
:System realm for storing index keys for this realm.
If omitted, the first defined sys—realm for this
application database will be used.

:Must be unique within the DB name.
:In number of pages of os—file page size (default 100).
:Record length in no. of words. One word is always
two bytes (default 500).

:Must be filled in for automatic dimensioning in the
SCHEMA module.

:Realm type, §erial or Qalc realm (default §).
:No. of pages in main area. For Calc realms only.
:For Calc realms only. Refers to an item or group item
which is or will be defined for the record.

:For Calc realms only. To decide whether the values of
the Calc key must be unique or may have duplicates.

:CREATE is the default value. This field is explained
in section Database Initiation.

:Max. 30 chars. Text will appear as heading
on screen forms and reports (see also Appendix C).

180 chars. Used for documentation and as
ONLINE help (see also Appendix C).

:Date of definition of database realm.
:Date of last modification of database realm.
:Date of the last run of SCHEMA‘S confirmation.
:Possibility to choose additional os—files if you use
SIBAS version F or a newer version.
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2.10 DATABASE ITEM

With the command DBITEM you can create, deiete or update an item for a
reaTm. The ioTTowing screen picture appears with this command:

PA. TA ,8 ,A 5. .jE
g:e_
B‘da

ATT fieids except for storage, dispiay and the dates are input fieids.

DATABASE NAME

REALM NAME
ITEM NAME

DATA DESCRIPTION

INDEXED ITEM

CHE/DEL/UPD

EXPLANATION

HEADING

PURPOSE

DATE OF CREATION
LAST MODIFICATION
LAST DBL—DATE

STORAGE
DISPLAY

:Max.

:AppTication database name; must have been defined
earTier.

:Must be unique within the appiication database.
:Must be unique within the reaTm.

:Must have been created before.

:AD (Automatic, Dupiicates aiiowed).
AN (Automatic, dupiicates NOT aiiowed).
MD (Manuai, Dupiicates aTTowed).
MN (Manuai, Dupiicates NOT aiiowed).
BLANK (No index desired).

:CREATE is the defauit vaiue. This fie is expiained in
section Database Initiation.

:60 characters describing the item.

:Max. 30 chars. Text can appear as heading
on screen forms and reports (see aiso Appendix C).

180 chars. Used for documentation and as
ONLINE heip (see aTso Appendix C).

:Date of definition of database item.
:Date of Test modification of database item.
:Date of the Tast run of SCHEMA‘s confirmation.

STORAGE & DISPLAY information is fetched automaticaiiy
from DATA DESCRIPTION (see Appendix A).
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2.11 DBGROUP

With the command DBGROUP you can create, delete or update a group item
consisting of elementary items. The items need not be contiguous in a
record type. Properties such as Calc key, Index key, member set item and
owner set item may be assigned to a group item in the same way as they are
assigned to an elementary item. Two screen pictures are associated with the
command DBGROUP. The FIRST picture is as follows:

A T A B A S E G R O U P

atabase name KQPOUD name

With this picture you primarily declare the name of the DATABASE GROUP.

DATABASE NAME :Database name; must have been defined earlier.
REALM NAME :Realm name, must exist.
GROUP NAME :Must be different from all item/group item names in the

realm.
GROUP INDEX :AD (Automatic, Duplicates allowed).

AN (Automatic, Duplicates NOT allowed).
MD (Manual, Duplicates allowed).
MN (Manual, Duplicates NOT allowed).
BLANK (No index desired).

CRE/DEL/UPD :Qreate is the default when defining a new group.
This field is explained in section Database Initiation.

EXPLANATION :60 characters describing the group iten.
DD—INFOENATION :See Appendix C.
HEADING :Max. 30 characters.
PURPOSE :Max. 180 characters.

DATE OF CREATION :Date of the creation of the group item.
LAST MODIFICATION :Date of the last modification of the group item.
LAST DEL—DATE :Date of the last run of SCHEMA'S confirmation.

9 In the next picture of the DBGROUP command, you can define which
elementary items are to be part of the group item.

9 The next picture appears when you terminate the OK field with the «J key
or with N.
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DBGRDUP...(Cont)

In the foiiowing picture you can specify which eiementary items are to be a
part of a GROUP ITEM:

:DATAB’ASE GROUP-MEMBERS:
For database/reaim/group
“a“: JHH_,_ O“"i"‘ ,

DATABASE NAME !! These names wiii be
REALM NAME 1! carried over automaticaiiy
GROUP NAME E! from the previous picture.
ITEM FIELDS ill The item fieids wiii contain the names of items in

!!! the specified realm of the database.

0 In this picture you have to specify the items which
are to be a part of the group item.

a Specify the items by giving them numbers in a sequence; otherwise
you wiii get an error message.

Moving within the fieids : use the keys +— and ~+ .

Moving from one fieid to another : use the keys i and 1.

c When you have finished specifying the items, you can go
back to the first picture by pressing the (EXECUTE) key [:..
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2.12 DATABASE SET

With the command DBSET, you can specify which record belongs to a
particular set. The owner and member realms must be defined before using
this command. The following screen picture appears with the command:

database. name.

DBNAHE :Application database name; must have been defined
earlier.

SETNAHE :Must be unique within the application database.

OWN~REALM :Owner realm name. Must exist.

OWN~ITEH :Dwner set item. Must exist.

”BUB-ITEM :Member set item. Must exist.
Default: same name as in OWN-ITEM.

CLASS :Storage class (Automatic/Manual). Default ”A”.

LINK :Link (§ingle/Doublel. Default “D".
DD—INFORMATION See Appendix C.
READING
PURPOSE
DATE :Date of the creation or last modification in the

ABM catalog.
DATE OF CREATION :Date of the definition of database set.
LAST MODIFICATION :Date of the last modification of database set.
LAST DBL—DATE :Date for the last run of SCHEMA's confirmation.
MEMBER BEALHS
REALM NAMES :Member realm name must exist.

Only for users of multi—member-set. (Usually just one
realm name is filled out ) Maximum four multi—member—
sets allowed.
Terminate all four fields with ¢J.
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2.13 MAINTENANCE OF FUNCTIONS

A function ir ABM consists of one or more subfunctions which beiong
together iogicaiiy. If you use a function as basis for generating COPY/
INCLUDE fiies, you wii] automaticaiiy get COPY/INCLUDE files for aii
subfunctions which the actuai function consists of. If you want to generate
COPY/INCLUDE files from subfunctions instead of functions, you wiii have to
generate a COPY/INCLUDE file for each subiunction.

The foiiowing picture appears with the command FUNCTION:

:;D_ié,bffl¢p$’

FUNCTION NAflE :Must be unique within each ABM cataiog. The name must
not be ALL, CHANGES or STOP, as these are reserved
within ABM.

ONLINE/BATCH :0 or B. Defauit is ”0”.

EXPLANATION :Information field for the user.

A function cannot be deleted if subfunctions are
connected. A subfunction is disconnected from the
function by Clearing the name from the list.
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2.1a MAINTENANCE OF SUBFUNCTIONS

A subfunction can be used to define parts of an application program.
A subfunction may also be the basis for producing INCLUDE/COPY elements.

In order to use the ABM subroutines for application database, program and
screen communication, a screen picture and/or a subschema must be referred
to in the subfunction.

The command SUBFUNCTION shows the following picture:

{ESUBFUNC’TION

SUBFUNCTION NAME :Must be a unique name within the ABM catalog.
LONG NAME :A more explanatory name, only used for documentation.
EXPLANATION :Information field for the user.
MAIN/SUB ROUTINE :Only used for documentation.

M: if subfunction is a MAIN routine.
S: if subfunction is a SUB routine.

READY REALM R: if subfunction code includes preparing to
call SIBAS "READY REALM”

<space>z if no READY REALM.
ADD. DECLARATION :Y or N (Yes/No), Y is default. If Y, some additional

declarations will be made in the COPY/INCLUDE files.
These are:
DBSTATUS — Database status
FCSTATUS — Focus/form status
FORMFILE — Form file name
MESSAGE — Message line
TDBKEY - Temporary database key
OPTION - Forget/remember option code
TDBSRI — Temporary search region indicator
OTEXT ~ Output from DDGTEXT and DDGMSGE

SUBSCHEMA NAME :Name of subschema.
FORM NAME :Form name.
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2.15 MAINTENANCE OF SUBSCHEMAS

A subschema specifies which part of the application database is of interest
in a particuiar application.

Buiiding up a subschema in ABM is done by marking the desired reaims from a
iist of aii reaims and then marking the desired items or group items for
each of the aiready—marked reaims.

A new subschema may be generated automaticaiiy from a form.

Start the function by typing the command SUBSCHEMA in the ABM command iine.
The Subschema Heading picture wiii be displayed.

S U B S C H E M A H E A D I N G

database name

You can move between different subschemas by using the
commands F, N, P and L in the ABM home area:

: Dispiay First subschema
: Dispiay Next subschema
: Dispiay Previous subschema
: Dispiay Last subschemaF

’U
Z

'T
‘I

When giving the command M (Modify) in the ABM home
area you can change the contents of those fieids in
the Subschema Heading picture which oniy contain
comments.

SUBSCHEHA NmflE :Name of the subschema. Subschema name must be unique
within the ABM cataiog.

LONG NAME :A more expianatory name, oniy used for documentation.

COMMENTS :Used for documentation.

DATABmSE mmmm :Name of the database this subschema specifies.
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:Y or N (Yes/No), Y is only possible if you want to
generate a new subschema automatically from a form.
If Y, fill inwthe name of the form you will make a
corresponding subschema of. This will establish a
subschema very quickly. The generated subschema will
consist of all the indirectly defined fields in the
specified form. (For further information of the fields
which refer to ”database", ”realm“ and "item“, see
section Generating subschema from form, page 68.)

:Y — update the ABM catalog.
:N — no update of the ABM catalog;

go to the next part of the screen picture.
:R - no update, repeat data registration.

If Y in both the OK field and the "generate subschema
from form" field, the subschema will be generated from
the form you have specified. The subschema will be
stored in the ABM catalog.

If Y in the OK field and N in the "generate subschema
from form” field, the next picture, Subschema Realm,
will be displayed:

'VSUBSCHEMAV REALM

MARKING REALHS All the defined realms of the given database will be
displayed in this picture. Indicate the realms you
want the subschema to consist of by marking the UP
fields for the actual realms. You can choose what the
realms will be used for, and which type of protection
they shall have.
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UP :Legal marking of realms of the UP field:

“UN” — Realms to be used for Update
and with No protection.

”RN” ~ Realms to be used for Retrieval only
and with No protection.

“UP” — Realms to be used for Update
and with Protection - that is
exclusive update.

— The realm is not of interest in
this subschema.

A screen picture may contain a maximum of 50 realms at
one time. To display the remaining realms, press the
N (Next) key in ABM home area. (You will get a message
on the screen if the database contains more than 50
realms.)

When generating a new subschema (even when there are
more than 50 realmETT you do not have to press the N
key. The next screen picture holding the remaining
realms will be displayed automatically.

When you have marked all the realms of interest in one
<::> picture, press the EXECUTE key. The marking of realms

will be stored in the ABM catalog when you confirm the
selection by typing Y in the OK field.

When generating a new subschema, you will
automatically move on to Subschema Item and Subschema
Group Item pictures. They look the same. A Subschema
Item picture is shown below.

su_Bs CH EM A IT EM

MARKING ITEns/ For each marked realm in the subschema realm picture,
GROUP ITEMS all items or group items from the ABM catalog will be

displayed. Indicate the items/group items which are
of interest to you by marking the ”MARK” fields as
illustrated on the next page. Then press the EXECUTE
key. The items or group items of the next marked realm
will be displayed, and so on until you have marked all
the actual items/group items of the marked realm.
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:This is key index from DRL~schemaw definition in ABM.
The vaTues dispTayed here are the vaiues which you
fiTTed in during definition of DBITEM or DBGROUP. (See
section Database Item )

"AD” — Automatic, DupTicates are aTTowed.
"AN” ~ Automatic, dupiicates are Not aTTowed.
"MD” — ManuaT, DupTicates are aiTowed.

l"MN“ ManuaT, dupTicates are Not aTTowed.
" " No index is desired.1

:You can seiect items/group items for the actuai reaTm
by using the foTTowing marks:

”I “ — Used as Item (not as key).
”K ” — Used as Key onTy.
"IK" ~ Used as both Item and Key.

— The item wiTT not be used in this
subschema.

For group items the onTy vaTid marks are:

"K ” - Used as Key onTy.
“ ” ~ The group wiTT not be used in this

subschema.

A screen picture may contain a maximum of 30 items or
group items. If a reaim contains more than 30 items or
group items, press the N key in ABM home area to
dispTay the remaining items/group items.

When generating a BS! subschema (even when there are
more than 30 items/group items), you do not have to
press the N key. The next screen picture hoing the
remaining items/group items wiTT be dispTayed
automatiaTTy. (After you have ended the seTection in
one picture by pressing the EXECUTE key and confirmed
the seTection by typing Y in the OK fie.)

Here is an exampie of a fiTTed in Subschema Item
picture:

"is us sc HE MA.

I, ReaTm UM?
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2.15.1 NAVIGATION IN SUBSCHEMA PICTURES

The SUBSCHEMA command leads to three different levels of related pictures;
Heading picture, Realm picture and Item/Group Item picture, as shown below.

SUBSCHEMA HEADING picture

SUBSCHEMA REALM picture

SUBSCHEMA ITEM picture SUBSCHEMA GROUP ITEM picture

:3}9/
. ><SHIF1 + <;;>

F (FIRST)

N (NEXT)

When NOT generating a new subschema, you can move
between related pictures (forms) within the same
level. You can also navigate up and down between
the three levels of pictures by issuing commands
in the ABM home area.

Use this key to move one level of pictures down.

Use these keys to move up one level of pictures.

When the Subschema Realm, Item or Group Item picture
is displayed, the fields will contain the selections
made previously. The fields may also be displayed
by pressing the F key in the ABM home area (see
below).

If the database contains more than 50 realms or more
than 30 items/group items, you will get a message on
the screen. These are the maximum numbers which can
be shown on the screen at the same time. Press the
N key to display the next picture which contains the
remaining data. You may redisplay the first Realm
picture or the first Item/Group Item picture by
pressing the F key,
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Pressing the M key in ABM home area of a Subschema
Realm, Item or Group Item picture, will enable you
to change the selection made previously. When the
desired changes are made, terminate with the EXECUTE
key and confirm with Y in the OK field.

Type the command SUBSCHEMA in ABM command line, and
the Subschema Heading picture will be displayed.
(Use the commands F, N, P, and L to move to any
desirable Subschema Heading pictures.)

If you want to move one level down to a Subschema
Realm picture, press the <> key.

Move between related Realm pictJres by using the
commands F and N.

If you want to proceed with a picture one level
down, press the ”<>" key. Move the cursor to the
particular realm by using the arrow keys. When
the cursor is positioned on that realm, press the
”<>" key once more. You will then be asked whether
you want to display the Item pictJre or the Group
Item picture. Answer I or G, and the desired picture
will appear.

Move between related Item/Group Item pictures by
using the commands F and N.

If for example, you have displayed a Subschema Item
picture on the screen, and you want to navigate up
to the Heading picture, continue to press SHIFT +
"<>”, which will lead you up level by level, until
you reach the Subschema Heading picture.
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2.16 GENERAiiNe sceeeas

Each database has a corresponding source schema which describes the
structure of tde database. The source schema is transiated into an internai
representation of the database, the object schema, by SIBAS—DRL (Definition
Redefinition sanguage). The ABM SCHEMA command generates compiete source
schemas to be orocessed by SIBAS~DRL.

:_ s c: H E M A

}Date,eiferaatie87g”,

The vaiues from the iast Deiinition/Redefinition/Confirmation run (see
below) for a database are stored in the ABM cataiog as a "Schema entry“
When the SCHEMA command has been issued, these entries can be examined
using the normai commands in the home area (e.g., FiFirst), N(Next) ...... ).
When generating the Schema for a new database, the eJ key is used for
creating a new Schema entry. The foiiowing SCHEMA~runs for this database
wiii have to use the M(Modiiy) command to change the Schema entry. If a
Schema entry is deieted (using the 0 command), the corresponding DRL~fiies
for Definition and Redefinition wiii NOT be deieted.

DATABASE NAME :Name of an appiication database in the ABM
cataiogi

ACTIUR: :A DRL~program (source schema) for defining the
N {New} given database is generated. The program

generates definition of aii eiements except
those marked ”D” in the ”cre/dei/upd” field.

B {Redefine} 2A URL—program (Redefinition statement for URL)
for redefining the given database is
generated. URL—statements are generated for
aii changes made to the database since iast
Confirmation (see beiow). No Redefine is
aiiowed before the first Confirmation of the
database.
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Modifications made to the elements in the ABM
catalog are marked in the "cre/del/upd” field,
When you do an ”M" (Modification) in an
ABM picture (after a Confirmation), the
"cre/del/upd" field will automatically be set
to "U".

To delete an element (after a Confirmation),
do an "M" and explicitly mark the
”cre/del/upd" field with a ”D".

Setting these flags on modified elements
enables ABM to record that an element has been
modified, but not which fields have been
changed within the element‘ ABM will
therefore generate redefinition clauses for
all the fields of the element,

For example, if you change the REALM—SIZE of a
serial realm, a CHANGE SERIAL—REALM statement
will be generated. The statement will contain
redefinition of REALM-SIZE, RECORD LENGTH,
HEADING and PURPOSE. Because of this , most
CHANGE—statements in a Redefinition—file will
contain several unnessecary clauses, but they
will only have the effect of ”resetting“ the
fields to their present value.

:Confirmation may be thought of as a way of
telling ABM that the description contained in
ABM of the application database now equals the
actual structure of the application database.
(for example, when you take your application
from test phase to production.) All elements
marked ”D" in the "cre/del/upd” fields will
now be physically deleted from the ABM
catalog, and the remaining elements will have
their ”cre/del/upd" fields set to "5” (Set
confirmation flag) to mark them as Confirmed.

A Confirmation will update the DRL—dites.

When a Redefinition is run, all changes made
to the database are recorded in the ”cre/del/
upd” field. This enables ABM to locate all
changes made since the last Confirmation run.

After a Confirmation it is impossible for ABM
to sort out the modified elements, since all
”cre/del/upd" fields are set to ”3”. Running a
Confirmation means that the information about
changes made to the application database is
lost.
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In the development phase you may want
to take out a New Schema every time you
make database corrections. So, do not
run Confirmation before your application
system is finished.

If, for example, you want to delete an item from a realm after the
database has been confirmed, then:
M Enter ABM and use the command DBITEM and mark the “New/Del/Change”

field with ”D”.
0 Run SCHEMA [giving "R” for redefinition].
0 Redefine the database using SIBAS—DRL.
0 Enter ABM and confirm the database once again.

DBA PASSWORD

SINTHAN USER NAME

SCHEHA FILE NAME

COMMENTS

SUPRESS COMMENT

NOTIS—TF

:When redefining the database , a password for
the optional PASSWORD—clause in the START
REDEFINITION—statement may be entered, The
password will not be displayed on the screen.

:Output from Schema generation is written to
this user area. Default user is the current
user, but the output may be written to another
user area if you have write access to that
user. An empty user name denotes current user.

:Name of output file for Schema generation. The
NEW command _generates a DRL~file for database
definition. The REDEFINE command generates a
DRL—file for database redefintion. The
CONFIRM command generates a log—file listing
error messages and the elements that have
been deleted from the ABM catalog. If the file
does not exist, it will be created.

Default file names are:
NEW <database~name>~SCHEMAzSYMB
REDEFINE <database-name>—REDEF:SYMB
CONFIRM <database—name>—CONF:SYMB

:Maximum 180 characters.

:If Y (Yes). all comments from "Explanation"
field will be omitted. Use this to obtain a
smaller-sized source schema.

:If Y (Yes), NOTIS—TF commands will be added
to make every realm definition start on a new
page. NOTIS-TF will also generate a table of
contents, which is very useful when writing
system documentation.
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DIMENSIONING
THE DATABASE

SUPRESS LISTING
FROM INITIATION

INITIATION OF
THE DATABASE

ONLINE/BATCH EXECUTION

DATE OF CREATION

DATE OF LAST CONFIRMATION

OK?
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:If Y (Yes), dimensioning of the database will
be done automatically. (At present, the
automatic dimentioning has no effect on CALC—
REALM.) The automatic dimensioning requires
you to have given ”Expected maximum number of
records” in the Database Realm menu.

:If Y (Yes), no documentation will be produced
when SIBAS—DRL is run.

:If Y (Yes), SIBAS—DRL is started automatically
as a batch job after the database definition/
redefinition file has been generated. This
batch job will generate or redefine the
application database. ABM appends a MODE—file
named <database—name>—BATCH:MODE to batch
processor number 1.
Output from the batch job is written to
the file <database—name>—BATCH:LIST. Output
listing from SIBAS—DRL is written to the file
<database—name>—DRL:LIST.

If both Schema generation and SIBAS—DRL are to
be run as batch jobs, they will share the same
MODE—file. This requires, however, that JEC
(Job Execution Control) be installed. All
batch jobs are executed under current user
(i.e., the ”Sintran user name" has no effect).

:"0" will give Schema generation while you
wait. “8" will submit the Schema generation as
a batch job, and return control to home area
immediately. ABM appends a MODE—file named
<database~name>—BATCH:MODE to batch processor
number 1. Output from the batch job is written
to the file <database-name>~BATCH:LIST.

:The system will generate the date of this
Schema generation/Redefinition/Confirmation.

:The system will generate the datc of last
Confirmation for this database.

:If Y (Yes), a final approval of the operation
is done. If N (No), the Schema generation will
will not start. If R (Repeat), repeat data
registration. (A thorough explanation of the
OK field is found in section Navigation in
the command pictures.)
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Dimensioning of a database can be done
automaticaiiy by answering Y to automaticaiiy
dimensioning in the Schema picture.

If you do not want the dimensioning to be done
automaticaiiy, you have to update the
necessary parameters in the DB moduies in ABM.
You may aiso edit directiy on the Schema.
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2.17 GENERATING COBOL COPY ELEMENTS AND FORTRAN INCLUDE FILES

The commands COPY~GEN and INCLUDE—GEN wiTT automaticaiiy generate
deciarations and assignments needed to run a program using SIBAS and
FOCUS. COPY/INCLUDE*GEN uses the variabTe deciarations and the vaiue
assignments aiready defined in data descriptions, subschemas and screen
forms. The output from the generation is separated into two SINTRAN files.
The names of these two fiies depend on whether you use the command COPY—GEN
or INCLUDE—GEN.

The SINTRAN fiies from COPY—GEN hoiding COBOL code are named:

DECDDC—(subfunction name>:SYMB for declarations
ASSDDC—(subfunction name>:SYMB for assignments

The SINTRAN fiies from INCLUDEvGEN hoiding FORTRAN code are named:

DECDDI—(subfunction name>25YHB for declarations
ASSDDI—(subfunction name>:SYHB for assignments

The foiiowing picture is shown when you use either the command COPY—GEN or
the command INCLUOEuGEN from the ABM command Tine. (The difference between
these two commands wiii first be shown in the output from the actuai
generation).

FUNCTION/SUBFUMCTION :Write the name of a Function or Subfunction.
NAME In ABM version A, you had to refer to a

Function when making COPY eiements or INCLUDE
fiies. In the B version of ABM, you may refer
to a Subfunction instead of a Function,
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" SPECIALS "

ALL

CHANGES
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When you have written a name of a Function or
Subfunction in this field, for example X, ABM
will start searching for a Function named X.
If a Function X exists, generation of COPY/
INCLUDE will involve all the Subfunctions
belonging to Function X. (There might be just
one Subfunction belonging to Function X.)

If no Function X is located, ABM will start
searching for a Subfunction named X. If a
Subfunction X is found, the generation of COPY
or INCLUDE will involve just this single
Subfunction.

An error message will be shown on the screen
if ABM does not find either a Function nor a
Subfunction called X.

NOTE:
ABM will always search for a Function
first. If no Function with the actual name
is found, ABM will then search for a
Subfunction with the same name.

Do not let Functions and Subfunctions
which have nothing in common, have the same
name. If X exists both as a Function and a
Subfunction, you will never be able to
generate COPY/INCLUDE from Subfunction X,
since ABM always finds Function X first.

If the actual Function/Subfunction is found,
the cursor will not move to the field called
”Specials”. The cursor will move directly to
the field SINTRAN user name.

If the user does not write a Function name or
a Subfunction name, the cursor will move to
the ”Specials" field.

:With "Spesials" you can make special CDPY/
INCLUDE generations. Legal values are ALL and
CHANGES.

:Take care 1! This generation will take quite a
long time, as using ALL involves all Functions
and Subfunctions defined in the ABM catalog!

:This will make new COPY/INCLUDE files for all
Functions/Subfunctions which have been changed
since last Confirmation.
(See section Generating Schemas, page 38.)
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TPS/FTN COMPATIBLE
PROGRAM CODE

EXECUTION OUTPUT
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:Current SINTRAN user wiTT be shown in this
fieid. You have to change this user name to
to generate fiies on another SINTRAN user.
(You must have write access to the user.)

:Name of the fiTe where messages from the COPY/
INCLUDE generation are written. DefauTt name
is ABM-MESS-<nnnnn>:DATA, where nnnnn is a
five—digit number indicating the termina) from
which the job is executed. You may use another
message fiTe name if you want.

:N (No) is defauit vaTue. During generation of
COPY/INCLUDE, there may appear situations
where further execution seems doubtfu). The
user wiTT usuaTTy get a question on the
screen, asking whether the generation shoq
continue or not. (Use the OK fieid to answer
Y or N to these questions.)

To suppress such questions and continue the
generation in any case, answer Y (Yes) in this
fieid.

:Defauit vaiue is Y (Yes). AT) code generated
in COPY—GEN has to be TPS <1> compatibie.
(No use of COBOL VALUE ciause.)

ATT code generated in INCLUDE—GEN has to be
both TPS and FTN <2) compatibie.
(Variabies must not consist of more than seven
significant signs, and you are not aiiowed to
use DATA statements.)

If N (No), the generated code does not have to
be TPS/FTN compatibie. Then the resuTt from
the generation wouid be just one SINTRAN fiTe
for each Subfunction. This fiie wouid contain
the necessary deCTarations and assignments.
FORTRAN DATA statements and COBOL VALUE cTause
couid be used, and FORTRAN variabie names
coq consist of up to 31 significant signs.
(The possibiiity of answering N to this
question is not impTemented in the Version 8
revision 00 of ABM.)

:These two )ines (in addition to the usuaT
INFORMATION message Tine) are used to give information to

the user during execution of the COPY/INCLUDE
generation.

<1) TeTe Prosessing System
<2> TPS compatibie o FORTRAN compiier
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OK?
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:Lega1 va1ues are Y/N/R. Defau1t is Y (Yes).
Y wi11 start generation of COPY/INCLUDE.

If N (No), execution wi11 not start. After you
have typed N and pressed ENTER (CR), you wi11
be asked whether you want to continue
generating or not. If Y, cursor wi11 be
positioned in the fie1d ”Function/Subfunction
name". Then you can start a new generation.

If you do not want to continue, write N and
the execution terminates.

If R (Repeat), repeat data registration. (See
a1so exp1anation of the OK fie1d in section
Navigation in the command picture.)

The UK fie1d is a1so used during executionc
If you typed N in the "Supress of question”
fie, you may get some questions during
execution. Answer these questions by typing Y
or N in the 0K fie1d.
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2.17.1 GENERATING FORTRAN INCLUDE FILES

The command INCLUDE~GEN is used to generate the FORTRAN inciude fiies:

DECDDI~<subfunction name):SYHB for declarations,
ASSDDI—(subfunction name>:SYHB for assignments.

THE OUTPUT FILE

ITEM TYPES:

If the files do not exist, the INCLUDE
program will create the output files;
otherwise the old files will be modified.

The output file wiiT contain the following
information:

Deciarations of VARIABLES for each SIBAS item
and for each picture fieid used in the
particular subfunction. The type of the
variables will be the type of the connected
data descriptions.

Declarations of VALUE BUFFERS, one for each
realm and one for each picture record used.

EQUIVALENCE between vaTue buffers and the item
and fieid variables.

ITEM—LIST and picture FIELD—NAME—LIST, one for
each value buffer. The Tists include length
and type information for ail items/fields, and
some additional information about the totaT
list. The length is the number of words, and
the type is one of the foTTowing.

type Description

5 Single Integer without any editing.
D Double Integer without any editing.
in Equal to S but with n digits after

decimal point (n = 1—5].
2n Equal to D but with n digits after

decimal point [D =1—IO).
0 Character, odd number.
E Character, even number.
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EXPLANATION OF THE
GENEEATED STATEMENTS
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This format is derived from the FOCUS field
description for the corresponding data
description, both for SIBAS items and picture
fields.

VARIABLES, VALUEBUFFERS (low and high limit)
and INDEX information for each item or group
defined as a key in subschema. It is defined
in a similar way as for items.

Necessary definitions for a READY REALM call,
if the subfunction is marked with READY REALM.

Declaration of SUBITEM LIST. The subitem list
is used by the programmer for calls to the ABM
SIBAS and FOCUS libraries.

All this information about the internal
formats of items etc. is produced
automatically on the basis of information
in the ABM catalog.

The programmer need only know the logical
layout of records and item/field names
so he/she can spend more time on the
application_ proper rather than on ”bit
manipulation”.

To become familiar with the output from COPY
and INCLUDE, study the examples of COPY/
INCLUDE files (see both chapter 9 and the
example floppy disk.)

Rules for the generated statements are shown
on the next page. Names in parentheses are
only used to ease the assignments in the
INCLUDE file and should not be used by the
programmer. Array names starting with "C“ are
character arrays; all other arrays are integer
arrays.
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SIBAS PART:
— Variable name [items] xxaaaaa

- Value buffer [items] KRECXX
- Item, [size&type] list [items] KITEMxx , [CITEMXX]
- Low limit variable name [indexes] Lxxbbbn
- High limit variable name [indexes] Hxxbbbn
- Value buffer [low&high] (indexes) KVxxbbb _
~ Index name information [indexes] lxbbb , [Cxxbbb]
* Realm name list [realms] KREALMS , [CREALMS]
* Usage mode list [realms] KUMOD
- Protection mode list [realms] KPMOD

PICTURE PART:
~ Variable name [field] yyccccc
- Value buffer [field] MREn

- Field name [size&type] list [field] MITEMyy , [CITEMyy]
— Reference table [FOCUS param.] REFTAB

BOTH:
— Subitem list

as used in call to the'ABM SIB/FC lib. ITEMSUB
as used by programmer in assignments CITMSUB
ITEMSUB equivalenced with CITMSUB

WHERE
xx ‘ Realm prefix [first 2 characters in realm name].

yy Picture record prefix [first 2 characters in record name].

aaaaa: Unique item name within the realm.
Characters 3 to 7 of item name.

bbb Unique index name within the indexes in the realm. Defined
in same manner as "aaaaa", but with only the first 3
characters after realm prefix.

n Sequence number, starting with 1, for all the member items
in a group index. For an item index it is 1.

ccccc: Unique field name within the picture record. If the field
is defined with reference to a SIBAS item, “ccccc” will Le
equal to "aaaaa" from the corresponding item. If the field
is defined with reference to a data description, the first
5 characters in the data description name will be used.
Used by the subroutine DDTRNSF to move values from the
SIBAS value buffer [KHECXX] to the FOCUS value buffer
[MREn] or vice versa.

See the section "Naming Conventions..." on page 20.
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2.17.2 GENERATING COBOL COPY ELEMENTS

The generation of COPY eTements goes mainly in the same manner as the
INCLUDE—GENERATE procedure. The moduie is started by the command COPY~GEN.
The generated COBOL copy eTements are stored on two SINTRAN files:

DECDDC~<subfunction name>25YNB for declarations,
ASSDDC-(subfunction name>:SYHB for assignments.

The contents of the output fiies are TogicaTTy
the same as for the INCLUDE fiTes, but they
are of course in COBOL syntax. ATT generated
variabies wiTT have a prefix according to the
tabie beiow :

COBOL GENERATED VARIABLES:

Prefix Description

DDS— ABM Screen variable not to be Changed by user code
DDB— ABM DataBase variable not to be changed by user code
SCVa SCreen Value
SCC— Egreen iommand item
SCR* §Ereen Return item
DBV— Qatagase Value
DBR- Eatagase fiealm
DDC— ABM Common for Screen and Database
DBKI— QataBase Eey item
DBKV— Qatagase Eey Xalue

A COBOL word can consist of up to 30
significant characters (onTy 7 in FORTRAN) and
this makes Tife much easier for those using
ABM/COBOL rather than ABM/FORTRAN. (See the
section "Name Conventions for FORTRAN and
COBOL Programs”.)
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2.18 REPORT GENERATION

You can generate reports about the ABM catalog by using the command REPORT
from the main menu. An ABM report wiTT typicaTTy incTude information about
aTT data descriptions, where they are used, and which ones are not used.

The foTTowing picture appears with the command:

tEPHORT SELECTION

PLEASE MAKE :Give the number of the report you wish to make.
YOUR CHOICE

NOTE:
Some reports (e.g., the Where—is-Used report] may
generate a lot of output. It may also take a lot
of time to generate the report.
While a report is being generated, the status of
the run will be displayed on the screen.

OUTPUT FILE NAME :Here you can give the name of an existing SINTRAN fiTe.
If the file does not exist, you can give the name of a
fiTe between quotes (” ”). The output wiTT then
automaticaily be written to this file.

When you have seTected a report number and given an
output file name, SELECTION CRITERIA is displayed on
the screen.

The output fiie wiTT be closed when you exit the report
menu.

SELECTION CRITERIA: You may choose to generate reports from selected
databases, of seTected Data Descriptions and so on.
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Give command:
§pREEN~FORM¢J

CREATE~FXLE

P A R A

F l E L D

W R I T E

E X i T

Remember, you
character
forms. You may
like inverse

HOW l8 MAKE APPLICATEQN FORMS
USING lHE ABM SCREEfi EGRN v: 'u

sets

e Before you create a form, create a file to

store the form.

@ Set current record by pressing the PARA key
when defining a new record or modifying an
already existing record.
(See the HELP information for editing keys.)

e Use the FIELD key to define/modify fields.
[See the HELP information for editing keys.)

@
@ EXIT when you have finished.

may use graphics and alternate

and special symbols for your
also use various attributes

video, high and low intensity
and blinking mode. For details, use the HELP
key or refer
pages 33—34,

to the FOCUS Reference Manual,
(ND~60.137.5].

\\
Press(EELv for command information.

Write your form to the file you have created.
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2.19 SCREENtFORM

53

A special version of the FOCUS screen handling system is used for the
online building and maintenance of applications screen forms. It is common
to make a form corresponding to a database subschema, and for the
application program to use this form to access the subschema. You can start
this module with the command SCREEN—FORM. The following screen picture is
displayed'

The following screen form commands are available.

Command
(home)
CLEAR—DEFINITION
CREATE—FILE
DELETE—FORM
DESCfiIBE—FOHMS
ENLARGE—FILE
ENVIRONMENT
EXIT
FUNC+@
GET'ENVIRONHENT
GET—KEY—VALUE
HELP
LISTwFILES
LIST~FORMS
NAKE—UPTODATE—FORHS
READ~FORH
SAVE‘ENVIRONMENT
WRITE—FORM
@Xxx

Explanation
Enter form definition/modification
Clear current form definition
Make a new form file ( FABM file)
Delete a form from form file/ABM catalog
Give information about a form
Enlarge a form file
Inspect/modify environment
Exit from SCREEN FORM
Redisplay/refresh screen
Get/modify environment specification
Get the numeric value for the key
Give help information
List files (:FABM files for this user)
List forms in form file/ABM catalog
Update forms after environment change
Read a form from form file/ABM catalog
Save environment specification
Store form in form file/ABM catalog
Execute the SINTRAN command xxx

For details about the

or
Refer to the FOCUS

commands use the HELP key

Reference Manual ND~60.137

You can give screen—form commands, together
with the parameters, directly from the FD)
command line.
Default values are obtained by omitting the
parameter, indicated by a comma.
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2.19 1 BEFORE you MAKE A SCREEN FORM...

The screen form that you create wiTT normaTTy be used by an appTication
program to communicate with a database. So before you make your screen
form

MAKE YOUR Make sure that you have defined your
APPLICATION DATABASE appTication database in the ABM cataTog. The

fies in your screen form shoq be abTe to
refer to items in the database.

CREATE A FILE FOR The screen forms that you create wiTT be
YOUR FORMS stored in a fiTe of the type :FABM. This fiTe

must have been created by using the screen
command CREATE—FILE.

NOTE:
Do not use the SINTHAN command CREATE~FILE!!
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2.19.2 HOW TO MAKE A SCREEN FORM: AN EXAMPLE

Suppose you want to make the EMPLOY form shown beTow.

Employee List

9 Create your appTication database with the appropriate reaTms and items.

For exampTe, you coq create database EMPLIST with reaTm EMPLOY, and
items EMNAME, EMADRl, EMADRZ, EMFUNCl, and EMFUNCZ.

9 Define a Data Description for the OK fie.

The form wiTT then contain 2 records. The first, the R1 record, wiTT
consist of 5 fies aTT referring to items in the EMPLOY reaTm. The
second, the R2 record, wiTT consist of the OK fie which refers directTy
to the Data Description OK—FIELD.

a Start the screen form moduTe with the command SCREEN—FORM¢J.

0 Use the CREATE—FORM command to create a form fiTe.

a Press the HOME key (\) to move into the screen picture.

e Type in the form text and graphics.

a Press the PARA key with the cursor in the first position of the name
fie and fiTT in the fie definition.

NOTE: In the foTTowing exampTes, the underTined vaiues are fiTTed in by
the user; the others are system defauit vaTues.

(The additionaT fie attributes are skipped because item name is
terminated by «J.)
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a Press the FIELD key with the cursor in the first position of the first
address fieid and fiii in the fieid definition.

rRecord hame1RiR ~3 -s,r
Rate descrihtiee heme: ,, “ .-
[iatahese name; EMRtfiW Ree3m heme_§RPt8Y 53; Item hame EM :R33J_

3o  shec3fy more 31R3d sttréodtes use the 3 downer 9w

( l:he defauit vaiues are those of the previousiy defined fieid)

m Use the FIELD key to define the second address fieid and the function
fields in the same way that the first address fieid was defined.

9 Press the PARA key with the cursor in the OK fieid and fiii in the fieid
definition.

73f“ 333eg33 VR3HR

.. emcee: ear;

(The system routine UC converts the fieid vaiue to uppercase letters.)

e Press the HOME key (\) to move to the command iine.

e Use the WRITE-FORM command to write the form to the form file.
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2.19.3 DESCRIBE“FORMS: T0 EXAMINE FORMS

The DESCRIBE~FORMS command can be used to examine the contents of a
previously defined form. The output will contain information about form
layout, field positions, field names, field lengths and types of field
references.

How field names are built up in COBOL and FORTRAN:

COBOL : Field name is equal to item name. If there is no item, the 8
first characters in the Data Description name will be used as
field name.

FORTRAN : The two first characters in record name are replaced by the
two first characters in item name to create a field name.

If there is no item, the two first characters in record name +
the 6 first characters in Data Description name will form the
field name.

An example of output from the DESCRIBE—FORM command for the example EMPLDY
form is given in the following :

F O R M
Form name : EMPLOY Size : 580

Form start : line 2 column 24
Form end : line 11 column 55 Written : 1986-03—20

[ABM application programming language: FORTRAN]

F O R M L A Y O U T

Employee List
Name: ..................
Address: ...............
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F I E L D D E S C R I P T I O N S

Field

name Format LD LS HELP ST/JU BWZ Occ

RJNAME X[18) 18 18 None No L
BlADRl X[15] 15 15 None No L
B1ADH2 X[15] 15 15 None No L
HlFUNCl X[12] 12 12 None No L
HlFUNCZ X[12) 12 12 None No L
RZOK-FIE X 1 1 None No L

— Legal char. #Y,#y,#N,#n
System routine UC

F I E L D O C C U H R E N C E S

Record Field Occ Line Col Data descr. or DB—name/Realm/Item

R1A RlNAME 1 5 32 EMPLIST /EMPLOY /EMNAME
R1A R1ADR1 1 6 35 EMPLIST /EMPLOY /EMADR1
RlA RlADHZ 1 7 35 EMPLIST /EMPLOY /EMADR2
31A R1FUNC1 1 8 38 EMPLIST /EMPLOY /EMFUNC1
RlA RlFUNCZ 1 9 38 EMPLIST /EMPLOY /EMFUNC2
RZA RZOKFIEL 1 10 48 OKFIELD
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2.19.4 RULES FOR FIELDS AND RECORDS

GENERAL 0 A field is always part of a record. A record consists
of one or more fields.

0 The record name can be up to 8 characters long. The
first two characters must be unique within the form
(for example an R1 record, R2 record and so on).

o The storage and display format for a field is fetched
from the connected Data Description (DD). A field
refers to a DD either directly (by reference to a DD
name) or indirectly (via database, realm and item
name).

All fields in a record must have the same type of
reference to DD names (either directly or indirectly)
- not mixed.

0 If a record has indirect references to DD names, they
must all refer to items in the same database realm.

DEFINING RECORDS The main difference between standard FOCUS and this
AND FIELDS special version is the way in which fields, records and

record occurrences are defined.

KEYS o Press the PARA key with the cursor in a blank position
to define the first field in a new record. The new
record becomes the current record.

«. o Press the PARA key with the cursor in an existing
PARA) record to modify the record. The record becomes current
‘t/ record.

You may not use the PARA key in an existing record if
you have copies of that record.

/»\ a Press the FIELD key with the cursor in a blank position
HEQ? to define a new field in the current record.

o Press the FIELD key with the cursor in an existing
field to modify the field. The record containing the
field becomes the current record.
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MARKING FIELDS a Press the SHIFT + PARA keys to mark a record if you
AND RECORDS want to copy, delete, or move it, All the affected

fields will be shown in inverse video.

a Press the SHIFT + FlELD keys to mark a field if you
want to copy, delete, or move it. The marked field will
be shown in inverse video.

You may not use the SHIFT + FIELD keys to mark a field if you have copies
of the record containing the field.

FIELD DEFINITION When you press the PARA or FIELD key, you will be
be prompted with the Field Definition form. Some of the
fields in this form are explained below:

Renard Name.
Max. 8 chars. A default record name will be assigned.
If you have pressed the PARA key to display this
picture, then you may change the default record name.
(You are not allowed to change the default record name
after having pressed the FIELD key.)

Date Bessriptian er Database Name.
If a Data Description name is given, the Database
fields will be skipped. Otherwise, you must enter the
Database name, Realm name, and Item name to which the
form field refers.

To give additional attributes to fields, press the l
key in the Item name pr Data Description field.

MULTI RECORD EXAMPLE

R4 R5 Let's say that you have defined two records,
R4 and R5. The cursor is positioned in R5, and

—»~—~ -«- R5 is the current record.

If you want to define a new field in R4, you must first
make R4 the current record by moving the cursor to any
field within R4, pressing either the FIELD key or the
the PARA key, and then pressing the CANCEL key to get
out of the Field Definition prompt. You may then define
the new record by pressing the FIELD key with the
Ctrsor in a blank position.
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COPYING, MOVING AND DELETING MARKED FIELDS AND RECORDS

To copy, move or delete a field or a record, you must
first mark it.

éE:E§ 0 Delete marked field or record.

I. 0 Copy marked field or record.
Move the cursor to the new start position for the field or
record, and use the COPY key.

a Move marked field or record.
Move the cursor to the new start position for the field or
record, and use the MOVE key.

RESTRICTIONS 0 You may not change a record if you have copies of that
record.

0 You may not copy a record if it contains copies of a
field.

0 You may have a maximum of 35 different records in a form.

0 You may have a maximum of 35 copies of a record in a form.

0 You may have a maximum of 256 fields in a form.
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2.20 FIELD OCCURREZNCES IN ABM VERSION B

It is possibTe to define fie occurences in screen forms. ”Mark” a fieid
by pressing the SHIFT + FIELD keys (the fie wiTT be dispTayed in inverse
video)a move the cursor to a free position and press the COPY key.
Continue to move the cursor and press the COPY key if you want more copies.

The ruTes for fie occurrences are:

e Records containing fie occurrences can not be copied. That is, a
fie can not be both a fie occurrence and a record occurrence.

9 Occurrences of a fie must be in sequence within the record. (The
seguence is from the top down and from Teft to right). Otherwise a
WARNING wiTT be dispTayed when you store the form by the WRITE—FORM
command.

a The fie occurrences wiTT make the generated code in COPY/INCLUDE fiies
more "compact". The ”occurs n times" cTause is used in COBOL whiie an
array hoiding aTT the fie occurrence vaiues is generated in FORTRAN.

a When using a record containing fie occurrences in the routines in
A8M~FC~LIB, you must note the foTTowing :

When reading a whoTe record, spTit this read into Separate ODRFLDS.
Fie occurrences must be treated separateiy in One read (see the
foTTowing exampie),

An exampTe of fie occurrences in a COBOL environment:

field A Bl 82 83

fie C

This form contains one record, Tets caTT it RlA. The form conSists of five
fieids; A, 81, 82, B3 and C. The fies 81, 82 and B3 are fie
occurrences.
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The fie references (the way they refere to database items and Data
Descriptions etc.) are shown in the foiiowing table:

named record database reaTm item

A
Bl
82
BB
C

RlA ABMDEMO UNIT CUSTNO
RlA ABMDEMO UNIT DATE
RlA ABMOEMO UNIT DATE
RIA ABMDEMO UNIT DATE
RlA ABMDEMO UNIT COMMENTS

-—........_.__.

CUSTNO
DATE.Ol
DATE.02
DATE.O3
COMMENTS

A COBOL program reading the whoTe record wiTT Took Tike this:

READ—R1—
MOVE
PERF
MOVE
MOVE
PERF
MOVE
MOVE
PERF

READ—R1—
CALL

IF F

The COPY g
be Tike th

03

RECORD.
‘+:CUSTNO *' TO DOC—SELECT.

ORM READ—Rl—FIELDS.
3 TO SCC—RW—NO—OF—LINES.
‘+:DATE *‘ TO DOC—SELECT.

ORM READ~R1~FIELDS.
1 TO SCC—RW-NO—OF—LINES.
'+:COMMENTS*' TO DOC—SELECT.

ORM READ—Rl—FIELDS.

FIELDS.
'DDRFLDS' USING DDC—REF—TABLE,

DDS—R1~SUBSCHEMA,
SCV~R1,
FCSTATUS.

CSTATUS NOT = O PEFORM DD—FC—ERROR.

OCCURS 3.

enerated decTarations for the RlA record vaTue buffer woq
is:

SCV—Rl.
05 SCV—RvUSTNO PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 SCV—Rl—DATE PIC X(8)
05 SCV—Rl-COMMENTS PIC X(60).
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2.21 DATABASE AND FORM CONNECTIONS

The parallelism between a database subschema and a form is shown below:

database

subschema : form

realm : record e a realm in a database subschema and a record in
in the form.

item : field a an item in a realm and a field in a record.

USE THE PABALLELISM A subschema often reflects the use of
BETWEEN A DATABASE SUBSCHEMA a database through a screen form. A
AND A FORM ”typical” form contains many fields

organized into 2 or 3 records. Some
records have fields referring directly to
Data Descriptions (example: time and
date). The other records refer to items
in database realms.

READ A RECORD FROM A FORM Because of the parallelism between a
AND database subschema and a form, it is easy
STORE IT IN THE DATABASE to read a record from the screen and

store it in the database.
You could do this as follows:

CALL DDRFLDS (form parameters)
CALL DDTRNSF (frem form parameters to

database parameters)
CALL DDSTORE (database parameters)

ALL PARAMETERS ABE PRODUCED IN This is especially easy because all the
INCLUDE/COPY FILES required parameters are automatically

produced by INCLUDE/COPY modules.
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2.22 DATABASE MAINTENANCE

You wiii probably never be compieteiy finished with the deveiopment of a
database system. Changes and modifications have to be made from time to
time. After a change/modification is done, the affected parts of the
database have to be updated to make the change avaiiabie for them. The way
this updating is done is dependent on whether the database has been
Confirmed or not.

BEFORE CONFIRMATION Deveiope a new system by programming, testing
and making constatnt changes. 192 must know
where to update after a change/modification,
and ygu must update all the affected parts
of the database.

Before the database has been confirmed,
initiate the database each time you have made
changes to the schema. A11 data in the
database wiii be iost.

When the start of production is approaching,
run a Confirmation of the database.

AFTER CONFIRMATION After the Confirmation, you may stiii need to
modify the database, but at this point AEM
heips you with maintainance. Foiiow the
methods described here, and ABM wiii update
aii the affected parts of the database.

The foiiowing procedures are for making changes to a database which has
not been Confirmed.

CHANGING THE 0 When changing a data description, you must
DATA DESCRIPTION know whether the data description is used in

form(s) or not. A11 the forms where the data
description is used must be made up—to—date
to make the modified data description
avaiiabie for them.

Update the forms by either
— the "make—uptodate—form" command in

screen—form for each form,
— the ”make—uptodate-form” command for

aii forms in the form—fi'le(s)s
— the command "read—form”, modify the

form and “write—form”.

When eniarging a fieid, be sure that the
enlarged fieid does not overwrite an aiready
existing fieid.
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(The report ”Where~is—used data description”
will help you to find the forms using the
particular data description.)

0 Make new copy/include files.

a Recompile and reload your application
programs.

MODIFYING a If you modify a form (new fields, deletion of
A FORM fields), remember to Modify the subschema of

the form which has been updated.

0 Make new copy/include files.

e Recompile and reload your application
programs.

DELETING A a Data description may not be deleted if it is
DATA DESCRIPTION already in use. All the referenced items in

screen forms and DRL schemas must be deleted
first. Run a report to find out where the data
description is used. (The data description may
have been used in a group.)

a Make new copy/include files.

e Recompile and reload your application
programs.

a If the data description is used in a form(s):
READ~FORM, make the changes and WRITE—FORM.

a Modify the subschema of the form which has
which has been updated.

The following examples show you what to do when making changes to an
already confirmed database.

CHANGING THE 9 Make the changes in the particular data
DATA DESCRIPTION description.

9 "Make—uptodate—form" if the data description
is used in a form(s).

0 Run a Redefinition in the schema module
(menu) to generate redefinition statements
for URL.

9 Run DRL.
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UPDATE AN OLD ITEM

INSERT A NEW ITEM

67

Make new copy/include elements by COPY—GEN or
INCLUDE—GEN. Use the command CHANGES to let
ABM know which files will be affected.

Recompiie and reload your application
programs.

Now the change in the data description is
recognized everywhere.

Make the changes to the item.
The "cre/dei/upd" field wiii be marked ”U”.

Run a Redefinition in the schema module
(menu) to generate redefinition statements
for DRL.

Run SIB-DRL.

Make new copy/include elements.

Recompiie and reload your application
programs.

Try out the modification(si.

When everything is correct, run a new
Confirmation.

Make the new data description if necessary.

Create the new item with the command DBITEM.

Run a Redefinition in the schema module (menu)
to generate redefinition statements for DRL.

Run SIB—DRL.

Make new copy/include eiements.

Recompiie and reload your application
programs.

Try out the modification(s).

When everything is correct, run a new
Confirmation.

Do all modifications within ABM, Take backup of ABM catalog files,
not directly in generated SCHEMAS. application programs and forms.
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2.23 GENERATING SUBSCHEMA FRGM FORM

A new subschema can be generated from an existing form. If you answer ”Y“
to the question “generate subschema from form?" in the Subschema Heading
picture, a subschema wiii be generated.

Some forms, however, wiii not iead to a meaningfui subschema. Generating
subschema from a form containing oniy ieading text and no fieids, for
exampie, wiii resuit in an ”empty” subschema. Nor wiii records refering
directiy to Data Description form the basis of a subschema.

Each form is anaiysed before the generation of subschema starts. If the
form is found ”meaningfui", a subschema is estabiished; if not, a message
is given on the screen and the generation is stopped.

The subschema wiii be generated in this way:

a The new subschema wiii get the same name as the form it was generated
from.

0 A11 records containing fieids which have indirect reference to Data
Description (i e. those referring to a database item) wiii form the basis
of a subschema.

o Ail referred reaims wiii be marked with ”UN“. (Update/Non protect)

0 A11 referred items which are hot keys in the schema wiii be marked with
an “1”; keys wiii be marked with "1K”.

NOTE:
No group item will be marked. Marking of group items must be done by
the user after the generation of subschema.

Beiow is an exampie of generating subschema based on the picture named
MENU~1C2
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Beiow is a specification of the iies found in the MENU—1C picture:

The resuTt of the generation is a subschema named MENU—1C.

Generation of the subschema MENU—1C, can be iTTustrated by the foiiowing
pictures: (This is the same procedure you wouid foTTow to generate a
a subschema without using automatic generation.)

‘3 s u 8 s c H E M A H E A D 1 N G T ,_

The picture MENUAIC refers onTy to the reaim named UNIT; so the Subschema
Reaim picture estabiishes just one reference to this reaTm.

”kpfi§,l.ef_ Stu

{subschémei

5‘ Regim- 1
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A11 items refered to by the reaim UNIT are listed in the Subschema Item
picture:

SUBSCHEMA

:dafiabése F

After generating a subschema from a form, group items have to be marked by
the user. Give the command SUBSCHEMA and do M (Modify) on subschema
MENU—1C. Navigate to Subschema Item picture and indicate the group items by
marking the ”MARK” fieids. (See page 35.)
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3 HOW TO WRITE PROGRAMS USING ABM

3.1 WRITING PROGRAMS USING ABM

The INCLUDE and the COPY files, together with the subroutine package for
communication with SIBAS/FOCUS, can be used to write bug-free programs
quickly and efficiently.

ADVANTAGES OF USING The main advantages of using the INCLUDE and
INCLUDE/COPY FiLEs COPY files are:

c the values on items/fields are automatically
available in the generated variables;

a only variable names without indexes are
transferred in the SIBAS/FOCUS calls. The
start position or number—of~words is not
transferred;

0 no computing of field numbers, position and
value buffers, or item lengths is necessary.

WRITING GOOD PROGRAMS For detailed information on writing good
programs, refer to The Elements of Programming
Style by B.W.Kernighan & P.J. Plauger. Below
is a brief summary.

WRITING GOOD PROGRAMS:

Say what you mean, simply and directly.
Write clearly, not efficiently.
Let the program do the dirty work.
Choose easy-to-remember variable names.
Document your program properly.
Use proper indentation.
Use library routines.

Avoid temporary variables.
Write & test a big program in small pieces
Do not patch bad code; rewrite it.0

0
0
8
.
9
0
.
0
0
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3.2 GENERAL STRUCTURE FOR FORTRAN PROGRAMS

The foiiowing shouid
FORTRAN:

THE KNCLUDE FILES

COHHUNICATION WITH THE
APPLKCATION DATABASE

COMMUNICATION WITH THE
SCREEN

considered when making appiication programs in

You can use the INCLUDE fiies in your
appiication programs by the foiiowing FORTRAN
statement:

OINCLUDE DECDD1—<subfunc name>

< iocai deciarations (if necessary) >

$INCLUDE ASSDOI—<subfunc name>
< iocai assignments >
< program code.)

The appiication programs wiii generaiiy commu-
nicate with the appiication database by using
the subroutines of the ABM-SIBAS—LIB iibrary.

Generaiiy the appiication program communicates
with the screen operator by using the
subroutines of the ABM~FC~LIB iibrary.

Oniy read/write fieids within the same iogicai
record can be inciuded in the same caii,
aithough one or more occurrences of that
iogicai record may be infiuenced (see REFTAB
parameter and DDGETRC/DDPUTRC routines).

Standard picture initiation: one caii performs
aii the necessary FOCUS caiis.

Data transfer between FOCUS and SIBAS buffers
is done by using a caii to a speciai routine
(ODTRNSF) or by ordinary assignments.

NOTE:
When calling SIBAS/FOCUS communication
routines” buffers transferred as parameters
should always be transferred without a
start index.

For example:
(..,KRECXX,..]
not [..,KRECxx(index],..].
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3.3 USE OF SUBITEM LIST IN FORTRAN PROGRAMS

The INCLUDE fiies contain an item iist, a fieid—name Tist and vaiue buffers
for each reaim and picture record type. It is possibie, by means of the
subitem iist, to subtract parts of an item iist or fieid—name iist.

THE SUBITEH LIST

THE RESULT—ITEM LIST

BUILDING SUBITEH LIST

The subitem iist is deciared and dimensioned
in the INCLUDE fiie as a character array, with
equivaience to an integer array. The
programmer puts vaiues into the character
array. The equivalenced integer array is
transferred, together with the totaT—item
list, to the actuai SIBAS/FOCUS communication
routine.

In this way it is possibie for one caii to
access items/fieids in the item/field name
iists.

The SIBAS/FOCUS communication routines compose
a resuit—item iist from the subitem Tist, and
the totai—item/fieid~name Tist generated in
the INCLUDE fiie. This resuTt—item iist is
used in SIBAS/FOCUS caiis from the
corresponding SIBAS/FDCUS communication
routines.

CITMSUB(1) = 's:<item 1><item 2> . <item 3>*'

I ll
end mark.

item name or
fieid—name iist.

(8 chars. for each item)
type of subitem Tist (+,0,—)

The three types of subitem lists are:

+ : Resuit—item iist corresponds to subitem
iist.

D : Resuit~item iist corresponds to the
totai—item/fie—name iist.

— : Result»item iist corresponds to those
items/fieids in the totai—item iist which
are not in the subitem iist.

NOTE:
In order to get the number of items per
entry in the subitem list, check the
dimension statement generated in the
INCLUDE file. Maximum number of items
using subitem list with the type + or -
is: [number of items / 2] + 1.
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3.4 GENERAL STRUCTURE FOR COBOL PROGRAMS

The programs are written as ordinary COBOL programs, with or without the ND
COBOL extension using EXPORT/IMPORT (see the COBOL manuai). In RT and TPS
programming, no common areas are generated. Oniy Tocai variabies are used,
and assignments are used instead of VALUE statements.

THE COPY FILES The Copy files are inciuded in the appiication
program by means of the COBOL COPY statement:

DATA DIVISION.
woakING«STDRAGE SECTIONI

Ol'lrname>.
COPY DECODC—<subfunction name>.

<additionai decTarations>

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
..COPY ASSDDC—<subfunction name>.

NOTE:
You have to define your own 01 level for
the declaration part in the WORKING~STORAGE
SECTION. This allows you to use the ND
COBOL extension EXPORT/IMPORT on the whole
area of a subfunction.

The program may be structured as usuai. The
oniy difference from “normai” programs is the
way the program communicates with the screen
and the application database, and the way data
is transferred between database buffers and
screen buffers.
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3.5 USE OF SUBITEM LIST IN COBOL PROGRAMS

The item list, field—name list and value buffers are generated in the COPY
files for each realm and each picture record type.

THE SUBITEH LIST

THE RESULT—ITEM LIST

The subitem list, DDC—ITEM»LIST, is declared
and dimensioned in DDC—SELECT in the COPY
file. If pictures are used, DDC~SELECT is
declared as a part of the DDC~REF~TABLE
declaration, For database use, it is declared
on the 03 level with the same name. In this
way, one call may access one, some or all
items/fields in the item/field name lists.

The SIBAS/FOCUS communication routines compose
a result-item list from the subitem list and
the total—item/field—name list generated in
the COPY file. This result—item list is used
in SIBAS/FOCUS calls from the corresponding
SIBAS/FOCUS communication routines.

O3 DOC—SELECT.

05 DDC—ITEM-LIST.
05 DDC—TYPE PIC X(2). [COPY declaration]! The 'n'

07 DDC~ITEM PIC X(8) OCCURS n. assigned the right value in

There is only one SUBITEM
LIST for each subfunction

in OCCURS is computed and

the COPY generation module.

BUILDING SUBITEH LIST MOVE 's:<item1><item2>...<item3>*‘ TO DOC—SELECT

end mark.
item name or field—name list.
(8 chars. for each item)

type of subitem list (+,O,—)

The three types of subitem lists are:
+ : Result~item list corresponds to subitem

list.
0 : Result—item list corresponds to the

total—item/field~name list.
~ : Result—item list corresponds to those

items/fields in the total—item list which
are not in the subitem list.

MOVE '+:ACCNUMB *‘ T0 CDC—SELECT. from the screen . (The
CALL 'DDRFLDS' USING DDC-REF-TABLE, result is placed in the

DDS~R3~SUBSCHEMA, correct part of the SCV~R3
SCV~R3, buffer. All the variables
FCSTATUS. are generated and assigned

This reads only the R3
SUBSCHEMA field [ACCNUMB]

during the COPY run.)
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3.6 SIBAS/FOCUS COMMUNICATION ROUTINES

All communication routines are written in FORTRAN and placed in two library
files: ABM—SIB~LIB—xsYMB and ABM—FC—LIB—xm:SYMB (x is the ABM version
number and m is the revision number). A mode file, ABM~100~LIB~xsODE for
ABM—100 and ABM—SOO~LIB~xm:MODE for ABM-500, compiles the two files as
standard background libraries. (See the PD sheets)

THE COMMUNICATIONS We will provide here a description of the
ROUTINES communication routines. The name of the

routines and the sequence of the parameters
are exactly the same for both FORTRAN and
COBOL users. The only difference is in the
names of the parameters generated by
INCLUDE/COPY. All such parameters are
therefore described both in FORTRAN and COBOL
syntax.

THE SIBAS/FOCUS The communication between SIBAS, FOCUS and
COMMUNICATION the application program is illustrated in the

following figure:

SCREEN APPLICATION
FORMS DATABASE

APPLICATION
ABM~FC—LIB «m» PROGRAM «—+ ABM-SIB—LIB

Routines of the Routines of the
ABM—FC—LIB help ABMmSIB-LIB help
communication communication
between the between the
application application
program and the program and the
screen forms. application

database.
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3.7 VALUE BUFFERS FOR ABM-FC‘LIB AND FORMS

The ABM—FC—LIB routines work internally on a total screen buffer. All
field and record values are read or written into this total screen buffer.
Routines to get (DDGETRC) values from the total screen buffer into the
local program value buffers and vice versa (DDPUTRC) are either called
automatically or must be called explicitly.
Generally, the following holds:

VALUE BUFFERS FOR If your form does not have more than one
ONE occurrence of any record, your
RECORD OCCURRENCE automatically—generated value buffers

(from INCLUDE/COPY) are exactly like
the fields in the form. DDGETRC and
DDPUTRC will be called automatically.

VALUE BUFFERS FOR If your form has more than one occurrence
SEVERAL of a record, then you must transfer the
RECORD OCCURRENCES buffer values yourself. You could do

this, for instance, by storing away the
field values and by calling DDPUTRC/
DDGETRC successively).

The relationship between the program
value buffers and the total screen value
buffers is shown below:

Program value Total screen
buffers produced value buffer
automatically declared and
in INCLUDE/COPY. used internally

in ABM-FC~LIB.
Rl-record:

¢-— DDGETRC —~
R1~record

————DDPUTRC —+

RZ—record: RZ-record
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4 HOW TO USE ABM”SIB*LIB ROUTINES IN FORTRAN APPLICATIONS

4.1 ROUTINES AND PARAMETERS IN ABM‘SIBAS"LIBRARY

Description of routines in ABM-SIB-LIB

DDACCD
DDFEBL
DDFLBL
DDFOBG
DDFRBHB —
DDFI‘CGT ~
DDFTCH ~
DDGE'I' -
DIDGETN -
DDG IXN ~
DD INKEY -
DDINSR —
DDHDFY ~
DDREHO ~
DDSTORE -
DDTRNSF ~

I
l

ACCUMULATION of item vaiues.
Find FIRST record between Timits using given key.
Find LAST record between Timits using given key.
FORGET, nuiiify the effect of a REMEMBER caTT.
FORGET 01d and REMEMBER a new record or a search region.
FIND a specific record and GET the record vaiues.
FIND a specific record.
GET the reievant record, items or group items.
GET (read) a number of records in a search region.
GET (read) a number of index keys.
Reset search regions to maximum.
INSERT an index key of a record.
MODIFY vaiues of items or group items in a record.
REMOVE a manuaiiy maintained index key.
STORE a (part) of a record in its reaim.
TRANSFER of vaiues between vaiue buffers (for FORTRAN
appiications).

PARAMETERS OF THE ABM“SIB“LIB ROUTINES:

Library name: ABM—SIB~LIB—<version>.

Routines in this Tibrary caiis SIBAS routine

DDACCD (TDBKEY,INTEG,ITEMSUB,KIxxxxx,KRECxx, ACCID ACCDD
DBSTATUS)

DDFEBL (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx,DBSTATUS) SFEBL
DDFLBL (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx,DBSTATUS) SFLBL
DDFORG (TDBSRI,OPTION,DBSTATUS) SFORG
DDFREMB (TDBSRI,OPTION,DBSTATUS) SFORG SREMB
DDFTCGT (KTxxxxx,KVxxxxx,ITEMSUB,KITEMxx,KRECxx,DBSTATUS) SFTGT
DDFTCH (Kixxxxx,KVxxxxx,DBSTATUS) SFTCH
DDGET (TDBKEY,ITEMSUB,KITEMxx,KRECxx,

DBSTATUS) SGET
DDGETN (TDBKEY,TDBSRI,N,ITEMSUB,KITEMxx,KRECxx,

NOFOUND,DBSTATUS) SGETN
DDGIXN (TDBKEY,TDBSRI,N,KVxxxxx,NOFOUND,DBSTATUS) SGIXN
ODINKEY (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx) ~~~~~
DDINSR (TDBKEY,KIxxxxx,DBSTATUS) SINSR
DDMDFY (TDBKEY,ITEMSUB,KITEMxx,KRECxx,DBSTATUS) SMDFY
DDREMO (TDBKEY,KIxxxxx,DBSTATUS) SREMO
DDSTORE (ITEMSUB,KITEMxx,KRECxx,DBSTATUS) STORE
DDTRNSF (KTTEMxx,KRECxx.KITEMyy,KREn) ——————

o Other SIBAS routines are caiied directiy from the programs.
a A direct caii to SFORG/SREMB may be used instead of DDFREMB/DOREMB.

Do NOT mix these two caTTs in the same program.
9 Use DDTRNSi in FORTRAN programs oniy, and use DDTRNSC oniy in COBOL

programs. All other routines can be caiied from both-FORTRAN and COBOL
programs.
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SUBROUTINE PARAMETERS:

Parameter Description
FGRTRAN

lxxxx Key item information

[1] [not used]
[2] Key item length (no. of words]
(3- 6) Key item name
[7—10) Key realm name

KVKXXXX Key valuel Low & high limit for actual index

KITEHXX Total—item list information
[1] No. of items in item list
(2] Total length of items [no.of words)

(3— 6] [not used]
[7~10] Realm name
(11~>] Total~item list (4 words pr. item)
[N1->] Item length [1 word pr. item)

N1 = 11 + 4”KITEMXX[1]
[N2~>) Item type (S, D, E, O) [l word pr. item]

N2 = 11 + 5"KITEMXX{1)

ITEMSUB Subitem list. Type depends on start word
+: :> Result—item list = ITEMSUB
—: z) Result—item list = KITEMxx minus ITEMSUB
0: => Result—item list = KITEMXX
Where result~item list is used in the SIBAS cell
End subitem list by a '*'.

Typical subitem list: citmsub(1]='+:<.ITEM.><.ITEM.>....<.ITEM.>*'

KRECXX Value buffer [Record] for all items in KITEMxx.

TDBKEY Temporary database key
TDBSRI Temporary search region indicator

OVTION =0: Forget/Remember record
:1: Forget/Remember search region

=2: Forget all records
=3: Forget all search regions
=4: Forget all records and search regions

DESTATUS DBSTATUS different from O or 1 indicates an error.

INWEG Used in routine DDACCD
= ” " : Call both routine ACCID and ACCDD
= "S ” : Call ACCID
= ”D " 2 Call ACCDD

Where xxxxx: realm prefix and datatype/item name (generated by INCLUDE)
xx : realm prefix (generated by INCLUDE)

If you have answered Yes to the additional declaration option in the
Subfunction command, the only variables which may be declared by the user
are: INTEG, N, and NOFOUND.
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4.2 ABM‘SIB“LIB ROUTINES FOR FORTRAN APPLICATIONS

DDACCD (TDBKEY,INTEG,ITEMSUB,KIXXXXX,KRECXX,DBSTATUS)
I I I I 1/0 0

O ACCUHULATION of item values.

lxxxx and KRECxx are found in the INCLUDE file. INTEG
must be declared by the user. Build up ITEMSUB in order
to specify the exact item list for the SIB—DML call. At
input, the increments are put in the KRECxx buffer.
Specify also the type of accumulation by giving INTEG
one of the following possible values :

” ” ~ both ACCID and ACCDD are called.
"S ” ~ ACCID is called.
“D " — ACCDD is called.

At output, the results are found in KRECxx.

DDFTCH (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx,DBSTATUS)
DDFEBL (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx,DBSTATUS)
DDFLBL (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx,DBSTATUS)

I I O

0 Find a specific record.
0 Find FIRST record between limits using given key.
0 Find LAST record between limits using given key.

KIxxxxx and KVxxxxx are found in the INCLUDE file.
xxxxx must be the index name.

Data transfer parameters:
Give the key value by assigning a value to the variable
lxxxx.
Give the low and high limits by assigning values to the
variables Lxxxxxn and Hxxxxxn.
Use ordinary assignments.
It is only necessary to assign values for those
parameters you want to be different than the default
values.

Default value low limit: OOOOOB
Default value high limit: 777778

Description: lxxxx and KVxxxxx are decomposed and the
corresponding SIB—DML call is performed.

Note: At return, DDINKEY is called, which resets the low and
high limits.
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DDFTCGT (KIXXXXX,KVxxxxx,ITEMSUB,KITEMXX,KRECXX,DBSTATUS)
I I I I O U

0 Find a specific record and get the record values.

KIxxxxx, KVxxxxx, ITEMSUB, KITEMxx and KRECxx are found
in the INCLUDE file. xxxxx is the index name and xx is
the realm prefix.

Give the key value by assigning the value to the
variable Lxxxxxl (Lxxxxx2, Lxxxxx3 and so on if the
key is a group item.)

Build up ITEMSUB in order to specify the exact item
list.

Data read from the database is available in the
variables corresponding to the value buffer.

(See also description of DDFTCH and DDGET.)

DDTRNSF (KITEMXX,KRECXX,KITEMyy,KREn)
I I O O

0 TRANSFER of values between value buffers {for FOETBmN
applications).

The parameters are found in the INCLUDE files. xx and
yy are the realm name prefix abbreviations or picture
record name abbrivation.

Description: Values for items with ”equal“ names in the two item
lists are transferred. ”Equal”, in this routine, means
equal in the last 6 characters; that is, only different
in the realm prefix. This is an important difference
from the COBOL DDTRNSC routine.

Note: Because the structures in the item list and value
buffers are exactly the same for the database buffers
and the screen buffers, this routine may be used to
transfer values from:

— one realm buffer to another;
« one picture—record buffer to another;
» a realm buffer to a picture record buffer;
— a picture record buffer to a realm buffer.
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DDFREMB (TDBSRI, OPTION, DBSTATUS)
DDFORG (TDBSRI, OPTION, DBSTATUS)

1/0 I 0

O FORGET old and REMEMBER a new record or a search region.
0 FORGET, nullify the effect of a REMEMBER call.

Description: DDFREMB:

This routine forgets the remembered record(s)/search
region(s) indicated by TDBSRI and remembers a new one.
If a record/search region is not previousiy remembered,
oniy remember is caiied.

The input vaiue on TDBSRI indicates remembered or not:
TDBSRI = O : Not previousiy remembered
TDBSRI different from O : Previousiy remembered

Legai OPTION vaiues O and 1:
O : (forget) and remember temporary database key
1 : (forget) and remember search region indicator

DDFORG:

This routine forgets a record (0), a search region (1),
aii remembered records (2), aii remembered search
regions (3), or ail remembered records and search
regions (4) depending on the vaiue in OPTION.
When forgetting one single record/search region, TDBSRI
is reset to zero after the forget caii. If TDBSRI = O
at input, the forget caii is skipped.
When forgetting aii records/search regions, TDBSRI
serves as a dummy parameter.

Note: At the start of the program and after a FORGET—ALL
caii, a1] used temporary database keys and search
region indicators should be reset to zero.

Ordinary SFORG and SREMB may be used instead of DDFREMB
and DDFORG, but it is recommended that you use either
SFORG/SREMB or ODFREMB/ODFORG throughout the same
program.
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DDGET (TDBKEY,ITEMSUB,KITEMXX,KRECXX,DBSTATUS)
I I I O O

DDMDFY (TDBKEY,ITEMSUB,KITEMXX,KRECXX,DBSTATUS)
I I I I O

DDSTORE(ITEMSUB,KITEMXX,KRECXX,DBSTATUS)
I I I 0

fl GET the relevant records9 items or group items.
3 MODIFY values of items or group items in a record.
fl STORE a [part of a} record in its realm.

DDSTOfiE and DDHDFY:

DDGET:

Description:

Note:

KITEMxx and KRECxx are found in the INCLUDE files. xx
must be the realm name.

Data transfer parameters:

Build up ITEMSUB in order to specify the exact item
list for the SIB—DML call.

Assign values to the value buffer by assigning values
to the corresponding variables, either by using the
routine DDTRNSF or by ordinary assignment statements.

Data read from the database is available in the
variables corresponding to the value buffer.

ITEMSUB and KITEMxx determine the result~item list. in
DDMDFY and DDSTORE, the corresponding values are
transferred to a local value buffer.
The corresponding SIB—DML call is performed.
In DDGET, the values returned are transferred to
KRECxx.

Only variables corresponding to the result—item list
(i.e., the item list determined by ITEMSUB and KlTEMxxl
are used/changed in the call to DDGET, DDMDFY and
DDSTORE.
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DDINKEY (KIxxxxx,KVxxxxx)
I 0

0 Reset search regions to maximum.

Input : lxxxx
Output: KVxxxxx

Description: The value buffer KVxxxxx is reset to the default
values.
Low limit : 000008
High limit: 777778

Use: Automatically called from the ASSDDI file for all
referenced indexes.
Called from DDFTCH, DDFEBL and DDFLBL after the SlB—DML
call.
May be called from application programs too, but this
will normally not be necessary.

DDINSR (TDBKEY,KIXXXXX,DBSTATUS)
DDREMO (TDBKEY,KIXXXXX,DBSTATUS)

I I O

O INSERT an index key of a record.
0 REMOVE a manually maintained index key.

KIxxxxx is found in the INCLUDE file. xxxxx must be the
index name abbreviation.

Description: Call the corresponding SIB—DML call with the index name
found in KIxxxxx.
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DDGETN (TDBKEY,TDBSRI,N,ITEMSUB,KITEMXX,KRECXX,NOFOUND,DBSTATUS)
I I I I I O O O

« GET [read] a number of records in a search region.

KITEMxx is found in the INCLUDE file. xx must be the
reaim name. N is the number of records desired. NOFOUND
is the number found (NOFOUND .LE. N).

Description: ITEMSUB and KITEMXX determine the resuit—item iist. The
corresponding SIBAS caii SGETN is performed, and the
NOFOUND occurrences are transferred to KRECxx.

Note: For vaiues of N greater than 1 (if N=1 you can aiso use
DDGET), the KRECxx buffer must be deciared by the
programmer. The format for one occurrence of the
specified record is the same as the generated KRECxx.
You then have to repeat this N times.

DDGIXN (TDBKEY,TDBSRI,N,KVXXXXX,NOFOUND,DBSTATUS)
I I I O O 0

a GET [read] a number of index keys.

The description is in the SIBAS manual; KVxxxxx is
found in the INCLUDE fiie (for Nzl).

Description: Set the maximum number of key vaiues desired in N and
caii DDGIXN. The number found is returned in NOFOUND
and the ‘key iist' is found in KVxxxxx.

Note: For vaiues of N greater than 1, KVxxxxx must he
deciared by the programmer (same here as for DDGETN).
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we5 HOW TO USE ABM“SIB‘LIB ROUTINES IN COBOL APPLICATIONS
m

5.1 ROUTINES AND PARAMETERS IN ABM‘SIBAS‘LIBRARY

Description of routines in ABM‘SIB—LIB

DDACCD — ACCUMULATION of item vaiues.
DDFEBL — ’Find FIRST record between Timits using given key.
DDFLBL — Find LAST record between Timits using given key.
DDFORG — FORGET, nuiiify the effect of a REMEMBER caTT.
DDFREMB — FORGET did and REMEMBER a new record or a search region.
DDFTCGT ~ FINO a specific record and GET the record vaTues.
DDFTCH — FIND a specific record.
DDGET — GET the reTevant record, items or group items.
DDGETN — GET (read) a number of records in a search region.
DDGIXN — GET (read) a number of index keys.
DDINKEY — Reset search regions to maximum.
DDINSB — INSERT an index key of a record.
DDHDFY - MODIFY vaiues of items or group items in a record.
DDREHO ~ REMOVE a manuaTTy maintained index key.
DDSTORE — STORE a (part) of a record in its reaTm.
DDTRNSC — TRANSFER of vaiues between vaiue buffers (for COBOL appT.)

PARAMETERS OF THE ABM”SIB”LIB ROUTINES:

Library name: ABM—SIB—LIB—<version>.

Routines in this Tibrary caTTs SIBAS routine

DDACCD (TDBKEY,INTEG,DDC—SELECT,DDB—reaTm—SUBSCHEMA, ACCIO
DBV—reaim,DBSTATUS) ACCDO

DOFEBL (DBKI-reaim~item,DBKV—reaTm—item,DBSTATUS) SFEBL
DOFLBL (DBKI—reaim~item,DBKV—reaTm—item,DBSTATUS) SFLBL
DOFORG (TDBSRI,OPTION,DBSTATUS) SFORG
DOFREMB (TOBSRI,OPTION,DBSTATUS) SFORG SREMB
DDFTCGT (DBKI—reaim»item,DBKV—reaTm—item,DDC—SELECT,

DDB~reaim~SUBSCHEMA,DBV—reaim,DBSTATUS) SFTGT
DDFTCH (DBKI—reaim—item,DBKV—reaTm—item,DBSTATUS) SFTCH
DDGET (TDBKEY,DDC—SELECT,ODB~reaTm—SUBSCHEMA,DBV—reaim,

DBSTATUS) SGET
DDGETN (TDBKEY,TDBSRI,N,DOC-SELECT,DDB~reaTm—SUBSCHEMA,

DBV—reaim, NOFOUND,DBSTATUS) SGETN
DDGIXN (TDBKEY,TDBSRI,N,DBKV—reaTm—item,NOFOUND,DBSTATUS) SGIXN
DDTNKEY (DBKI—reaim—item,DBKV~reaTm—item) ——————
DDINSR (TDBKEY,DBKI—reaTm—item,DBSTATUS) SINSR
DDMDFY (TDBKEY,DOC—SELECT,ODB~reaTm~SUBSCHEMA,DBV~reaTm,

DBSTATUS) SMDFY
DDREMO (TDBKEY,DBKI—reaim~item,DBSTATUS) SREMO
DOSTORE (DOC~SELECT,DDB—reaTm—SUBSCHEMA,DBV—reaim,DBSTATUS) STORE
DOTRNSC (DDx—reaTml—SUBSCHEMA,xxV—reaTml,DDy~reaTm2—SUBSCHEMA,

n—reaTmZ)

e Other SIBAS routines are caTTed directTy from the programs.
a A direct caTT to SFORG/SREMB may be used instead of DDFREMB/DDREMB.

Do NOT mix the use of these two caTTs in the same program.
0 Use DDTRNSE onTy in COBOL programs.
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SUBROUYINE PARAMETERS:

Parameter Description
COBOL

DEKl—reelm—item
(1] (not used]
[2] Key item length [no‘ of words)
[3~ 6} Key item name
[7~10) Key realm name

DBKV~Ieelm~item Value buffers for total—item list!

BBB—reelm—SUBSCHENA
[1) No. of items in item list

[2] Total length on items (no.0f words}
{3~ 6] [not used]
[7~10] Realm name
[11—>] Total~item list [4 words pr. item]
[N1—>) Item length [l word pr. item]

N1 = 11 + QWDDB~realmvSUBSCHEMA [1]
[N2—>] Item type [5, D, E, O] [1 word pr. item]

N2 = ll + 5*DDB~realm—SUBSCHEMA [ll

DBC~SELECT Subitem list. Type depends on start word
+: 2) Resultflitem list : DDC~SELECT
—: => Result-item list = (DEB-realm*SUBSCHEMA] minus

BBC—SELECT.

0: => Result~item list = DDB—realm~SUBSCHEMA
Where result—item list is used in the SIBAS call
End subitem list by a ’*'.

Typical subitem list: move '+:<ITEM><ITEM>....<ITEM>*' to DDC-SELECT

DEV—realm Only values for items in result~item list are changed/used

TDBKEY Temporary database key
TDBSRI Temporary search region indicator

OPTION =0: Forget/Remember record
=1: Forget/Remember search region
=2: Forget all records

=3: Forget all search regions
=4: Forget all records and search regions

DESTATUS DBSTATUS different from O or 1 indicates an error.

INWEG Used in routine DDACCD
: ” ” : Call both routine ACCID and ACCDD
= ”S ” : Call ACCID
= ”D ” : Call ACCDD

Where realm: realm name (generated by COPY)
item : item name (generated by COPY)

If you have answered Yes to the additional declaration option in the
Subfdnction command, the only variables which may be declared by the user
are: INTEG, N and NOFOUND.
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5.2 ABM“SIB*LIB ROUTINES FOR COBOL APPLICATIONS

DDFTCH Input/Output
DDFEBL ::}~+ USING DBKI—realm~item, (I)
DDFLBL DBKV—realm—item, (I)

DBSTATUS. (O)

0 Find a speciEic record.
0 Find FIRST record between limits using given key.
0 Find LAST record between limits using given key.

DBKI~realm—item and DBKV—realm~item are found in the
COPY file. ’Realm' and 'item' are the realm and key
item names.

Data transfer parameters:

Give the key value by assigning the value to the
variable DBKV—realm—item.

Give the low and high limits by moving values to the
variables DBKV—realm—item—LOW—n and DBKV~realm~item—
HIGH—n.

It is only necessary to assign values to those
variables you want to be different from the default
values:
Default value low limit : OOOOOB
Default value high limit : 777778

Description: The given input values are decoded and the
corresponding SIB—DML call is performed. At return,
DDINKEY is called.
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Input/Output
DDFTCGT USING DBKI-reaim—item, (I)

DBKV~reaim~item, (I)
DOC—SELECT, (I)
DDB—reaim—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
DBV~reaim, (0)
DBSTATUS. (0)

9 Find a specific record and get the record values.

DBKI—reaim—item, DBKV—reaim—item, DDC~SELECT, DDB~
rea1m~SUBSCHEMA and DBV—reaim are found in the COPY
fiie. 'Reaim' and ‘item‘ are the realm and key item
names.

Give the key vaiue by assigning the vaiue to the
variable DBKV-reaim~item—LOW«1 (DBKV—reaim—item—LOW—Z
and so on if the key is a group item.)

Buiid up DDC~SELECT in order to specify the exact item
iist.

Data read from the database is avaiiabie in the
variabies corresponding to the vaiue buffer.

(See aiso description of DDFTCH and DDGET.)

Input/Output
DDINKEY USING DBKI—reaim«item, (I)

DBKV—reaim~item. (O)

a Reset search regions to maximum.

Descriptiun: The value buffer DBKV~rea1m~item is reset to the
defauit vaiues.
Low iimit : OOOOOB
High iimit: 777778

Use: Automaticaiiy called from the ASSDDC file for aii
referenced indexes.

Note: Caiied from DDFTCH, DDFEBL and DDFLBL, after the SIB—
DML caii.
May be caiied from appiication programs too, but this
wiii normaiiy not be necessary.
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DDINSR Input/Output
DDREMO USING TDBKEY, (I)

DBKIurealm~item, (I)
DBSTATUS. (0)

G INSERT an index key of a record.
0 REMOVE a manually maintained index key.

DBKI—realm—item is found in the COPY file. ‘Realm' and
‘item' are the realm and key item names.

Description: Call the corresponding SIB—DML call with the index name
found in the DBKI-realm—item.

DDGET ———— Input/Output
~+ USING TDBKEY, (I)

DDMDFY———— DDChSELECT, ( )
DDS—realmnSUBSCHEMA, (I)
DBV~realm, (I).(O for DDGET)
DBSTATUS. (O)

DDSTORE USING DDCvSELECT, (
DDB—realm—SUBSCHEMA, (
DBV—realm, (
DBSTATUS. (

0 GET the relevant record, items or group items.
0 MODIFY values of items or group items in a record.
0 STORE a {part of a) record in its realm.

DOC—SELECT, DDB—realm—SUBSCHEMA and DBV»realm are found
in the COPY files. 'Realm‘ is the realm name.

Data transfer parameters:
Build up DOC—SELECT in order to specify the exact item
list for the SIB—DML call.

DDSTORE, DDHDFY: Assign values to the value buffer by assigning values
to the corresponding variables, either by using routine
DDTRNSC or by ordinary assignment statements.

DDGET: Data read from the database is available in the
variables corresponding to the value buffer.

Description: DDC~SELECT and DDB—realm—SUBSCHEMA determine the
result—item list.
In DDMDFY and DDSTORE, the corresponding values are
transferred to a local value buffer. The corresponding
SIB—DML call is performed. In DDGET, the values
returned are transferred to the DBV—realm area.

Note: Only variables corresponding to the result~item list ;
that is, the item list determined by DOC—SELECT and
DDB~realm«SUBSCHEMA , are used/changed in calls to
DDGET, DDMDFY, DDSTORE.
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Input/Output
DDGETN USING TDBKEY, (I)

TDBSRI, (I)
N, (I)
DDC—SELECT, (I)
DDB—reaim~SUBSCHEMA, (I)
DBV—reaim, (I)
NOFOUND, (O)
DBSTATUS. (D)

0 GET [read] a number of records in a search region.

The prefixed names are found in the COPY fiie. ‘Reaim‘
is the reaim name. N is number of records desired.
NOFOUND is the number found (NOFOUND g N).

Description: DDC~SELECT and DDB—reaim—SUBSCHEMA determine the
resuit~item iist. The corresponding SIBAS caii SGETN is
performed, and the NDFOUND occurrences are transferred
to DBV—reaim.

Note: For vaiues of N greater than 1 (if N=1 you can aiso use
DDGET), the DBV—reaim buffer must be deciared by the
programmer. The format for one occurrence of the
specified record is the same as for the generated one.
You then have to repeat this N times.

Input/Output
DDGIXN USING TDBKEY, (I)

' TDBSRI, (I)
N, (I)
DBKV~reaim—item, (O)
NOFOUND, (0)
DBSTATUS. (O)

0 GET (read) a number of index keys.

The parameters are described in the SIBAS manuai (ND~
60.127.03). DBKV—reaim—item is found in the COPY fiie
(for N=1). 'Reaim‘ and ‘item‘ are reaim and key item
names.

Description: Set the maximum number of key vaiues desired in N and
caii DDGIXN. The number found is returned in NOFOUND
and the ‘key iist‘ is found in the “iow‘ part of DBKV—
realm—item.

Note: For vaiues of N greater than 1, the DBKV—reaim—item
must be deciared by the programmer (iike in the caii
for DDGETN).
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Input/Output
DDACCD USING TDBKEY, (I)

INTEG, (I)
DDC—SELECT, (I)
DDBereaim»SUBSCHEMA, (I)
DBV—reaim, (1/0)
DBSTATUS. (0)

O ACCUHULATION of item values.

DDC«SELECT, DDB~reaim—SUBSCHEMA and DBV—reaim are found
in the COPY fiie. 'Reaim' is the reaim name.

Buiid up DOC—SELECT in order to specify the exact item
iist for the SIB—DML caii. At input, the increments are
put in the DBV—reaim buffer. Specify aiso the type of
accumuiation by giving INTEG one of the possibie
vaiues:

" ” — both ACCID and ACCDD are caiied.
”S ” — ACCID is caiied.
”D ” — ACCDD is caiied.

At output the resuits are found in DBV—reaim.

....~w—M**mw~munmw*~.—.~—._—_..._._..._..._...___.__..__.__

Input/Output
DDTRNSC USING DDx—reaiml-SUBSCHEMA, (I)

xwreaiml, (I)
DDy—reaimZ—SUBSCHEMA, (0)
n—reaimZ. (O)

O TRANSFER of values between value buffers (for COBOL appl.)

Parameters are found in the COPY fiies. 'Reaiml‘ and
’reaimZ' are the reaim names. x and y are either S (for
Screen) or B (for dataBase). xx and yy are either SC
(giving SCV _ SCreen Vaiue) or DB (giving DBV ~
DataBase Vaiue). ’Reaiml‘ must be different from
‘reaimZ'.

Description: Vaiues for items with ”equai” names in the two item
iists are transferred from ‘reaiml‘ to ‘reaimZ’.
”Equai” in this routine means equai in a1] characters.
Note the important difference from DDTRNSF.

Note: Because the structures in the item iist and vaiue
buffers are exactiy the same for the database buffers
and the screen buffers, this routine may be used to
transfer vaiues from:

I one reaim buffer to another;
one picture record buffer to another;
a reaim buffer to a picture record buffer;
a picture record buffer to a reaim buffer.

1
2
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DDFREMB —~ Input/Output
DDFORG ~—:L~—+ USING TDBSRI, (1/0)

OPTION, (1)
DBSTATUST (O)

0 FORGET old and REMEMBER a new record or a search region.
a FORGET, nullify the effect of a REMEMBER call.

Description:

Note:

DDFREMB:
This routine forgets the remembered record/search
region indicated by TDBSRI, and remembers a new one.
If a record/search region is not previousiy remembered,
onTy remember is caTTed.
The input vaTue on TDBSRI indicates remembered or not:
TDBSRI = O : Not previousiy remembered.
TDBSRI different from O : Previousiy remembered.
Legai OPTION vaTues 0, 1:
=0 : (forget) and remember temporary database key.
=1 : (forget) and remember search region indicator.

DDFORG:
This routine forgets a record (0), a search region (1),
aTT remembered records (2), aTT remembered search
regions (3), or aTT remembered records and search
regions (4), depending on the vaTue in OPTION.
When forgetting one singTe record/search region, TDBSRI
is reset to zero after the forget caii. If TDBSRI = O
at input, the forget caTT is skipped. When forgetting
aTT records/search regions, TDBSRI serves as a dummy
parameter.

At the start of the program and after a FORGET—ALL
caTT, aTT used temporary database keys and search
region indicators shouid be reset to zero.

Ordinary SFORG and SREMB may be used instead of DDFREMB
and DDFORG, but it is recommended that you use either
SFORG/SREMB or DDFREMB/DDFORG throughout the same
program.
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6 HOW TO USE ABMmFOCUS‘LIBRARY IN FORTRAN APPLICATIONS

6.1 ROUTINES AND PARAMETERS IN ABM“FOCUS‘LIBRARY

103

The ABM—FC~LIBRARY contains the following "user available" routines:

DDCFLDS
DDCLAT
DDCLFI
DDCLHR
DDCHSGE
DDCOPTF
DDEBROR
DDGETRC
DDGHSGE
DDGTEXT

DDGTPIC
DDINITE
DDOPFI
DDPUTRC
DDRFLDS
DDSEHAT
DDSETMR
DDWFLDS
DDWHSGE

Clears fields/records or parts of records.
Clears attributes.
Closes an opened file.

- Clears "must—read” for fields/records.
— Clears a message line.
— Copies a displayed picture to file.
— Decodes the error status and returns an error text.
~ Gets field values from the total picture buffer.
— Writes a message to a message line and reads the answer.
— Writes a message in a given line and column and

reads the answer.
- Gets a picture from a file, displays and makes it ready.
— Initiates and terminates the SCREEN part of a program.
— Opens a SINTRAN file for Write, Append access.
— Puts field values into the total picture buffer.
— Reads fields/records or parts of records.
~ Sets attributes.
— Sets "must—read" for fields/records.
— Writes fields/records or parts of records.
~ Writes a message to the message line.

The ABM~FOCUS~LIBRARY routines and the FOCUS routines:

SUBROUTINE : CALLS FOCUS RUUTINES:

DDCFLDS (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS) FCCLSUB,FCCLFDS
DDCLAT (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS) FCSETAT
DDCLFI (IUNIT, FCSTATUS) FCCLOSE
DDCLMR (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS) FCCLMR
DDCMSGE (FCSTATUS) FCWTXT,FCSCRIN
DDCOPTF (IUNIT, FCSTATUS) FCPRDOC
DDERROR (FCSTATUS, MESSAGE) —
DDGETRC (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS)
DDGMSGE (MESSAGE, OTEXT, FCSTATUS) All in DDWMSGE + FCRTXT
DDGTEXT (MESSAGE, OTEXT, ILINE, (COL, FCSTATUS) CWTXT, FCRTXT
DDGTPIC (FORMFILE, REFTAB,

FCSTATUS) FCDECFF,FCDECFN,FCCLFDS,FCCLREC
DDINITE (MFLAG) FCINITE
DDOPFI (IFINA, (UNIT, FCSTATUS) FCOPEN
DDPUTRC (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS)
DDRFLDS (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS) FCESUB
DDSETAT (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, IATRBT, FCSTATUS) FCSETAT
DDSETMR (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS) FCSETMR
DDWFLDS (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS) FCWSUB
DDWMSGE (MESSAGE, FCSTATUS) FCWTXT,FCPWR,FCSCRIN,FCBELL,FCRCHR
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
FORTRAN

MITEHXX Total item list information
[1] No. of items in item list.
(2] Total length of items [No of 16*bit words].
[3] No. of records of this type.
(4] First item number in first record of this type.
[5] First word in value buffer in first record

of this type.
(6] Not used.
[7-20] Record type name.
[11—>] Total item list [4 words per item).
[N1—>] Item length [1 word per item].

N1 = 11 + 4*MITEMXX[1]
(N2~>] Item type: S, D, E, 0, in or 2n. {1 word per item).

N2 = 11 + 5*MITEMXX[1].

XTEHSUB Subitem list: type depends on the start word.
+2 => result—item list = ITEMSUB
— => result—item list = MITEMXX — ITEMSUB
0: => result-item list = MITEMXX
Where result-item list is used in the FOCUS call.
* => End of subitem list.
Typical subitem list:
citmsub(1]='+:<.ITEM.><.ITEM.>....<.ITEM.>*'

MRECXX Record with picture values for all items in MITEMXX

LINE, NOLINE

MESSAGE
(1:1)

[byte no.1]

(2:2)
{byte no. 2) Must be equal to

[3:80]
{bytes 3 through 80)

example of use:

Only values for items in the result—item list are
changed/used.

Line [record] number & number of occurrences.
LINE 2 O & NOLINE = 0: All occurrences of this rec.
LINE > O & NOLINE > O: 'NOLINE' occurrences start—

ing from occurrence 'LINE'
of the record type.

LINE > O & NOLINE = 0: All occurrences starting

[defult from INCLUDE/COPY is LINE=NOLINE=1)

Message type and text.
Message type [not written ]
+

Delimiter [not written].

Text

cmessage : ~+: Please give unit type and number"

=> Turn ON the "prohibited to overwrite message

=> The message will be written out on the

from occurrence ’LINE' of
the record type.

line" mechanism. The operator has to give CH
before the next message is written on the
message line.

> Turn OFF the ”prohibited to overwrite
message line" mechanism.

message line. There is no prevention of
message.

string, the text that will be displayed.
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NOTE ! The routines DDRFLDS, DDGMSGE and DDGTEXT will
reset flags that indicate when the operator has
given a CR before the next message.

OTEXT Output message in the DDGTEXT call and the DDGMSGE
call. OTEXT must be defined as a table, and have

Default length is 40 bytes.
IUNIT Logical unit number for the output file [DDCOPTF]
FORHFILE Picture file name
CPNS Picture name ( 8 characters )
ILINE Line number on the screen [normally 1 — 24/25]
ICOL Column number on the screen [normally 1 * 80)
MEMO Read mode. J Default from INCLUDE is
HHHO Write mode. MRMO=MWMO=1 (”normal" read/write].

FCSTATUS Routine status:
= O: No error in DD<FOCUS> call.
otherwise 1 Error situation [see DDERROR].

REFTAB Reference table instead of a long parameter list:
FORTRAN COBOL

[1] - [4) CPNS SCC—PIC-NAME
[5) MRMO SCC-READ—MODE
(6) MWMO SCC-WRITE—MODE
[7) LINE SCC-START-RW—LINE
[8) NOLINE SCR~RW-NO-OF-LINES
[11) -> ITEMSUB DDC-SELECT

In the routine parameters we always refer to REFTAB.
Default values are initiated by ASSDDI—(subfunc>.
Change the values by using the name (not the index

the same length as MAXOTEXT in the ABM~FC-LIB:INCL.

in REFTAB].

HFLAG Input to DDINITE : 1 init
0 exit

Where xx : realm prefix (generated by INCLUDE).

The variables which are not automatically decleared are:
IUNIT, ILINE, ICOL, IFINA and IATRBT.

NOTE :
All dimensioning of the parameters should be done in the file
ABM-FC—LIlNCL. Default values of the subroutines are supported on
delivery of the program, but these values can be Changed by the
user.

FOCUS SIBAS

Remember the parallelism : Picture ——~— Database
Record —~-- Realm
Field -~-- Item
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6.2 HOW TO USE THE ABM”FC‘LIB ROUTENES IN FORTRAN APPLICATIONS

DDCFLDS (REFTAB,MITEMXX,MRECXX,FCSTATUS)
1/0 I O O

O Clears fields/records or parts of records.

Description: The specified parts of the fieids on the screen and the
corresponding parts of the picture buffer for the whoie
screen are cTeared. ‘
The foiiowing possibiTities exist:

e Ciear aTT fieids in a record (LIN£=O, NOLINE=O).

0 CTear from occurrence LINE no. of picture record type
and aTT foiiowing occurrences of that record type
(NOLINE=O)

a CTear from oCcurrence LINE no. of picture record type
and the NOLINE foTTowing record occurrences.
The picture record type is found in MITEMxx.

DefauTt from INCLUDE is LINEsNOLINEzl.

DDCLAT (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS)
1/0 I O O

o Clears attributes.

Description: This routine wiTT give the resuTt—item Tist the
”normal“ attribute set.

Use: Normaiiy used to reset the same fieid set that is
created by the DDSETAT caTT.

DDCLFI (IUNIT, FCSTATUS)
I O

m Closes an opened file.

Use: This routine is used to ciose fiies opened by the
DDOPFI routine.
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DDCLMR (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS)
1/0 I O O

O Clears "must—read" for fields/records.

Description: The corresponding ”cTear—must—read” FOCUS caTT is
performed for the fieids in the resuTt—item Tist.

Use: NormaTTy this is used to reset the effect of a DDSETMR
caTT; that is, reset the ”setamust—read" for the same
set of fies that is specified in the DDSETMR caET.

DDCMSGE (FCSTATUS)
O

O Clears a message line.

Description: This routine cTears the terminaT‘s message Tine.

......___—.——.——_—————.—.~~__——-—-—-~_m—_..___~—.~._.~”~u_—_

DDCOPTF (IUNIT,FCSTATUS)
I 0

0 Copies a displayed picture to a file.

Description: The routine wiTT write a form with Teading texts and
fie contents to a fiTe.

Use: The fiTe shouid previousiy be opened by using the
routine DDOPFI. The returned unit number from this
routine shoq be used as input in DDCOPTF‘s IUNIT
parameter.
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DDGETRC (REFTAB,MITEMXX,MRECXX,FCSTATUS)
1/0 I 0 O

9 Gets field values from the total picture buffer.

Description: Fieid vaiues for aii fieids in the picture record
occurrence given from LINE and MITEMXX are transferred
from the screen picture to MRECXX.

Use: Oniy one occurrence of each type is avaiiabie in the
appiication program at one time, as the same vaiue
buffer is used for aii occurrences of a picture record
type.

In order to get access to an arbitrary occurrence
(without doing an ABM~FOCUS caii), the routine DDGETRC
is used.

DDGMSGE (MESSAGE, OTEXT, FCSTATUS)
I 0 0

G Writes a message to a message line and reads the answer.

Description: Works exactiy as DDGTEXT, but the message iine is
aiways used.

DDGTEXT (MESSAGE, OTEXT, ILINE, ICOL, FCSTATUS)
I O I I O

O Writes a message in a given line and column and
reads the answer.

Description: The text in MESSAGE is dispiayed in position (ILINE,
ICOL) on the operator's screen. It waits for a message
from the operator. The message is returned in the OTEXT
parameters.

Use: Assign the y/x—coordinate vaiues to ILINE/ICOL for the
start position of the message on the screen. Assign
MESSAGE the message to be dispiayed. The return message
wiii be found in OTEXT.
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DDGTPIC (FORMFILE,REFTAB,FCSTATUS)
1 I/O 0

0 Gets a picture from a file, displays and makes it ready.

Assign the FOCUS form—file ( FABM) name to FORMFILE.
Make sure that the CPNS in REFTAB hoids the correct
form name.

Description: The necessary ABM—FOCUS routines to initiate a form are
caiied, and the form is dispiayed on the screen.

DDINITE (MFLAG)
I

O Initiates and terminates the SCREEN part of a program.

DDINITE must be performed right before the first
DDGTPIC caii. DDINITE must be the iast caii before
ieaving the part of the appiication which uses a FOCUS
picture.

The parameter MFLAG must be set to 1 when initiating
from a background program. The vaiues of the parameter
have the foiiowing meanings:

MFLAG > 1: the device is reserved by FOCUS.
MFLAG = O: terminate. See also the FCINITE caii in the
FOCUS REFERENCE MANUAL (ND—60.137).

It shouid be noted that a maximum number of pictures,
fieids and buffer areas are initiated in the ABM—FC—
LIB:INCL fiie.

Note: For RT/TPS programming, you have to choose another
strategy for initiation; for exampie, BLOCK DATA
initiation at Toad time.
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DDOPFX (IFINA, IUNIT, FCSTATUS)
I O 0

o Opens a SINTRAN file for Write, Append access.

Description: Opens the fiie given by the name assigned to IFINA
(for example: IFINA=”TEST:SYMB”) for Write / Append
access. The fiie number of the opened fiies is returned
in IUNIT.

Use: This routine is used for a caii to DDCOPTF.

DDPUTRC (REFTAB,MITEMXX,MRECXX,FCSTATUS)
1/0 I I O

o Puts field values into the total picture buffer.

Description: This is the inverse of DDGETRC.
Fieid vaiues for aii fieids in the picture record
occurrence given from LINE and MITEMXX are transferred
from MRECxx to the screen picture.

Use: In order to buiid up a whoie screen picture (before
doing an ABM~FOCUS caii), the routine DDPUTRC is used.
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DDRFLDS (REFTAB,MITEMXX,MRECXX,FCSTATUS)
I O O

0 Heads fields/recorda or parts of records.

Description:

Note:

MITEMxx and MRECxx are found in the INCLUDE files. xx
is the picture record name abbreviation.

Data transfer parameters:
Build up ITEMSUB in REFTAB in order to specify the
exact fields for the ABM—FOCUS calls.
Data read from the screen is available in the variables
corresponding to the value buffer.

A result—item list, which consists of a specified set
of fields, is determined by ITEMSUB and MITEMXX.
FCEDSUB is performed on the set of fields of the
picture record occurrence.

The field values read are transferred from the picture
buffer for the whole screen to MRECxx if only one
record occurrence is read. If more than one record
occurrence is read in one DDRFLDS call, you must
transfer the values yourself by successive calls for
DDGETRC. (Hint: loop with LINE from 1 to maximum number
of occurrences each time you call DDGETRC, and store
the values).

Before return, the message line is cleared.

With the same call to DDRFLDS, you can read one, some
or all fields in the picture record occurrence. See the
LINE and NOLINE parameter in REFTAB.

The fields will always be read depending on the
sequence in the subitem list. The default sequence for
the total item list is from left to right and from top
to bottom.

Normally, ”read” is performed by first cleaning the
fields and then by setting the display dots in the
fields. This can be changed by setting the parameter
MRMO in REFTAB. See the edit mode parameter in FCEDSUB
call in the FOCUS Reference Manual, ND 60.137

The most common setting for MRMO is:

l (default) : clear fields, display dots and read.
or
2 : read (without clear).
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DDWFLDS (REFTAB,MITEMXX,MRECXX,FCSTATUS)
1/0 I I O

o Writes fields/records or parts of records.

MITEMXX and MRECxx are found in the INCLUDE files. xx
is the picture record name abbreviation.

Data transfer parameters:

Build up ITEMSUB in REFTAB in order to specify the
exact fields for the ABM—FOCUS calls.
Assign values to the value buffer by assigning values
to the corresponding variables; either by use of the
routine DDTRNSF or by ordinary assignment statements.

Only variables corresponding to the result—item list
are used in DDWFLDS calls.

Description: DDWFLDS works like DDRFLDS (only reversed):
The result-item list is composed, and field values are
transferred to the screen buffer for the whole screen.
Finally, the field values are written to the screen (by
FCNSUB).

.._.—.—.-...__w.——_mmmwwww_"m~uwmmwmww~«~_

DDSETAT (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, IATRBT, FCSTATUS)
1/0 I O l O

0 Sets attributes.

Description: This routine is used to set attributes (inverse video,
blink etc.) on fields of a field set.

Use: The elements in the IATRBT integer array of 8 elements
must be assigned value 1 to be enabled, otherwise 0 is
assigned. If no elements are set, the ”normal”
attribute is set. Attributes can be combined, The
attributes will appear the next time the fields are
displayed.

Effect: The enabeling of the different elements has the
following meaning :

Element Effect on the
number fields

High (increased) intensity
Low (decreased) intensity
Italics
Underlined
Blink (slowly)
Blink (rapidly)
Inverse video
Invisible (password reading)O

O
V

O
X

L
D

b
L

Q
N

P
—

l
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DDSETMR (REFTAB, MITEMXX, MRECXX, FCSTATUS)
1/0 I O O

0 Sets "must—read" for fields/records.

Description: The resuTt—item Tist is made from the totaT—item Tist
in REFTAB and the subitem Tist specified in ITEMSUB.
The corresponding "set—must-read" FOCUS caTT is
performed for the fies in question.

Use: Make your subitem Tist by assigning vaTues to ITEMSUB,
LINE and NOLINE (if occurrences of this record). CaTT
DDSETMR just before a DDRFLDS caTT.

Effect: The DDRFLDS caTT foTTowing a DDSETMR caTT wiTT not be
Teft before aTT fies in the resuTt—item Tist are
fiTTed in. OnTy the fies in result—item Tist of
DDSETMR are affected.

DDWMSGE (MESSAGE, FCSTATUS)
I O

o Writes a message to the message line.

Description: The message in MESSAGE is dispiayed on the terminai's
message Tine.

Use: See how to assign vaTue to the MESSAGE parameter in the
parameter description in the beginning of this chapter.
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DDERROR (FCSTATUS, MESSAGE)
I/O 0

» Decades error status and returns an error text.

use: After aTT DD caTTs, the status parameters shoq be
tested.

a If DD<FOCUS~caTT> then test if parameter not = 0.
If so cal) DDERROR to decode the error situation.

a If DD<SIBAS~caTT> then test if parameter not = 1 or
(sometimes) 0.
If so caTT DDERROR to decode the error.

NOTE:
See also the routine DDERMSG in ABM-UTILITY—LIB
described in Chapter 8.

Examples of use:

CALL DDFTCH (KIDEPNO, KVDEPNO, DBSTATUS)
1F (DBSTATUS .E0. 0) THEN

<no item found, give message etc >
DDERROR ELSEIF (DBSTATUS .NE. 1) THEN
caTTed after CALL DDERROR (DBSTATUS, MESSAGE)
SIBAS caTT. IF (DBSTATUS .E0. 0) THEN

<caTT routine to dispiay MESSAGE>
ELSE

<caTT SDBEC>
ENDIF

ENDIF

CALL DDRFLDS (REFTAB,MITEMR1,MRECR1,FCSTATUS)
IF (FCSTATUS .NE. 0) THEN

CALL DDERROR (FCSTATUS, MESSAGE)
DDERROR IF (FCSTATUS .E0. 0) THEN
caTTed after <caTT routine to dispTay MESSAGE message>
FOCUS ELSE
caTT. <caTT routine to dispiay the name of

FOCUS routine where error has occurred
n this is aTso found in MESSAGE >

ENDIF
ENDIF
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7 HOW TO USE ABM‘FOCUS‘LIBRARY IN COBOL APPLICATIONS

7.1 ROUTINES AND PARAMETERS KN ABM—FOCUS‘LIBRARY

The ABM—FC—LIBRARY contains the foiiowing "user avaiiabie” routines:

DDCFLDS
DDCLAT
DDCLFI
DDCLHR
DDCMSGE
DDCOPTF
DDEBROR
DDGETRC
DDGMSGE
DDGTEXT

DDGTPIC
DDIHITE
DDOPFI
DDPUTRC
DDRFLDS
DDSETAT
DDSETMB
DDWFLDS
DDWMSGE

l Ciears fieids/records or parts of records‘
Ciears attributes.
Cioses an opened fiie.
Ciears "must—read” for fields/records.

— Clears a message iine.
- Copies a dispiayed picture to fiie.
» Decodes the error status and returns an error text.
— Gets fieid vaiues from the totai picture buffer.
— Writes a message to a message iine and reads the answer.

- Writes a message in a given line and coiumn and
reads the answer.

— Gets a picture from a fiie, dispiays and makes it ready.
- Initiates and terminates the SCREEN part of a program.
— Opens a SINTRAN file for Write, Append access.
— Puts fieid values into the totai picture buffer.
— Reads fieids/records or parts of records.
~ Sets attributes.
— Sets "must—read" for fieids/records.
- Writes fields/records or parts of records.
~ Writes a message to the message iine.

I
i

The ABM—FOCUS—LIBRARY routines and the FOCUS routines:

SUBROUTINE : CALLS FOCUS ROUTINES:

DDCFLDS (DDC—REF~TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA, FCCLSUB,FCCLFDS
SCV—reaim,FCSTATUS)

DDCLAT (DDC—REF—TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV—reaim,FCSTATUS) FCSETAT
DDCLFI (IUNIT, FCSTATUS) FCCLOSE
DDCLMR (DDC—REF-TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV~reaim,FCSTATUS) FCCLMR
DDCMSGE (FCSTATUS) FCWTXT,FCSCRIN
DDCDPTF (IUNIT, FCSTATUS) FCPRDOC
DDERROR (FCSTATUS, MESSAGE) “
DDGETRC (DDC—REF—TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV—reaim,FCSTATUS)
DDGMSGE (MESSAGE, OTEXT, FCSTATUS) A11 in DDWMSGE + FCRTXT
DDGTEXT (MESSAGE,OTEXT,ILINE,ICOL,FCSTATUS) FCWTXT, FCRTXT
DDGTPIC (FORMFILE,DDC~REF~TABLE,FCSTATUS) FCDECFF,FCDECFN,FCCLFDS,FCCLREC
DDINITE (MFLAG) FCINITE
DDOPFI (IFINA, IUNIT, FCSTATUS) FCOPEN
DDPUTRC (DDC~REF~TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV—reaim,FCSTATUS)
DDRFLDS (DDC—REF—TABLE,DDS—reaim-SUBSCHEMA,SCV-reaim,FCSTATUS) FCESUB
DDSETAT (DDC~REF-TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV—reaim,IATRBT,

FCSTATUS) FCSETAT
DDSETMR (DDC-REF—TABLE,DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV—reaim,FCSTATUS) FCSETMR
DDWFLDS (DDC—REF~TABLE,DDS-reaim—SUBSCHEMA,SCV—reaim,FCSTATUS) FCWSUB
DDWMSGE (MESSAGE, FCSTATUS) FCWTXT,FCPWR,FCSCRIN,FCBELL,FCRCHR
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DESCRIPTION

DDS-realfi—SHBSCHEHA Total item list information
[1] No. of items in item liSt.
[2) Total length of items [No of 16~bit words].
{3) No. of records of this type.
{4] First item number in first record of this type.
[5} First word in value buffer in first record

of this type.
{6) Not used.
(7—20) Record type name.
[11—>] Total item list {4 Words per item).
[N1—>) Item length {1 word per item).

N1 = 11 + 4*DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA(1]
[N2~>] Item type: S, D, E, O, In or 2n. [1 word per item].

N2 = 11 + 5*DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA(I).

DEC—SELECT Subitem list: type depEnds on the start word.
ll Due-SELECT _

[DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA]
minus BBC—SELECT

+z => result~item list
—: => result-item list If

0: => result—item list = DDSwrealm~SUBSCHEMA
Where resultsitem list is used in the FOCUS call.
* => End of subitem list.

Typical subitem list: , ,
move '+:<ITEM><ITEM>....(ITEM>*' to DDC'SELECT

Stvsiéaim Record with picture Values for all items.

SEC-START-RW—LINE line (record) number.

SCC—RW—NG—UF~LlNES number of occurrences.
SCC"START-RW*LINE = O & SCC-RWnNO~OF—LINES = 0:

All oCCurrences of this record.
SCC~START-RW-LINE ) O & SCC-RW~NO~OF-LINES ) O:

'SCC—RW—NO~OF—LINES' occurrences starting from occurrence
'SCC—START~BW—LINE' of the record type.

SCC~START~RW—LINE > 0 & SCC—RW—NO-OF—LINES = 0:
All oCcurrences starting from occurrence

. 'SCC—START'RW-LINE' of the record type.
{default from COPY is SCC-START—RW—LINE = SCC—RW‘NO~OF—LINES : 1]
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MESSAGE
[1:1]

[byte no.1]

[2:2]

[3:80]

NOTE !

OTEXT

IUNIT
FORHFILE

ILINE

ICOL

FCSTATUS

Default

Message type and text.
Message type [not written ].
+ => Turn ON the "prohibited to overwrite message

line" mechanism. The operator has to press
CR before the next message is written on
the message line.

- ~ => Turn OFF the ”prohibited to overwrite
message line” mechanism.

= 0 => The message will be written out on the
message line. There is no prevention of
message.

Delimiter [not written].
[byte no. 2] Must be equal to "z”.

Text string, the text that will be displayed.
[bytes 3 through 80]

The routines DDRFLDS, DDGMSGE and DDGTEXT will
reset flags that indicate when the operator has
pressed CH before the next message.

Output message in the DDGTEXT call and the DDGMSGE
call. OTEXT must be defined as a table, and have
the same length as MAXOTEXT in the ABM—FC—LIBzINCL
Default length is 40 bytes.
Logical unit number for the output file [DDCOPTF]
Picture file name

SCC—PIC~NAHE Picture name [ 8 characters ]
Line number on the screen [normally 1 — 24/25]
Column number on the screen [normally 1 - 80]

SCC-READ—HODE Read mode.
SCC~HRITE~HODE Write mode.

Default from COPY: read mode and write mode = 1.

Routine status:
= O: No error in DD<FOCUS> call.
otherwise : Error situation [see DDERROR].

DDC—HEF—TABLE
Reference table instead of a long parameter list:

[1] — [4] SCC~PIC-NAME
[5] SCC~READ-MODE
[6] SCCwWRITE—MODE
[7] SCCnSTART-RW—LINE
[8] SCC—HW‘NO-OF—LINES
[11] '> DDC»SELECT

In the routine parameters we always refer to DDC—REF—TABLE.
values are initiated by ASSDDC—(subfunc).

Change the values by using the name [not the index in
DDC—REF—TABLE].

MFLAG Input parameter to DDINITE : 1 init
0 exit

Where realm : realm name (generated by COPY).

Variables which are not automatically declared are:
IUNIT, ILINE, ICOL, IFINA and IATRBT.
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NOTE:
All dimensioning of the parameters should be done in the file

ABM~FC~LIB:INCL. Default values of the subroutines are supported on
delivery of the program, but these values can be changed by the

user.

FOCUS SIBAS

Remember the parallelism : Picture -——~ Database
Record ~~—~ Realm
Field ~--- Item
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7.2 HOW TO USE THE ABM“FC“LIB ROUTINES IN COBOL APPLICATIONS

Input/Output
DDINITE USING MFLAG. (I)

O Initiates and terminates the SCREEN part of a program.

Description: DDINITE must be performed right before the first
DOGTPIC caiT. ODINITE must be the Tast caii before
leaving the part of the appiication which uses a FOCUS
picture.

The parameter MFLAG must be set to 1 when initiating
from a background program. The vaiues of the parameter
have the foiiowing meanings.
MFLAG > 1: the device is reserved by FOCUS.
MFLAG = O: terminate.
See aTso the FCINITE caii in the FOCUS REFERENCE MANUAL
(NO—60.137).

It shouid be noted that a maximum number of pictures,
fieids and buffer areas are initiated in the fiie
ABM—FC—LIB:INCL.

Input/Output
DOCFLDS USING DDC—REF—TABLE, (1/0)

ODS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—reaim, (O)
FCSTATUS. (0)

O Clears fields/records or parts of records.

Description: The specified parts of the fieids on the screen, and
the corresponding parts of the picture buffer for the
whoie screen, are cieared.

The foiiowing possibiiities exist:

0 CTear aii fieids in a record (SCC—START—Rw-LINEzO,
SCC—Rw—NO—OF—LINES=O).

a Ciear from occurrence SCC—START—RW~LINE no. of
picture record type and a1] foTTowing occurrences
of that record type (SCC—RW—NO—OF—LINES=O)

a Clear from occurrence SCC—START—RW—LINE no. of
picture record type and the SCC—RW—NO—OF—LINES
foiiowing record occurrences.
The picture record type is found in ODSmreaTm~
SUBSCHEMA.

SCC—START~RW—LINE = SCC—RW—NO-OF-LINES = 1 is deiauit
from COPY.
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Input/Output
DDC—REF—TABLE, (1/0)
DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—reaim, (O)
FCSTATUS. (0)

6 Heads fields/records or bérté of records.

Ueéétifitiofi:

fioté:

DDC—REF—TABLE, DDS—reaim~SUBSCHEMA and SCV~reaTm are
found in the COPY fiie. "Reaim” is the reaim (record)
name.

Date tranSfer parameters: ,
Buiid Up DOC—SELECT in DDC—REFsTABLE in order to
specify the exact fieids for the ABM—FOCUS caTTs.
Data read from the screen is avaiiabie in the variables
corresponding to the vaTue buffer.

A resuit~item Tist, which conSists of a_ specified set
of, fields, is determined by DOC—SELECT and DDS~reaTm~
SUBSCHEMA.

FCEDSUB is performed on the set of fieids of the
picture reCOrd occurrence.

The fieid values read are transferred frdm the picture
buffer for the whoTe_Screen to SCV~REALM ,if onTy one
record OCCUrrence is read. If more than One record
oCcurrence is read in one DDRFLDS caTT, you must
transfer the vaTues yourseif by successive caTTs for
DDGETRC. (Hint: 100p with SSC«START—RW—LINE from 1 to
maximum number of loccurrences each time you caii
DDGETRC, and store the vaTues).

Before return, the message Tine is cleared.

With the same caTT to DDRFLDS, you can read one, some
or aTT fies in the picture record occurrence. See the
SSC—START—RW~LINE and SSC-RW—NO~OF—LINES parameter in
REFTAB.

The fieids wiiT aTways be read depending on the
sequence in the subitem Tist. The defauit sequence for
the totaT item Tist is from Teft to right and frdm top
to bottdm.

Normaiiy, "read” is performed by first cieaning the
fieids and then by setting the dispiay dots in the
fieids. This can be changed by setting the parameter
SSC~READ—MODE in REFTAB. See the edit mode parameter in
FCEDSUB caTT in the FOCUS Reference Manuai, ND 60.137

The most common setting for SSC~READ~MODE is:

1 (detauit) : ciear fieids, dispiay dots and read.
or
2 : read (Without cTear).

Nbisfi beta Nb—60.263.2 EN
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DDWFLDS USING

123

Input/Output
DDC—REF-TABLE, (1/0)
DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—realm, (I)
FCSTATUS. (0)

O Writes fields/records or parts of records.

Description:

DDC-REF—TABLE, DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA and SCV—realm are
found in the COPY file.

Data transfer parameters:
Build up DDC—SELECT in DDC—REF—TABLE in order to
specify the exact fields for the ABM—FOCUS calls.
Assign values to the value buffer by assigning values
to the corresponding variables, either by use of
routine DDTRNSC or by ordinary assignment statements.

Only variables corresponding to the result—item list
are used in DDWFLDS calls.

DDWFLDS works like DDRFLDS (only reversed):
The result—item list is composed, and field values are
transferred to the screen buffer for the whole screen.
Finally, the field values are written to the screen (by
FCWSUB).

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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Input/Output
DDGETRC USING DDC-REF-TABLE, (1/0)

DDS-realm-SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—realm, (O)
FCSTATUS. (O)

0 Gets field values from the total picture buffer.

Description: Field values for all fields in the picture record
occurrence given from SCC—START~RW—LINE (in DDC-REF—
TABLE) and DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA are transferred from the
screen picture to SCV—realm.

Use: Only one occurrence of each type is available in the
application program at one time, because the same value
buffer is used for all occurrences of a picture record
type.

In order to get access to an arbitrary occurrence
(without doing a ABM—FOCUS call) the routine DDGETRC
should be used.

_~_—__—~m__~_w—~“Mu—-_MW-WMM._._.——._.._..______

Input/Output
DDPUTRC USING DDC—REF—TABLE, (1/0)

DDS~realm~SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—realm, (I)
FCSTATUS. (0)

O Puts field values into the total picture buffer.

Description: This is the inverse of DDGETRC.
Field values for all fields in the picture record
occurrence given from SCC—START—RW—LINE and DDS—realm-
SUBSCHEMA are transferred from SCV—realm to the screen
picture.

Use: Only one occurrence of each type is available in the
application program at one time, as the same value
buffer is used for all occurrences of a picture record
type.

In order to build up a whole screen picture (before
doing an ABM—FOCUS call), the routine DDPUTRC should be
used.

Norak Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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Input/Output
DDSETMR USING DDC—REF—TABLE, (I/O)

DDS—realm—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—realm, (0)
FCSTATUS. (O)

0 Sets "must-read" for fields/records.

Description: The result—item list is made from the total—item list
in DDC~REF—TABLE and the subitem list specified in
DDC—SELECT. The corresponding ”set—must—read" FOCUS
call is performed for the fields in question.

Use: Make your subitem list by assigning values to
DOC—SELECT, SCC-START—vLINE and SCC—RW—NO—OF—LINES
(if occurrences of this record). Call DDSETMR just
before a DDRFLDS call.

Effect: The DDRFLDS call following a DDSETMR call will not be
left before all fields in the result~item list are
filled in. Only the fields in result—item list of
DDSETMR are affected.

Input/Output
DDCLMR USING DDC—REFaTABLE, (I/O)

DDS~realm—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV~realm, (O)
FCSTATUS. (0)

O Clears "must~read" for fields/records.

Description: The corresponding ”clear—must—read“ FOCUS call is
performed for the fields in the result—item list.

Use: Normally this is used to reset the effect of a DDSETMR
call. That is, reset the ”set—must—read” for the same
set of fields that is specified in the DDSETMR call.

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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Input/Output
DDC—REF~TABLE, (1/0)
DDS—reaim—SUBSCHEMA, (I)
SCV—reaim, (O)
IATRBT, (I)
FCSTATUS. (O)

6 Sets attributes.

Description:

Use:

Effect:

This routine is used to set attributes (inverse video,
biink etc.) on fields of a fieid set.

The elements in the IATRBT integer array of 8 elements
must be assigned value 1 to be enabled, otherwise 0 is
assigned. If no elements are set, the ”normai”
attribute is set. Attributes can be combined. The
attributes will appear the next time the fields are
displayed.

The enabling of the different elements has the
following meaning :

Element Effect on the
number fields

High [increased] intensity
Low [decreased] intensity
Italics
Underlined
Blink [slowly]
Blink [rapidly]
Inverse video
Invisible [password reading]W

V
O

N
U

'I
Q

L
O

N
H
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Input/Output
DDCLAT USING DDC~REF—TABLE, [1/0]

DDS—realm~SUBSCHEMA, [I]
SCV—realm, [0]
FCSTATUS. [O]

O Clears attributes.

Description: This routine wiTT give the resuTt—item Tist the
"normaT" attribute set.

Use: NormaTTy used to reset the same fie set that is
enabTed by the DDSETAT caTT.

Input/Output
DDCOPTF USING IUNIT, ' (I)

FCSTATUS. (0)

0 Copies 3 displayed picture to a file.

Description: The routine wiTT write a form with Teading texts and
field contents to a fiTe.

Use: The fiTe shouid previousiy be opened by using the
routine DDOPFI. The returned unit number from this
routine should be used as input in DDCOPTF's IUNIT
parameter.

Input/Output
DDOPFI USING IFINA, (I)

IUNIT, (O)
FCSTATUS. (O)

O Opens a SINTBAN file for Write, Append access.

Description: Opens the fiTe given by the name assigned to IFTNA for
Write/Append access. The fiTe number of the opened
fiie is returned in IUNIT.

Use: This routine is used to open for a caTT to DDCOPTF.

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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Input/Output
DDCLFI USING IUNIT, (I)

FCSTATUS. (0)

0 Closes an opened file.

Use: This routine is used to close fiies opened by the
DDOPFI routine.

Input/Output
DDWMSGE USING MESSAGE, (I)

FCSTATUS. (O)

0 Writes a message to the message line.

Description: The message in MESSAGE is dispiayed on the terminaT's
message Tine.

Use: See how to assign a vaiue to the MESSAGE parameter in
the parameter description in the beginning of this
chapter.

Input/Output
DDCMSGE USING FCSTATUS. (O)

0 Clears a message line.

Description: This routine cTears the terminai's message Tine.

Norsk Data ND—60.2Q3.2 EN
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Input/Output
DDGTEXT USING MESSAGE, (I)

OTEXT, (O)
ILINE, (I)
ICOL, (I)
FCSTATUS. (O)

O Writes a message in a given line and column and
reads the answer.

Description: The text in MESSAGE is dispiayed in position (ILINE,
ICDL) on the operator's screen. It waits for a message
from the operator. The message is returned in the OTEXT
parameters.

Use: Assign the y/x—coordinate vaiues to ILINE/ICOL for the
start position of the message on the screen. Assign
MESSAGE the message to be dispiayed. The return message
wiTT be found in OTEXT.

Input/Output
DDGTPIC USING FORMFILE, (I)

DDCeREF~TABLE, (1/0)
FCSTATUS. (0)

0 Gets a picture from a file, displays and makes it ready.

Assign the FOCUS form—fiie name to FORMFILE. Make sure
that the SCC~PIC~NAME in DDC—REF—TABLE hos the
correct form name (from the ASSDDC—(SUbfunction> fiie).

Description: The necessary ABM-FOCUS routines to initiate a form are
caiied, and the form is dispiayed on the screen.

Norak Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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Input/Output
DDGMSGE USING MESSAGE, (I)

OTEXT, (0)
FCSTATUS. (0)

0 Writes a message to a message line and reads the answer.

Description: Works exactly as DDGTEXT, but the message 1ine is
a1ways used.

Input/Output
DDERROR USING FCSTATUS, (I/O)

MESSAGE. (0)

0 Decades error status and returns an error text.

Use: After a1] DD caIWS, the status parameters shou1d be
tested.

0 If DD<FOCUS—ca11> then test if parameter not = 0.
If so, cal] DDERROR to decode the error situation.

a If DD<SIBAS~Ca11> then test if parameter not = l or
(sometimes) 0.
If so, ca11 DDERROR to decode the error.

NOTE:
See also the routine DDERMSG in ABM~UTILITY—LIB
described in Chapter 8. "

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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Examples of use:

CALL 'DDFTCH' USING DBKI—DEPMENT—DEPNO,
DBKV—DEPMENT-DEPNO,
DBSTATUS.

IF DBSTATUS = 0 THEN
(no item found, give message etc.>

DDERROR ELSE—IF DBSTATUS NOT = 1 THEN
called after CALL 'DDERROR' USING DBSTATUS,
SIBAS call. TEXT—LINE

IF DBSTATUS = 0 THEN
(call routine to display TEXT—LINE)

ELSE
<call SDBEC>

END—IF
END—IF

CALL 'DDRFLDS' USING DDC-REF~TABLE,
DDS—Rl—SUBSCHEMA,
SCV-Rl,
FCSTATUS.

DDERROR IF FCSTATUS NOT = 0 THEN
called after CALL 'DDERROR' USING FCSTATUS,
"FOCUS" TEXT—LINE
call. IF FCSTATUS NOT = 0 THEN

(call routine to display TEXT—LINE)
ELSE

(call routine to display the ..... >
END—IF

END—IF

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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8 HOW TO USE ABM”UTILITY‘LIBRARY

8.1 ROUTINES AND PARAMETERS IN THE ABM-UTILITv-LIBRARY

13S

Description

ABDBCLS
ABDBOPN
DDERMSG

of routines in ABM—UTILITY—LIB.

Cioses the database.
Opens the database.
Gives an error message.

The ABM—UTILITY—LIB routines:

Routines in this iibrary

ABDBCLS

ABDBOPN

DDERMSG

(SIBAS status, database name)

(device number, database name)

(STATUS)

These routines can be used in both FORTRAN and COBOL appiications.

Norsk Data ND—GO.203.2 EN
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8.2 How TO use ABM~UTIL1TY~LIBRARY

DDERMSG (STATUS)
O

Q Giygg fig error message.

Despmiption: Use this routine from the B version of ABM, if you get
an error status from a DDxxx—routine after a ca11 to
SIBAS or FOCUS.

DDERMSG uses the User—Environment, afifl reguirea some
space. It is assumed that UE—ERMSGexx—B is found on
user system, or on the particuTar user from where the
appWication is executed. xx indicates the 1anguage Of
the error message; for exampIe, EN (English).

DDERMSG writes the error messages in the language given
in User—EnvirOnment. Defau1t §ehgua§e is Engiish.

Example of use: CALL "DDGET" USING TDBKEY,
DOC—SELECT:
DDB'UNIT”SUB5CHEMA,
DEV-UNIT,
DBSTATUS.

IF DBSTATUS < 0
GO TO DD-ERRUR

END~IF

CALL "DDRFLDSH USING DDC-REF—TABLE,
DDS~UNIT~SUBSCHEMA,
SCV-UNIT,
FCSTATUS.

IF FCSTATUS > 0
GO TO DD—ERROR

END~IF

DD-ERROR SECTION.
IF FCSTATUS NOT = 0 THEN

CALL 'DDERMSG‘ USING FCSTATUS
ELSE

CALL ’DDERMSG' USING DBSTATUS
END—IF.

Nozak Data ND—so.2oa.2 EN «“3 V
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ABDBOPN (device number, database name)
0 O

O Opens the database.

Description: This routine prompts for the SIBAS—system—number,
database number, database name and password.
ABDBOPN makes a "SETDEV", (SET DEVICE), and opens the
database. Device number and database name are returned
to the program caiied ABDBOPN.

_.._.._........._.__________~_______.________________~_._____.__.-_.__

ABDBCLS (SIBAS status, database name)
0 0

O Closes the database.

Description: ABDBCLS closes the database when database name is given
and the SIBAS status is zero.

DDINITE (O) is caiied.

Norsk Data ND~60.203.2 EN
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9 AN EXAMPLE OF USING ABM

Below is an example showing how to make a user application program with
ABM.

THE PROBLEM A radio and television dealer wants a
computerized system to keep track of Video
Cassettes (VC), Music Cassettes (MC), Long
Playing records (LP) and Compact Discs (CD).

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS Start by making a loose specification of the
data. Identify the following specifications:

~ A VC, MC , LP or a CD is called UNIT.

— Every UNIT will get a label with
a TYPE and NUMBER identification.

— Each UNIT can have zero, one or more
recorded TRACKS.

— A track must belong to at least one UNIT.

~ Each track on a UNIT is identified by a
TRACK—NUMBER and a SIDE identification.

— Each track can have an ARTIST NAME,
a PERFORMANCE NAME, an ASSOCIATED NAME and
a TYPE—DF—PERFORMANCE NAME.

How THE SYSTEM Each UNIT will be registered in the system by
WILL BE OPERATED an operator. Both operator name/initials and

the date of registration will be stored.

On the following pages is an example of how to set up a system. The example
contains four menus shown in this main menu:

359»*Re§istrationiotrnaw5tkficks;l‘lil
rit'.3;-Maiitanance :3? _ g“ ”

‘ {cypeiéte  modify an _s an the register

4; Quantions _ : .3 , , w -~,;«<r,:e
_Disaiay al3 tracks with a given artist"’“"

9.;Exit

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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A data mode} is a forma

UNIT specifications:

1 description of data eiements, made from your data
specifications. You can transiate the data model

UNIT

UNIT—TYPE
UNIT-NUMBER
REGISTERED—BY
COMMENTS
REGISTRATION—DATE

To
specify their format. T
representation,
the foiiowing formats.

dispiay

TRACK specifications:

into a database.

TRACK:
UNIT
has SIDE
TRACKS TRACK—NUMBER
———~——» ARTIST-NAME

TRACK-NAME
UNIT-NAME
TYPE—OF—PERFORMANCE

represent the data items or data descriptions in the system we have to
he format of the data

formats 1engtns etc. For our exampie we could use
items indicate

Data Descriptions

name display storage comments

UNIT-TYPE XX text LP, MC, VC or CD
UNIT-NUMBER 9999 integer 1 to 9999
REGISTERED*BY X[4] text initials
COMMENTS X[60] text free text
REGISTRATION—DATE 99‘.'99'.'99 integer year month day
SIDE X text e.g.A,B or 1,2
TRACK-NUMBER 99 integer 1, 2, 3,
ARTIST-NAME X[40) text artist or group name
TRACK-NAME X[50] text name of the song,
UNIT-NAME X[50] text name of the cover
TYPE—OF—PERFORMANCE X[30) text e.g. rock, pop

Norsk Data NDv60.203.2 EN
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9.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DATA MODEL

The datamodeT can now be defined as a SIBAS database. The two main records
UNIT and TRACK can de defined as SIBAS reaTms. The Data Description in each
record can be used when defining SIBAS items. The reTation ”Unit has
tracks" wiTT become a SIBAS set.

DEFINE KEYS, For accessing information quickTy from the
INDEXES & system, define specific items with keys or
GROUP ITEMS indexes. Assign a name to a coTTection of

items in a record that have a cTose connection
to each other, e.g. the data items UNIT—TYPE
and UNIT—NUMBER define a unique Group Item for
access to a specific UNIT.

The foTTowing, then, shows how the data modeT can be transferred to a modeT
that can be directTy specified in ABM based on SIBAS terms

THE DATA MODEL:

UNIT: TRACK:
UNIT

UNIT-TYPE has SIDE
UNIT—NUMBER tracks TRACK-NUMBER
REGISTERED—BY ————————+ ARTIST-NAME
COMMENTS TRACK-NAME
REGISTRATION-DATE UNIT-NAME

TYPE-OF-PERFORMANCE

111 Hi
SIBAS DATABASE:

realm: UNIT realm: TRACK

items: groups: indexes: items: groups: indexes:
TRTYPE 1]TRGROUP key

UNTYPE l] UNGROUP main key UNITRACK TRNUMBER 2
UNNUMBER 2 —«——-———+ TRSIDE
UNREGDAT key TRACKNO
UNREGBY TRARTIST key
UNCOMl TRNAME key
UNCOM2 TRUNITNA key
UNCOM3 TRPHFTYP

Norsk Data ND—60.203.2 EN
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In the exampie shown on the previous page, the restricted naming
conventions for FORTRAN are used when giving names to data descriptions,
reaims, items and group items. By foiiowing the naming conventions for
FORTRAN, you can use the same database (ABMOEMO) for both the COBOL and
FORTRAN example.

You can now define the SIBAS database using the OO— and DB— moduies in ABM.
When the database is defined, run the SCHEMA moduie. This wiii
automaticaiiy produce a source schema for the database.

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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— — - ~ AN OVERVIEW OF ABM — ~ — ~

ABM cataTog

The part of the database
which is of interest in
the appTication program.

T—‘i
ABM> DATA—DESCRIPTION ABM> SUBSCHEMA

ABM> DBINITE

ABM> DBREALM Y
ABM> SUBFUNCTION

ABM> DBITEM

ABM> DBGROUP '

ABM> DBSET ABM> FUNCTION Communication
with the
screen
operator by
using the

ABM> SCHEMA ABM> COPY—GEN ABM—FC—LIB
Tibrary.

ABM> INCLUDE—GEN

SOURCE SCHEMA

............. DECDDC / DECDDI fiTes

ASSDDC / ASSDDI fiTes

USER WRITTEN PROGRAM

SIB—DRL
(data definition and redefinition moduTe)

Communication with the
database by using the
A8M—SIBAS~LIB library.

OBJECT SCHEMA

DATABASE ABMDEMO

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2 EN
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Be1ow are copies of the screen forms used for defining the SIBAS database.

A 83% ‘3, D A T A D K S C R I P T I O N

~§a@e, ndwexéianntéonz
s'name .‘Ufll?
:e:exg}anafl%onrr

Fonmats; 7:: ,, » .:
,Hamamy,'-:Xx-". " V* ‘ -‘; ALPHAN;MER;C~§2¥
,Oate a ‘2‘ificffi ; 85f61}35.,13nd.1335:n¢."

;: guidmét ir: genekgi :1 gm {if

gaefis.‘kk
TWflmJ _ :2“ _

v database name : ABMQEM ;
realm name UNII_ ":q:f8§1m‘§\29 ,. '

ieCfirfijTQGQih‘f;$QQ,- . “exaectep*na_ mum nnmue:
C 1c+r .
Gmainwaréa

i” purpoiél L, .: V ,3

0mm v "’_ _ ,
Ammo ‘1 0541‘ has:

Norsk Data ND—GU.203.2 EN

We use the ABM
modu1es in
the fo11owing order:

DATA—DESCRIPTIONS,
DBINITE,
DBREALM,
DBITEM,
DBGROUP,
DBSET,
SCHEMA,
SUBSCHEMA,
SUBFUNCTION,
FUNCTION
and COPY/INCLUDE.
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"we ,
f database n \

ABM>,1QHHN'T “‘0A1 AaAst

‘Grbup«f1

, datahage name : . gruup name

. grhgp'iudex
§16PGKGé3/Qpa
3:Expkanaxign

‘D A T A B A S E G R O U P ‘ M E M B E R S

£53201)? H _‘ ,
3: no itan , ':no §tem ‘-

,:_1 UNTYPE_: ‘, .UNnnAr

[‘Fov database/reaim/group 1 AEMDEMG
no item ,;ino itkm ;‘ , no_ft¢m; '
.. {5mm ,. 1mm uncofia-r

Gamma, ' ‘ --.4 w .......

n, TAEBASi SEI,'

get. , .
datahagn name

_;owne?:ree3m
“101 name

N()r 5k Da ta N13- 60 .2()3. 2 El!
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Fk833>-j ‘ :1Cngr3A"~‘”
Schema def‘; n3tion;redet3nxt3on/coné3"mat

Database 3 :me ABMDEMG ‘
_ «5ct3en fN/R/C) 38A password

, Sintran user_name . OTALOG OSMO ‘ '
Seneme TETQ name : ABMDEMG~ SERENA; 57MB
Comments , . .4 .3,, ., 3 ,,,4..,.; ............. _,3,33..3.,

Schema Tayout , _ ,
; Suppress comments 2 Y” NOTTS TT ,
Database Senema :3 ' , >

' Dimensioning the database :.N’ Suporess 13stfn§ _v’§‘$nit1at1 o
fruitiation of the database; N 0n13ne I Eaton execution (o/b)
03:2:qf creat3onr: 86401330, - Date of last confvrmat3on

UBSCT EMA H_

Subscnema nead3n9

U subs::hema name :MSNU 1C : LTSU

f* comments :3; ,;:v3,.,.3,;3w.\TITn3

xkdataoase name :ABMDEND

L»&60;30 ‘,y:date of cveat3on

‘TjSUBSCHEMA R SALMVX_‘ >

*,-fh" V  3: ue-”
~xux‘ TRACK ‘.‘».
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When the database is
defined, run the
SCHEMA moduTe. This
wiTT produce a source
schema. A copy of the
source schema is shown
in the next section.
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Whn
”(LXMEV

sumummqvow’

*mm: (in
zfnam
n_exp}av§tianz

’I'Gixi-f‘hei‘béfizzh‘
r5ubfu_ iME
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gull SOURCE SCHEMA FOR THE SAMPLE DATABASE

A schema is a collection of all records, indexes, set types, and realms in
a database.

SOURCE USER Each database has a corresponding
SCHEMA APPLICATION source schema. A source schema can

PROGRAM be translated into an object schema
(database description) by using the

‘4? :I: schema translator SIB—URL.

DATA DATABASE
DEFINITION CONTROL The schema listing will serve as
HEDEFINITION SYSTEM documentation for the contents of
PROGRAM your database.

__“:$r
OBJECT
SCHEMA

datafile datafile

THE MAIN CGMPONENTS OF A DATABASE

To deside the layout of the schema listing in the SCHEMA picture, you can
answer Y (Yes) in the NOTIS—TF field. NOTIS—TF directives will then be
added into the output file from SCHEMA. (You can use the output file
containing NOTIS—TF directives as input to DRL.) When this output file is
processed by NOTIS—TF, your schema listing will be formatted and a table of
contents will be included.

A formatted listing of the source schema for our sample database is shown
on the following pages.
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T A B L E O F C O N T E N T S

Section

N
M

OS-FILE DECLARATION

REALM DECLARATION
.1

.2

UNIT
2.1.1 GROUP DECLARATION FOR UNIT
2.1.2 ITEM INDEX DECLARATION FOR UNIT
2.1.3 GROUP INDEX DECLARATION FOR UNIT

TRACK
2.2.
2.2
2.2

SET DECLARATION

1 GROUP DECLARATION FOR TRACK
.2 ITEM INDEX DECLARATION FOR TRACK
.3 GROUP INDEX DECLARATION FOR TRACK
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2
‘k

*W*W‘k*‘k*7\’***‘k**kY<>‘<W‘A‘*fi'*****W***WW*WXK*‘RW‘kfl‘k‘k‘kiflfi‘k’kfiA‘A’kfiAfiA‘A'A’W'AAA’AK‘Ix

* Schema generated by ABM. 86-04—29 10:48 ‘
*W*i(*7\’*7‘(****‘k?<*‘k‘k‘A’W‘k9t‘A’fl**k**‘k**fi**'k*7(**“/\’7<7\’*‘k**‘k***fi‘k‘A’k‘hW‘kkk'kik‘kA‘AAA‘A’

‘k

START INITIATION DATABASE ABMDEMO
SIZE 4800.

*

k

1 OSuFILE DECLARATION

*

7V ____________________________________________________________________ ‘A

NEW OS—FILE ABMDE-DA PAGESIZE 512.
‘k

NEW OS—FILE ABMDE—IX PAGESIZE 512.
X

NEW SYSTEM-REALM ABMDE‘IX OS'FILE ABMDE‘IX REALMSIZE 100.

7k

7k

3
‘k

2 REALM DECLARATION
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2.1 UNIT

A

W

‘k**?(fi'****k*‘k*‘kkwkkflkt'fi’kirfl*‘kfi‘kk'kfi'kw‘fl'fi*t*k**>\')\'*k***fi'fi*>\fi‘kfii’fikwfi‘fifikfl'fifi

‘k

‘k‘k‘k‘k*‘k‘k*‘k**‘kk‘k‘k‘k*¥r*‘k‘k**‘k‘k'k‘kk'k*fi'*ik*flfl‘k***k**fi*‘k**fik‘kkfi'fi"kfi‘k‘k'k*’A’A‘A*‘Awa

W

using ABM

U N I T

NEW SERIAL—REALM UNIT
OS—FILE ABMDE—DA
REALMSIZE 100
REC LENGTH 500
MAIN ABMDE'IX.

‘k

'A‘ __________________________________________________________________

NEW ITEM UNIT UNCOMI TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE "ALPHANUMERIC[60]"
DISPLAY I'X[60]"
HEADING "Comments, first line."

7‘! ‘k

NEw ITEM UNIT UNCOMZ TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE "ALPHANUMERIC[60]“
DISPLAY ”X[60]"
READING ”Comments, second line.”.

‘I( “k

NEw ITEM UNIT UNCOM3 TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE ”ALPHANUMERIC[60]"
DISPLAY “X[60]"
HEADING ”Comments, third line."

1" W

NEW ITEM UNIT UNNUMBER TYPE INTEGER
STORAGE I'INTEGERZ"
DISPLAY "9999"
READING "Unit number.".

* ‘k

NEW ITEM UNIT UNTYPE TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE "ALPHANUMERICIZJH
DISPLAY "XX"
READING "Unit type.”.

‘A’ ‘k

NEW ITEM UNIT UNREGDAT TYPE INTEGER
STORAGE "INTEGER4"
DISPLAY n99'.'99'.'99"
HEADING "Registration date.".

A ‘A'

NEW ITEM UNIT UNREGBY TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE "ALPHANUMERIC[4]”
DISPLAY "X[4)”
HEADING ”The operators initials.".

Norsk Data ND-60.203.2
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2.1.1 GROUP DECLARATION FOR UNIT

‘k 9C

NEW GROUP UNIT UNGROUP
UNTYPE
UNNUMBER

HEADING ”Unit identification."
PURPOSE

”/Owner in set 'UNITHACK'. Duplicates not allowed.”
”/Unique identification of an unit in the catalog.”.

2.1.2 ITEM INDEX DECLARATION FOR UNIT

‘k _____________________________________________________________________ 'k

‘k

NEW INDEX UNIT UNREGDAT
UPDATE IS AUTOMATIC DUPLICATES ARE ALLOWED
SYSTEM—REALM ABMDE~IX.

2.1.3 GROUP INDEX DECLARATION FOR UNIT

*

*

NEW INDEX UNIT UNGROUP
UPDATE IS AUTOMATIC DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
SYSTEM'REALM ABMDE~IX.
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2 . 2 TRACK

‘k

using ABM

*‘k‘kflk‘kfl‘k‘k‘kfl**‘k*‘k**)\‘Kikwfl‘k‘k‘kk‘k‘kt‘k‘k‘kkk‘kk******‘k**>\‘k*>\‘k*‘>fl*‘k*k*‘k‘k'flv\'**)\‘*‘k

T R A C K
*‘k*i\“k*?(*‘k*‘k‘k**‘kfl*W‘Ak*k‘k*‘k*fikWkkki<flkfi**t’*‘k**1\'*k*)\'k‘k‘kkt‘fi’flkfikfi'fi‘kWWR‘kkt

‘k

A

NEW SERIAL-REALM TRACK
OS—FILE ABMDE—DA
REALMSIZE 100
BBC LENGTH 500
MAIN ABMDE—IX.

‘A

‘A‘ __________________________________________________________________

NEw ITEM TRACK TRTYPE TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE “ALPHANUMERIC[2)"
DISPLAY “XX“
HEADING ”Unit type."

1V 7<

NEW ITEM TRACK TRNUMBER TYPE INTEGER
STORAGE "INTEGERZ"
DISPLAY "9999'l
READING ”Unit number”.

‘k ‘k

NEW ITEM TRACK TRSIDE TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE "ALPHANUMERIC[1]"
DISPLAY ”X"

HEADING "Side identification.”.

* A

NEW ITEM TRACK TRARTIST TYPE CHARACTER
STORAGE "ALPHANUMERIC[40)"
DISPLAY "X[40]"

HEADING "Artist name.”.

‘k ‘k

NEW ITEM TRACK TRACKNO TYPE INTEGER
STORAGE ”INTEGERZ“
DISPLAY "99”
HEADING "Track number”.

“k ‘k

NEW ITEM TRACK
STORAGE
DISPLAY
HEADING

‘k A

NEW ITEM TRACK
STORAGE
DISPLAY
HEADING

TRPRFTYP TYPE CHARACTER
"ALPHANUMERIC[30)"
”X[30)“
"Type of performance.”.

TRUNITNA TYPE CHARACTER
"ALPHANUMERIC[50]"
”X(50]"
"Unit name on a track.".
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1* *

NEW ITEM TRACK TRNAME TYPE CHARACTER LENGTH 25

STORAGE ”ALPHANUMERICISO)"
DISPLAY ”XISOIH
READING "Name of performance.".

2.2.} GROUP DECLARATION FOR TRACK

*k K

NEW GROUP TRACK THGROUP
TRTYPE
THNUMBER

HEADING "Unit identification.”
PURPOSE

”/Member in set 'UNITHACK'. Duplicates allowed.”.

2.2.2 ITEM INDEX DECLARATION FOR TRACK

NEW INDEX TRACK TRARTIST
UPDATE IS AUTOMATIC DUPLICATES ARE ALLOWED
SYSTEM—REALM ABMDE*IX.

)\’

NEW INDEX TRACK TRUNITNA
UPDATE IS AUTOMATIC DUPLICATES ARE ALLOWED
SYSTEM-REALM ABMDE-IX.

“k

NEW INDEX TRACK TRNAME
UPDATE IS AUTOMATIC DUPLICATES ARE ALLOWED
EYSTEM—REALM ABMDE-IX.

2.2.3 GROUP INDEX DECLARATION FOR TRACK

‘X

7C

NEW INDEX TRACK TRGROUP
UPDATE IS AUTOMATIC DUPLICATES ARE ALLOWED
SYSTEM—REALM ABMDE—IX.
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3 SET DECLARATION

* *

*‘k‘k**’k‘k\kw)\’*‘k****v¥**'kfi'**i'k**‘k*k~k***‘kkitkk‘kkkkwwk‘kfi‘kiflwflkkwflfifikflfifiki‘flfi

* S E T d e f i n i t i o n s *
*K*W****k**A‘i\‘*fi‘kW’k‘A’it*Wifi'**********kfl*kwfiki*k~k*kk'ki'AA'A‘kflAfi"A‘f<'kfi"A*‘Ak

‘k

NEW SET UNITRACK
LINK IS DOUBLE
STORAGE-CLASS IS AUTOMATIC
OWNER UNGHOUP UNIT
MEMBER TRGHOUP TRACK
HEADING "Relation Unit — Track.”.

*END.
*WK:‘.**W*W*1’<*WW*W**A*‘kvk‘k‘k‘k‘kfifi’fiflkk‘k‘k*kir‘k‘kfik‘ki‘kflk‘k‘kk'kflkfi'i’fi*fi*fi'fi'fikk'k‘kfi’kfi

* End of Schema. *
‘A"k'k‘kvk‘kk‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k**********k**‘kk‘kfl‘kfi‘k‘h’i’k‘k‘kkflkttkkfl'kikfl‘k‘kW‘kiA'AA‘k'k'k‘A‘A’AA
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9.5 REPORT OF THE SAMPLE DATABASE

A report of the database is generated by using the command REPORT from the
main menu. An ABM report wiii typicaiiy inciude information about a1] data
descriptions: which ones are used, where they are used, and which ones are
not used.

The foiiowing is the report for our sampie database.

A B M - R e p o r t 2 DATA DESCRIPTIONS
Date : 86.03.12 Time : 12:36

All Data Descriptions are listed in alphabetic order.

— CREDATE : Date of Creation.
~ MODDATE : Date of last Modification.
“ STORAGE : Standard Storage Format.
~ DISPLAY : Standard Display Format.
- COBFORM : Cobol Format.
— FORFORM : Fortran Format.
« SITYPE : Sibas Item Type.
— SILENG : Sibas Item Length.

- COMMENT : Explanation/Text, not DD-info.

[*) This report is for
all Data Descriptions

ABM-REPORT: DATA DESCRIPTIONS Date : 86.03.12 Time : 12:36 Page : I

Data Description Name : ARTIST—NAME Credate : 86.01.30
Storage : ALPHANUMERIC[40)
Display : X[40]
CobForm : PIC X[40]. ForForm : A
SiType : CHARACTER SiLeng : 20
Comment : Full name of the artist and/or group name.

Data Description Name : COMMENTS Credate : 86.01.3U
Storage 1 ALPHANUMEHIC[60)
Display : X[60)
CobForm : PIC X(60]. ForForm 1 A
SiType : CHARACTER SiLeng : 30
Comment : Free text of 60 characters used for explanation.

Data Description Name 2 NUMBER Credate : 86.01.30
Storage : INTEGERZ
Display : 9

CobForm : PIC 89(04] COMP. ForForm : I
SiType : INTEGER SiLeng : 1
Comment : Is used when choosing a menu number.
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Data Description Name : 0K1 Credate : 86.01.30
Storage ' ALPHANUMERIC[1)
Display X
CobForm PIC X(1]. PorForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : ' 1
Comment Data descriptions which is referred in picture fields only
Comment Must not be written like 0K—1 if you use Fortran.
Comment The character '—' will lead to a compiler error.

Data Description Name : 0K2 Credate : 86.01.30
Storage ‘ ALPHANUMERIC(1]
Display X
CobForm PIC X{1]. ForForm 2 A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 1
Comment A data description which is referred in picture fields only
Comment Must not be referenced twice in the same picture.
Comment 0K2 is used in Menu—4.

Data Description Name : REGISTERED-BY Credate : 86.02.06
Storage ‘ ALPHANUMERIC[4]
Display X[4]
CobForm PIC X[4). ForForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 2
Comment The initials to the person who registrates a unit.

Data Description Name : REGISTRATION—DATE Credate : 86.02.06
Storage ' INTEGER4
Display 99'.'99'.'99
CobForm PIC 89(10] COMP. ForForm : I
SiType INTEGER SiLeng : 2
Comment The sequence is year, month and day.

ABM-REPORT DATA DESCRIPTIONS Date 86.03.12 Time 12 36 Page 2

Data Description Name : SIDE Credate : 86.01.30
Moddate : 86.03.12

Storage ALPHANUMERIC(1)
Display X
CobForm PIC X[1]. ForForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 1
Comment Side of the unit. LPs and MCs have two sides,
Comment CDs and VCs only one.
Comment It can be labeled 1 and 2, or A and B.

Data Description Name : TRACK‘NAME Credate : 86.02.06
Moddate : 86.03.12

Storage ALPHANUMERIC[50]
Display X[50]
CobForm PIC X[50]. ForForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 25
Comment On LPs, MCs and CD5 this will tyically be the name of the
Comment song or act performed. For VCs it can e.g. be the name of
Comment the act, movie, title etc.
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Data Description Name : TRACK—NUMBER Credate : 86.01.30
Storage ' INTEGERZ
Display 99
CobForm PIC 89(04] COMP. ForForm : I
SiType INTEGER SiLeng : 1

Comment On one SIDE of an unit you normally will find many tracks.
Comment The tracks are numbered 1,2,3, etc.

Data Description Name I TYPE—OF-PERFORMANCE Credate : 86.01.30
Moddate : 86.02.06

Storage ALPHANUMERIC[30]
Display X(30]
CobForm PIC XI30). ForForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 15
Comment The performances can be classified as e.g.

Comment Rock, Classic, Romantic, Horrors etc.

Data Description Name : UNIT~NAME Credate : 86.01.30
Moddate : 86.03.12

Storage ALPHANUMERIC(50]
Display X(50]
CobForm PIC X(50). ForForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 25
Comment For LPs, MCs and CD5 this will normally be the cover name.
Comment For VCs it will be the cover name, title of the serie etc.

Data Description Name : UNIT-NUMBER Credate : 86.01.30
Storage ' INTEGER2
Display 9999
CobForm PIC 59(04] COMP. ForForm : I
SiType INTEGER SiLeng : 1

Comment An unit type and number identifies uniqely an unit.
Comment Unit numbers are assigned from 1 and up for each unit type.

ABMvREPORT DATA DESCRIPTIONS Date ; 86 03.12 Time : 12:36 Page : 3

Data Description Name : UNIT—TYPE Credate : 86.01.30
Moddate : 86.03.12

Storage ALPHANUMERIC(2]
Display XX
CobForm PIC XfZ]. ForForm : A
SiType CHARACTER SiLeng : 1
Comment 4 types of units. VC - Video Cassette, CD - Compact Disc,
Comment LP _ Long Playing record and MC - Music cassette.
Comment EX — Exit is used for terminate registration of units/tracks
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9.6 THE COBOL COPY FILE

The COBOL COPY file contains values of items and fields in the database.
This makes it especially easy to make application programs. An application
program need only call the COPY file (OECDDC~name:SYMB), and the values of
all items and fields will be automatically available.

The following is the listing of the COPY file generated for our sample
database:

THE DECLARATIONS

W

*‘k‘k‘k*‘k*‘k***‘k*fi“k‘kW*****k‘k‘k*k‘k‘k*‘k‘kfik‘k‘kfi’fl’fit*1\'*‘k*fi"k**)\"k‘kk‘k%‘k‘k*k‘k‘h'A'1<**'k

* ABM /DECDDC—MENU—1C / * Generated : 86.03.11 15:33
**‘kk*‘l\‘*‘k‘k‘k‘k**‘k*‘k‘k‘k‘k***‘k*‘k‘k*‘kfi‘k***k**k**k******‘k*fifi"kfi‘kfl‘k‘kfi‘k‘h‘icfiwk‘k‘k‘k

*

X

* —————————————————————————————— * REFERANCE TABLE DECLARATION.
*

03 DDC~REF-TABLE.
05 SCC~PIC—NAME PIC X(8].
05 SCC—READ—MODE PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 sec-WRITE—MODE PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 SCC—START—HW—LINE PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 SCC—Hw—NO—OF-LINES PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 SCR—NO—OF-LINES—READ PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 SCR-TERM—CHAR PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 DDC—SELECT.

O7 DOC—TYPE PIC x(2).
O7 DDC—ITEM—LIST.

09 DDC—ITEM PIC X(8] OCCURS s.
it

* ——————————————————————————————— * R1 REALM DECLARATION.

O3 DDS‘Rl—SUBSCHEMA.
05 DDS—Rl-NO—OF—ITEMS PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 DDS-RI'TOT~ITEM—LEN PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 DDS—Rl-NO-OF-RECOHDS PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 DDS-Rl-FIRST—ITEM*NO PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 DDS—R1-FIHST-WORD—NO PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 FILLER PIC 9(4] COMP.
05 DDS~R1~HECORD~NAME PIC X(8]I
05 DDS—Rl—ITEMS.

O7 DDS-Hl-ITEM—NAME PIC X(8] OCCURS 7.
05 DDS-Rl-ITEM-LEN PIC 9(4] COMP OCCURS 7.
05 DDSeHl—ITEM-TYPE PIC X(2) OCCURS 7.
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*

9‘

>k

03 SCV—Rl.
05 SCV'R1~UNTYPE
05 SCV~R1-UNNUMBER
05 SCV—Rl—UNREGBY
05 SCV'Rl-UNCOMI
05 SCV—RI-UNCOMZ
05 SCV—RI-UNCOMB
05 SCV~R1—UNREGDAT

______________________________ * R2

03

03

DDS-R2~SUBSCHEMA.
05
05
05
OS
05
05
05
05

O5
05

DDS-RZ-NO-OF‘ITEMS
DDS—RZ—TOT—ITEM-LEN
DDS~R2~NO—OF~RECORDS
DDS—R2—FIRST«ITEM~NO
DDS’RZ-FIRST—WORD~NO
FILLER
DDS—R2-RECORD~NAME
DDS—RZ—ITEMS.
O7 DDS-RZ-ITEM—NAME
DDS*R2~ITEM-LEN
DDS—R2~ITEM—TYPE

SCV-R2.
05
05

SCV—RZ—OKI
FILLER

—————————————————————————————— I UNIT

03

03

DDB—UNIT—SUBSCHEMA.
05
05
05
05
05

05
OS

DDB—UNIT~NO—OF—ITEMS
DDB-UNIT~TOT*ITEM-LEN
FILLER
DDB—UNIT-RECORD—NAME
DDB~UNIT~ITEMS.
O7 DDB‘UNIT-ITEM—NAME
DDB—UNIT-ITEM—LEN
DDB—UNIT—ITEM—TYPE

DEV-UNIT.
05
05
05
05
05
05
05

DBV—UNIT—UNNUMBER
DBV-UNIT-UNTYPE
DBV-UNIT~UNREGDAT
DBV-UNIT—UNREGBY
DBV—UNIT—UNCOMI
DBV—UNIT—UNCOMZ
DBV—UNIT~UNCOM3

Norsk Data PUD-60.203.
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PIC x(2).
PIC 39(04] COMP.
PIC x(4).
PIC X(60].
PIC x(60).
PIC x(60).
PIC 59(10] COMP.

REALM DECLARATION.

PIC 9(4) COMP.
PIC 9(4) COMP.
PIC 9(4) COMP.
PIC 9(4) COMP.
PIC 9(4) COMP.
PIC 9(4) COMP.
PIC x(8).

PIC x(8) OCCURS I.
PIC 9(4) COMP OCCURS .
PIC x(2] OCCUMS 1.

PIC x(1).
PIC x.

REALM DECLARATION.

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

PIC
PIC
PIC

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

9[4] COMP.
9[4] COMP
X[8].
X[8].

X[8) OCCURS 7.
9(4) COMP OCCURS 7.
X[2) OCCURS 7.

89(04] COMP.
X[2].

89(10] COMP.
XM].
X[60].
X[60].
X[60].
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* —————————————————————————————— * UNIT INDEX DECLARATIONS.
‘k

03 DBKI—UNIT-UNREGDAT.
OS FILLER PIC X[2].
05 DBKI-UNIT-UNREGDAT-LEN PIC 9[4] COMP.
05 DBKI~UNIT—UNREGDAT—KEY—NAM PIC X[8).
05 DBKI~UNIT-UNREGDAT-RLM~NAM PIC XI8).

03 DBKVwUNIT-UNREGDAT.
05 DBKV—UNIT—UNREGDAT-LOW—l PIC 89(10]

COMP.
05 DBKV—UNIT-UNREGDAT—HIGH—1 PIC 59(10]

COMP.

O3 DBKI~UNIT-UNGROUP.
05 FILLER PIC XIZ].
05 DBKI—UNIT-UNGROUP~LEN PIC 9(4) COMP.
05 DBKI~UNIT—UNGROUP-KEY~NAM PIC X[8].
05 DBKI~UNIT~UNGROUPPRLM-NAM PIC X(8].

03 DBKVaUNIT-UNGROUP.
05 DBKV—UNIT-UNGROUP—LOW-I PIC X[2).
05 DBKV~UNITPUNGROUP—LOW-2 PIC 89(04]

COMP.
OS DBKV-UNIT~UNGHOUP—HIGH—1 PIC X[2].
OS DBKV—UNIT-UNGROUP-HIGH~2 PIC 89(04]

COMP.
*

*‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k*‘k*‘k*fi'k*fik‘k*'k**‘k**k*ff**kfik1<i*kk‘kkflfi‘ic‘k'kwkk'kfi‘kiwfifiAW'kk‘kfiW‘Kkk‘kfi

* END OF GENERATED DECLARATIONS.
*Y(*Y<**k**‘k‘kfi*kflk*‘h‘*k**flk**fi‘k**‘k1\“kk*‘k‘k‘k*‘k****¥<)\‘kkk‘k‘lti‘WAW‘kfiAkR'AtkAXW‘A

‘k

THE ASSIGNMENTS

*

*‘k‘k‘k*‘k***‘k*‘k*‘k***‘k***‘k****9r*****‘k*‘k*‘k‘k****‘k**‘k***‘k*‘k**k******‘k*‘k‘k‘k

* ABM /ASSDDC~MENU—1C / * Generated : 86.03.11 15 33
***‘k‘k‘k***‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k*‘k****‘k*’k**‘k‘k*‘k‘k‘k**‘k‘k*‘k‘k*****‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k‘k******‘k‘k*‘k**~k‘k***

*

* —————————————————————————————— * R1 ASSIGNMENTS.
*

MOVE 7 TO DDSaRl—NO—OF~ITEMS.
MOVE 96 T0 DDS—Rl-TOT—ITEM~LEN.
MOVE 1 TO DDS—R1—NO-OF—RECORDS.
MOVE 1 TO DDS—R1~FIRST~ITEM—NO.
MOVE 1 TO DDS—Rl—FIRSv0RD—NO.

*

MOVE 'Rl ' T0 DDS—R1~RECORD—NAME.
ic

MOVE 'UNTYPE ' TO DDS—R1—ITEM~NAME( 1).
MOVE 1 T0 DDS—Rl—ITEM—LEN ( 1).
MOVE ‘E ' T0 DDS—R1—ITEM—TYPE( 1).
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MOVE 'UNNUMBER' TO DDS—R1—ITEM—NAME( 2).
MOVE 1 TO DDS—R1—ITEM~LEN < 2).
MOVE 'S ' TO DDS—R1—ITEM~TYPE( 2).

*

MOVE 'UNREGBY ‘ TO DDS—R1—ITEM—NAME( 3).
MOVE 2 TO DDS—Rl—ITEM—LEN ( 3).
MOVE 'E ‘ TO DDS»R1~ITEM—TYPE( 3).

‘k

MOVE 'UNCOMl ' TO DDS—R1~ITEM~NAME( 4).
MOVE 30 TO DDS—Rl—ITEM—LEN ( 4).
MOVE ‘E ' TO DDS—R1—ITEM~TYPE( 4).

*

MOVE 'UNCOMZ ' TO DDS—R1—ITEM—NAME( 5).
MOVE 30 TO DDS—Rl—ITEM—LEN < 5).
MOVE 'E ‘ TO DDS*R1—ITEM~TYPE( 5).

‘k

MOVE ‘UNCOM3 ' TO DDS—Rl—ITEM~NAME( 6).
MOVE 30 TO DDS—Rl—ITEM—LEN < 6).
MOVE 'E ' TO DDS—R1~ITEM—TYPE( 6).

*

MOVE 'UNREGDAT’ TO DOS—R1-1TEM~NAME( 7).
MOVE 2 TO OOS—R1—ITEM-LEN ( 7).
MOVE 'D ' TO DDS—R1—ITEM~TYPE( 7).

*

* —————————————————————————————— * R2 ASSIGNMENTS.
*

MOVE 1 TO DDS—R2—N0~OF—ITEMS.
MOVE 1 TO DDS—R2—TOT«ITEMvLEN.
MOVE 1 TO DDS—R2~NO-OF—RECORDS.
MOVE 8 TO DDS—RZ—FIRST—ITEM—NO.
MOVE 97 TO DDS~R2—FIRST—WORD~NO.

*

MOVE 'R2 ' TO ODS—Rz—RECORO-NAME.
7%

MOVE 'OKl ' TO DDS—R2—ITEM—NAME( 1).
MOVE 1 TO DDS~R2—ITEM—LEN ( 1).
MOVE '0 ' TO OOS~R2wTTEM~TVPE( 1).

9<

* —————————————————————————————— * UNIT ASSIGNMENTS.
‘k

MOVE 7 TO DDB—UNIT~NO~OF—ITEMS.
MOVE 96 TO DDB—UNIT—TOTEITEM—LEN.

‘k

MOVE ‘UNIT ' TO DDB—UNIT—RECORD—NAME.
*

MOVE 'UNNUMBER' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM~NAME( 1).
MOVE 1 TO DDB—UNIT—ETEM—LEN ( 1).
MOVE 'S ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM~TYPE( 1).

‘k

MOVE 'UNTYPE ' TO DOB—UNIT-1TEM—NAME( 2).
MOVE 1 TO OOB—UNIT-TTEM—LEN ( 2).
MOVE 'E ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—TYPE( 2).

*

MOVE 'UNREGDAT’ TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM~NAME( 3).
MOVE 2 TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM«LEN ( 3).
MOVE ‘D ' TO OOB—UNTT—ITEM—TVPE( 3).
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MOVE ‘UNREGBY ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—NAME( 4).
MOVE 2 TO OOB—UNIT—TTEM-LEN ( 4).
MOVE 'E ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—TYPE( 4).

*

MOVE 'UNCOMI ' T0 OOB-UNIT—ITEM-NAME( 5).
MOVE 30 TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—LEN ( 5).
MOVE ‘E ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—TYPE( 5).

*

MOVE ‘UNCOMZ ' TO DDB—UNIT-ITEM—NAME( 6).
MOVE 30 TO OOB-UNIT—TTEM~LEN ( 6).
MOVE 'E ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—TYPE( 6).

*

MOVE 'UNCOM3 ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—NAME( 7).
MOVE 30 TO OOB—UNIT—TTEM~LEN ( 7).
MOVE ‘E ' TO DDB—UNIT—ITEM—TYPE( 7).

*

* —————————————————————————————— * INITIATION INDEX UNREGDAT IN UNIT.
*

MOVE 2 TO DBKI—UNIT—UNREGDAT—LEN.
MOVE 'UNREGDAT‘ TO DBKI—UNIT—UNREGDAT—KEY—NAM.
MOVE 'UNIT ' T0 OBKT—UNTT—UNREOOAT—RLM—NAM.

*

CALL ‘DDINKEY' USING DBKI~UNIT—UNREGDAT,
DBKV—UNIT—UNREGDAT.

*

* —————————————————————————————— * INITIATION INDEX UNGROUP TN UNIT.
*

MOVE 2 TO DBKI~UNIT—UNGROUP—LEN.
MOVE ‘UNGROUP ' TO DBKI~UNIT—UNGROUP~KEY—NAM.
MOVE 'UNIT ' TO DBKI~UNIT—UNGROUP—RLM—NAM.

*

CALL 'DDINKEY' USING DBKI—UNIT—UNGROUP,
DBKV—UNIT—UNGROUP.

*

* —————————————————————————————— * INITIATION FORM/REALMS.
*

MOVE 'MENU~1C ' TO SCC—PIC—NAME.
MOVE 1 T0 SCC-READ~MODE.
MOVE 1 TO SCC~WRITE—MODE.
MOVE 1 TO SCC—START—RW—LINE.
MOVE 1 TO SCC-RW—NO—OF—LINES.

*

*********k***k**k*k***********************************************

END OF GENERATED ASSIGNMENTS.
******************************k**********************************k

*

*
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9.7 THE FORTRAN INCLUDE FILE

The FORTRAN INCLUDE f11e contains va1ues of items and fie1ds in the
database. This makes it spec1a11y easy to make app1ication programs. An
appWication program need onYy ca1} the INCLUDE f11e (DECDDI—name:SYMB), and
the va1ues of a1] items and f1e1ds w111 be automatica11y available.

The folTowing is the 1ist1hg of the INCLUDE file generated for our samp1e
database: ,

THE DECLARATIONS

(C3’k*‘k**k*k*kfiww****‘k*~k‘kw*‘k'k‘ki'kir‘kwk’kw'kwkkwkfi‘khkvvkk'kflfi‘xAAAA‘A"A>\AK*AAAA')<*A1\>\A

C ABM /DECDDI—MENU~1F / * Generated : 86.03 11 11 12
C'k‘kktW'kW'kkkfl‘kflkflvk‘kuk‘k‘kfiW’kiNiKW‘kk‘k‘k'k'A‘rVfivk‘kR‘k'kk‘kfifli'k'kiR'A’A‘A'RR'AWRRW‘NAAAKAA‘WK‘A

INTEGER‘Z ITEMSUB[ 44)
CHARACTER CITMSUBI 21*44
EQUIVALENCE (ITEMSUB ,CITMSUB]

C
C * BEFTAB - REFERANCE TABLE
C

INTEGER*2 REFTAB [ 54], MRMo, MWMO,
+ LINE, NOLINE, NOBEAD, MTCR

C
CHARACTER CPNS*8

C
EQUIVALENCE [REFTAB[1], CPNS],

+ (REFTAR[5), MRMo),
+ [REFTAB[6], MWMO),
+ [REFTAB{7], LINE],
+ [REFTABLS], NOLINE),
+ [REFTAB[9 ] NORRAD),
+ [REFTAB[10], MTCH],
+ [REFTAB[11), CITMSUB]

C
C * R1 —REALM : DIMENSION, VARIABLES
C

INTEGEH*2 MRECR1[ 96] ,MITRMR1{ 66]
CHARACTER CITEMR1[ 8]“ 8
EQUIVALENCE [MITEMR1( 7) ,CITRMR1[ 1))

C
INTEGER‘Z R1NUMBER

C
INTEGER*4 R1REGDAT

C
CHARACTER RlTYPE *2 ,RlREGBY *4 ,R1C0M1 “60 ,

+ R1COM2 *60 ,R1C0M3 “60
C

EQUIVALENCE [RlTYPE ,MRECR1[ 1]),
+ [RlNUMBER ,MRECR1( 2)),
+ (R1RECBY ,MRECR1( 3}],
+ [R1C0M1 ,MRECRIL 5)),
+ {R1C0M2 ,MRECR1[ 35]),
+ [R1C0M3 ,MRECR1( 65)],
+ [R1REGDAT ,MRECHlL 95]]
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C
C * R2 —REALM : DIMENSION, VARIABLES
C

INTEGER*2 MRECR2[ 1) ,MITEMR2[ 46]
CHARACTER CITEMR2[ 2]* 8
EQUIVALENCE (MITEMR2[ 7] ,CITEMR2[ 1])

C
CHARACTER RZOKl *2

C
EQUIVALENCE [R20K1 ,MRECR2[ 1)]

C
C * UNIT -REALM : DIMENSION, VARIABLES
c

INTEGER*2 KRECUN[ 96) ,KITEMUN[ 66]
CHARACTER CITEMUN[ 8]* 8
EQUIVALENCE [KITEMUN[ 7) ,CITEMUN( 1]]

C
INTEGEH*2 UNNUMBER

C
INTEGER*4 UNREGDAT

C
CHARACTER UNTYPE *2 ,UNREGBY *4 ,UNCOM1 *60 ,

+ UNCOM2 *60 ,UNCOM3 *60
C

EQUIVALENCE (UNNUMBER ,KRECUN[ 1]],
+ [UNTYPE ,KRECUN( 2]],
+ [UNREGDAT ,KRECUN( 3]],
+ (UNREGBY ,KRECUN[ 5]],
+ [UNCOMl ,KRECUN[ 7]),
+ [UNCOM2 ,KRECUN[ 37]],
+ [UNCOM3 ,KRECUN( 67]]

C
C * UNIT ~INDEX : DIMENSION, VARIABLES
C

INTEGER*2 KIUNRBG(10] ,KVUNREG[ 4] *UNREGDAT
CHARACTER CUNREG[1]*16
EQUIVALENCE (KIUNREG(3] ,CUNREG[1]]

C
INTEGER“4 LUNREG1 ,HUNREGI

C
EQUIVALENCB (LUNREGI ,KVUNREG[ 1)], *UNREGDA]

+ (HUNREGI ,KVUNREG[ 3]] *UNREGDAI
C
C * UNIT —INDEx : DIMENSION, VARIABLES
C

INTEGER*2 KIUNGRO[IO] ,KVUNGRO[ 4] *UNGROUP
CHARACTER CUNGRO[1)*16
EQUIVALENCE (KIUNGRO[3] ,CUNGRO[1]]

C
INTEGER*2 LUNORoz ,HUNGRO2

C
CHARACTER LUNGROI *2 ,HUNGROI *2

C
EQUIVALENCE [LUNGROI ,KVUNGRO( 1)], *UNTYPE I

[HUNGROI ,KVUNGRO[ 3]), *UNTYPE 1
[LUNGROZ ,KVUNORO( 2]], *UNNUMBEZ
[HUNGROZ ,KVUNORO( 4]] *UNNUMBEZ
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THE ASSIGNMENTS

C
CWWkHflXWWWWW**WWK*k*fi*xwwfiw**kifiwwkk*fifikifikikiwkkfififiAtKKKWKWAXAAAKfiAKiA

C ABM /ASSDDI"MENU—1F / * Generated 2 86.03.11 11:12
(“‘Kk‘kirifikfi‘kfi‘kvk‘kkkwt'i’k'k7\'#WXW**KW)V*WWWX*Wflfi'WfiflfiAKfl‘k‘kWfi’WflkKflA‘kfi'fit‘fiwfi‘ifi‘kifi A'W‘AA

C

C
C * R1 ITEMLISTS

MITEMH1( 1] = 7 *No ITEM
MITEMR1[ 2] = 96 “LENGTH
MITEMH1[ 3) = 1 ‘NO REC.
MITEMR1[ 4] = 1 A1.FIHLU
MITEMR1[ 5] = 1 A1.wonn
MITEMR1[ 6) : 7 *UNIQ IT

CITEMH1[ 1] = ’R1 '
CITEMR1[ 2]='R1TYPE '; MITEMR1[ 39): 1 ; MITEMH1( 45):“E ”“EVEN CH
CITEMRl[ 3]:'R1NUMBER'; MITEMR1[ 40]: 1 ; MITEMR1[ 47):“5 "*SINGEL
CITEMR1( 4]=’R1REGBY ‘; M1TEMR1( 41): 2 ; MITEMR1[ 48):”E ”“EVEN CH
CITEMBl[ 5)='R1COM1 '; MITEMR1[ 42): 30 ; MITEMR1[ 49):“E "‘EVEN CH
CITEMR1[ 6)='R1COM2 '; MITEMR1[ 43]: 30 ; MITEMR1[ 50):“E “‘EVEN CH
CITEMR1( 7]='R1COM3 '; MITEMR1[ 44]: 30 ; MITEMH1[ 51):”E ”*EVBN CH
CITEMR1[ 8]=’H1REGDAT'; MITEMR1[ 45]: 2 ; MITEMRl[ 52):”D ”*DOUBLE

C
C * R2 ITEMLISTS
C

MITEMR2[ 1] = 1 *NO ITEM
MITEMR2[ 2) = 1 *LENGTH
MITEMR2[ 3] = 1 *No REC.
MITEMH2[ 4) = 8 *1.FIELD
MITEMH2[ 5) = 97 *1.wonn
MITEMR2[ 6) = 1 *UNIQ.IT

CITEMH2[ 1) = 'R2 '
CITEMR2{ 2]='RZOK1 '; MITEMR2[ 15): 1 ; MITEMR2[ 16):“0 “*ODD CH.

c
C * UNIT ITEMLISTS
C

KITEMUN( 1] = 7 *NO ITEM
KITEMUN[ 2] = 96 *LENGTH

CITEMUN( 1) = “UNIT ’
CITEMUN[ 2]='UNNUMBER'; KITEMUN[ 39): 1 ; KITEMUN[ 46):"8 ”*SINGEL
CITEMUN[ 3]='UNTYPE '; KITEMUN[ 40): 1 ; KITEMUN( 47):”E ”*EVEN CH
CITEMUN( 4]:'UNREGDAT'; KITEMUN[ 41]: 2 ; KITEMUN( 48):”D ”‘DOUBLE
CITEMUN[ 5)='UNREGBY ‘; KITEMUN[ 42]: 2 ; KITEMUN[ 49):“E ”*EVEN CH
CITEMUN[ 6)='UNC0M1 '; KITEMUN( 43): 30 ; K1TEMUN[ 50):”E ”‘EVEN CH
CITEMUN( 7]='UNCOM2 '; KITEMUN( 44): 3O ; KITEMUN[ 51]="E ”*EVEN CH
CITEMUN[ 8]=’UNCOM3 '; KITEMUN[ 45): 30 ; KITEMUN( 52):”h ”‘EVEN CH

C
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KIUNREG[2] =
*LENGTH

CUNREG(1] = 'UNREGDATUNIT
CALL DDINKEY£KIUNREG,KVUNREG]

c,
K1UNGRO[2] =

*LENGTH
CUNGHO[1] = ’UNGROUP UNIT '
CALL DDINKEY£KIUNGRO,KVUNGRO]

c
C*‘kW‘A‘W‘k‘kwwkfi’kfi'fifi'fl'fl'fi'wk‘k'k'A"k‘kJr*‘k*k‘k******’K‘A“k*‘kfi‘k‘k**‘k*‘k*fi'k'kfifiki‘WAW‘A‘A‘A'W'A'W'A‘Ai

C** STANDARD INITIATION
C**W****W‘k‘k*f<***W*'k*k*‘k‘k*k****‘k‘k‘f(k‘k‘k**i*****k‘k*1\'k*kk"k>\‘t'A’tk'kfi*f\*7\k‘k‘kk3kkfifi

C
C
C

CPNS = 'MENU-lF '
MRMO = 1
MWMO = 1
LINE = l
NOLINE = 1

C
C‘k‘k‘k‘k**k**‘k*‘k****‘k*‘k‘k‘kfi'WWW****WWW‘kkit‘k‘k*fi‘k***f(*f(‘k‘k**‘kfiwfr‘kfiv\fi’kfl'fi’kkkfifi'k'k‘kfi

C** END OF GENERATED STATEMENTS
C‘k‘k‘kfi'*‘k**‘k‘k***k*fi‘k’kATY7k*‘kfi'kk‘k'kkwwtflkk‘kkfi‘****k***k*k**‘kfi'kwfi'fi’t'kfl‘x’A‘fifl‘kfik‘AAflk‘k

C
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%%.8 A poem APPLMAHQN momma: AN EXAMPLE

F011owing is an example of a COBOL program. The program uses the screen
forms shown be1ow: (The “main menu" is shown on page 141.)

The Afifireéampke goanigz? Ipéfirfeiwuaiffjiiffiigfi
LR€§istratioe cf new-pfiit

“, Umit type end-number‘:

"Operators ihifiaié'

Comments : ,‘.,.{;g.,‘;...;1§;;\,\ffi..}=..pp{

gm yggm‘tyama “3;. .: :

the_Aaezexamawe_¢QsaL‘ ,jfi‘krrfeg§§327fr%““
pvRégéatratfoo of new tracks :'

Unit type and flapper :
Side ; .,
Track pumfier : ,.

Li‘kY‘YLiS’E name fl: ‘‘‘‘ ‘1? E,

Track name ;:,;.(;..;.,A; .....‘;.;;,;.fa.,lf.,,,;g;.;p

, Unix name ' : ~.‘4}J..;;f\[Vfl.;,L,..\fi:,;.r.r.>f,ji;.r,;;_.,.5p3* "

L wé}af L ' ‘1 ,L - :f_ L

, performance :_,\.._.......... ;,...;.,'...... _.,

"7=, 0K7E§§é$tfégiph __, :53

Line Age exampie 6338; I ’wiw Mggggg;«»§-; ‘ -"

maifiaenefiee of thfia
Unit fiype_§md homoerr

L fogawatcgs $fiw§$$1§* :
'_flate_aféregi$trefiion-s
3._Comn2n%3,;

‘”%h§nifiéfy¢ufi9$nfi to fie ?,

I'3._neaazg-$hia.raapeé:aafifa313 '
‘ a; Efidffy:tfi13 raccvga» g1” _ _
' 9g,Exit, raturfi ee'mfiiplmeng_"’
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PIease study the app11cation program aIOng with the comments.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

Program—id. MENU~C.
Author. 05E
Security. No security.
Remarks. ABM-example written in Cobol.

* __________________________________________________________________

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

if ______________________________________________________________ ......

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING—STORAGE SECTION.

01 MAIN-RECORD.

COPY DECDDC-MENU°C

* * Additional declarations

01 database—name pic x[8].
01 sibas—system—number comp.

‘k __________________________________________________________________

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
MAIN SECTION.

perform ASSIGN—VALUE.
perform INITIATE.

do while scv—Rl—NUMBER not = 9

perform DISPLAY-MENU.

then call ”MENU—1”
then call ”MENU—2"
then call "MENU—3”
then call "MENU—4” end-if.

if scv—Hl~NUMBER
else-if scv-Rl-NUMBER
else—if scv-Rl—NUMBER ~
else—if scv-Rl-NUMBEH

H
H

i

“
>

m

end—do.
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perform TERMINATE
STOP RUN.
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* ___________________________________________________________________

ASSIGN~VALUE SECTION.

COPY ASSDDC-MENU-C

* ___________________________________________________________________

INITIATE SECTION.

call 'ABDBOPN’

call 'SHRLM'

if dbstatus < O or = 0

move 1

call 'DDINITE'

* Open database
using

Ready realm. In the subschema

sibas—systemenumber,

database-name

'MENU-C' the
realms are marked for doing ready realms
only.

using

go to

* Initiate abm-focus
to

using

dbr~no—0f'realms,
dbr~realm—names,

dbr~realm~usage[1],
dbr-realm-protect[1),
dbstatus
DD-ERROR end'if

mflag
mflag

* ___________________________________________________________________

DISPLAY-MENU SECTION.

'COB—EXAMPLE
'DDGTPIC'

move
call

if fostatus not

’+:NUMBEH *
'DDRFLDS’

move
call

if fcstatus not =

TERMINATE SECTION.

call 'SFRLM'

* Get the picture from the formfile
—BOO' to

using

0 go to

* Read menunumber
to

using

* Normal termination.
using

formfile
formfile,
ddc-ref-table,
fostatus
DD—ERROR end—if

ddc—select
ddc-ref-table,
dds-Rl—subschema,
scv-Rl,

fostatus
DD—ERROR end—if

Finish realms.
dbr—no~of~realms,
dbr—realm—names,
dbstatus
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if dbstatus < 0 go to DD-ERROR end-if

* * Close database
call 'ABDBCLS' using dbstatus,

database—name

* ___________________________________________________________________

DD-EHHOR SECTION.

* Display error information
If fcstatus not = 0 then

call 'DDERMSG' using fcstatus
else

call 'DDERMSG' using dbstatus
end—if.

* Close database
call 'ABDBCLS' using 0,

database-name
STOP RUN.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM—ID.
MENU-1.

* ___________________________________________________________________

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 MAIN—RECORD.

COPY DECDDC~MENU~1C.

* Additional declarations
Ol database—name pic x(8]

fr __________________________________________________________________

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

MAIN SECTION.

perform ASSIGN—VALUE.
move ”Y" to scv~R2-OK1.
perform DISPLAY‘FOHM.

* Loop as long as 'OK registration?' is not
* not S(top]

perform MENU-l-REGISTRATE—UNIT until scv~R2-OK1=”S" or ="s".
exit program.

1* __________________________________________________________________
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ASSIGN-VALUE SECTION.

COPY ASSDDC—MENU—IC.

7? ___________________________________________________________________

DISPLAYeFORM.

move 'COB—EXAMPLE-BOO' to formfile
call 'DDGTPIC' using formfile,

ddC*ref-table,
fostatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—EBROR end—if

MAIN‘LOGIC SECTION.

MENU-l-HEGISTRATE-UNIT.

* Write message to the messageline
move '—: Please give unit type and number "'

to message.

call ’DDWMSGE' using message,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR endeif

* Clear fields on the screen
move '0:*' to ddc«select

call 'DDCFLDS' using ddc~ref~table,
dds~R1~subschema,
scv«R1,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end—if

* Read unit type and number:
move '+:UNTYPE UNNUMBER*' to ddC“select
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc~ref~table,

dds—RI—subschema,
scv—Rl,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end—if

* Test if unit type = EX(it]
if scv—Rl-UNTYPE = 'EX' or = ’ex' then

perform END—OF-MENU*l-REGISTRATE’UNIT
end~if

* * Set low limits equal unit type and number

* Find the specific record

move scv—Rl—UNTYPE to dbkv—UNIT—UNGROUP—low—l
move scv-RleUNNUMBER to dbkv-UNIT-UNGROUP—low—Z

call 'DDFTCH' using dbki—UNIT-UNGROUP,
dbkv~UN1TwUNGEOUP,
dbstatus
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if dbstatus > 0 then perform UNIT—EXISTS
else—if dbstatus < 0 then go to DD~ERROR
else

* * Clear the message line
call 'DDCMSGE' using fcstatus
if fostatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end-if

* Head rest of the record
move '—:UNTYPE UNNUMBER*' to ddo—select
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc—ref—table,

dds-Rl-subschema,
scv—Rl,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DDflERBOR end—if

* * 'Ok registration?' Read OK field
move 'O:*' to ddc-select
call 'DDRFLDS' using dds—refetable,

dds-RZ-subschema,
scv—RZ,
fcstatus

if fostatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end—if

if scv~R2—OK1 = "Y" or = "y" then

* Transfer values from picture record buffer
to realm buffer

call 'DDTRNSC' using dds—Rl—subschema,
scv~R1,
ddb-UNIT-subschema,
dbv~UNIT

* * Store record
call 'DDSTORE' using dds-select,

ddb-UNIT-subschema,
dbv—UNIT,
dbstatus

if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD-EHROR end—if

else—if scv—R2-0K1 = "N” or = ”n” then
go to MENU-l-REGISTRATE—UNIT

end-if
end—if

END-OF—MENU—1—REGISTRATE-UNIT.'
exit program.

‘I( _________________________________________________________________

UNIT—EXISTS SECTION.

* Write message to message line
move '+: This unit is already in register 1 "‘

to message
call 'DDWMSGE' using message,

fcstatus
if fostatus not 2 0 go to DD—EHROR end-if
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* Get record
move 0 to
move '0:*' to
call 'DDGET' using

if dbstatus not = 1 go to

ABM USER MANUAL
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tdbkey
ddc—select
tdbkey,
dds-select,
ddb—UNIT—subschema,
dbv—UNIT,
dbstatus
DD~ERROR end—if

Transfer values from realm buffer
to picture record buffer

call 'DDTRNSC' using

call 'DDWFLDS' using

if fcstatus not H O (Q 0 (.7 O

DD~ERROR SECTION.

If fcstatus not = 0 then
call 'DDERMSG' using

else
call 'DDERMSG' using

end—if.

* Close database
call 'ABDBCLS' using

STOP HUN.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM—ID.
MENU-2.

ddb-UNIT-subschema,
dbv~UNIT,
dds~R1~subschema,
sov—Rl

Write record to the screen
ddc-ref-table,
dds~H1~subschema,
scv—Rl,
fcstatus
DD~EBROH end-if

Display error information

fostatus

dbstatus

O :

database-name

* _________________________________________________________________

*

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 MAIN-RECORD.

COPY DECDDC—MENU-ZC.

* Additional declarations
01 database-name pic x(8]
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PROCEDURE DIVISION.
MAIN SECTION.

perform ASSIGN~VALUE.
move ”Y" to scv-RZ—OKl
perform DISPLAY-FORM.

* Loop as long as 'OK registration?’ is
* not S[top)

perform MENU—2-REGISTRATE-THACK until sov«H2-OK1 ="S" or ="s"
exit program.

)\' __________________________________________________________________

ASSIGN-VALUE SECTION.

COPY ASSDDC-MENU—ZC

* ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

DISPLAY-FORM.

move 'COB-EXAMPLE—BOO' to formfile
call 'DDGTPIC' using formfile,

ddc~ref~table,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if

MAIN-LOGIC SECTION.

MENU—2-REGISTRATE—TRACK.

* Write message to the messageline
move '—: Please give unit type and number "'

to message

call 'DDWMSGE' using message,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end~if

* Clear fields on the screen
move 'O:*' to ddc-select
call 'DDCFLDS' using ddC*ref—table,

dds-Rl-subschema,
scv—Rl,
fostatus

if fostatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if

* Read unit type and number:
move '+:TRTYPE TRNUMBER*' to ddc-select
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc-ref-table,

dds—Bl—subschema,
scv-Bl,
fcstatus

if fostatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end-if
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* Test if unit type = EX[it)
if scv-Rl~TRTYPE = 'EX' or = 'ex' then

perform END-OF‘MENU-2—HEGISTRATE~THACK
end-if

* Set low limits equal unit type and number
Find the specific record

move scv-Rl—TRTYPE to dbkv—UNIT-UNGROUP-low—l
move scv—Rl—TRNUMBER to dbkv~UNIT—UNGROUP~low—2
call 'DDFTCH' using dbki<UNIT—UNGROUP,

dbkv—UNIT—UNGBOUP,
dbstatus

if dbstatus 0 then perform UNIT—NOT-IN-REGISTEB

A
ll

C)else~if dbstatus
else—if dbstatus

then go to DD—ERROR
thenH H

* This unit is in the register, clear
messageline

call ‘DDCMSGE’ using message,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD~ERROR end—if
* Read rest of the record

move '~:TRTYPE TRNUMBER*' to ddC‘select
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc-ref~table,

dds-R1—subschema,
scv-Rl,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if
* 'OK registration?’ Read OK field

move '0:*' to ddC‘select
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc—ref~table,

dds-RZ—subschema,
c-RZ,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end-if

if scv—HZ-OKI = "N" or = ”n” then
go to MENU—Z—REGISTRATE-TRACK

else—if scv—RZ—OKl = ”Y” or = "y” then

* Transfer values from picture record buffer
to realm buffer

call 'DDTRNSC' using dds-RI-subschema,
scv—Hl,
ddb—TRACK—subschema,
dbv—TRACK

* Store record:
call 'DDSTORE' using ddc-select,

ddb—TRACK—subschema,
dbv—TRACK,
dbstatus

if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD*EHROR end-if

end-if
end—if

END-OF-MENU—2—BEGISTRATE—TRACK.
exit program.
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‘R ___________________________________________________________________

UNIT~NOTeIN~REGISTER SECTION.

move '+: This unit is not in the register! Try again! "'
to message

call 'DDWMSGE' using message,
fcstatus

if fostatus not H O (D O ('7‘ O DD-EHROR end—if

DD—ERROR SECTION.

* Display error information
If fcstatus not = 0 then

call 'DDERMSG' using fostatus
else

call 'DDERMSG' using dbstatus
end-if.

* Close database
call 'ABDBCLS' using 0,

database-name
STOP RUN.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID.
MENU-3.

* ___________________________________________________________________

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING—STORAGE SECTION.

01 MAIN—RECORD.

COPY DECDDC~MENU-3.

* * Additional declarations.
01 database—name pic x[8).
01 length comp.
01 iline comp.
01 icol comp.

* __________________________________________________________________

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
MAIN SECTION.

perform ASSIGN—VALUE.
perform DISPLAY—FORM.
perform MENU—B—MAINTENANCE.
exit program.

7< ___________________________________________________________________
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ASSIGN-VALUE SECTION.

COPY ASSDDC~MENU-3C

“k _________________________________________________________________

DISPLAY-FORM.

move 'COB~EXAMPLE—BOO' to formfile
call 'DDGTPIC' using formfile,

ddc—ref~table,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD‘ERROR end~if

MAIN-LOGIC SECTION.

MENU~3-MAINTENANCE.
* * Clear fields on the screen

move '0:*' to dds—select
call 'DDCFLDS' using ddc—ref—table,

dds—H1~subschema,
scv—Rl,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if

* Write message to the messageline
move '-: Please give unit type and number "'

to message

call ‘DDWMSGE' using message,
fcstatus

if fostatus not = 0 go to DD~ERROR end-if

* * Read unit type and number:
move '+:UNTYPE UNNUMBER*' to ddC-select
call 'DDRFLDS’ using ddc-ref—table,

dds-Rl—subschema,
scv—Rl,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if

* Set low limits equal unit type and number
Find the specific record and get the
record values

move scv~R1~UNTYPE to dbkv-UNIT—UNGROUP—low—l
move scv-Rl-UNNUMBER to dbkv—UNlT—UNGROUP—low—Z
move '0:*’ to ddc—select
call 'DDFTCGT' using dbki~UNIT—UNGROUP,

dbkv-UNIT—UNGHOUP,
ddc~select
ddb~UNIT—subschema
dbv—UNIT
dbstatus
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dbstatus H Q then perform UNIT~NOT—IN-BEGISTER
else—if dbstatus < 0 then go to DD—ERROR
else-if dbstatus H 5.4 then

* Forget old and remember a new record or
a search region

move 0 to option
move 0 to tdbsri
call 'DDFREMB' using tdbsri,

option,

dbstatus
if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD-ERROR end—if

* Transfer values from realm buffer to
picture record buffer

call 'DDTBNSC’ using ddb~UNIT—subschema,
dbv—UNIT,
dds—Rl—subschema,
scv—Rl

* Write record to the screen
call 'DDWFLDS' using ddc—ref—table,

dds-Rl—subschema,
scv~R1,

fcstatus
if fostatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end-if

* Write message to the messageline and read
the answer

move '-: Please give a menu number "
to message

call 'DDGMSGE' using message,
otext,

fcstatus
if fostatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end—if

if otext = ”1” then

* Write a message in the given line and column
and read the answer

move —: Do you really want to delete this record? "'
to message

move 24 to iline
move 1 to icol
call 'DDGTEXT' using message,

otext,

iline,
icol,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end'if
if otext = ”Y" or = ”y” then

* Sibas call. Remove the record and all
references to it if no records are connected
as members

move 1 to option
call 'SRASE' using tdbkey,

option,

dbstatus
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if dbstatus not = 1 then
* Write a message in the given line and column

and read the answer
move
'~: Track records connected, delete although? "'

to message

call 'DDGTEXT’ using message,
otext,
iline,

icol,

fcstatus

if festatus not=0 go to DD-ERROR end—if

n u H II
if otext = y or = y then

* Erase the record and all member records in
the set occurrences

move 3 to option
call 'SRASE' using tdbkey,

option,

dbstatus
if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD—ERROR end-if

end-if

* Display a blank text string in given line
and column

move ' to message
move 44 to length
call 'FCWTXT' using iline,

icol,
message,
length,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not=0 go to DD-ERROR end-if

end—if
end-if

else—if otext = ”2” then

* Write message to the messageline
Press Carriage return when ready to mofify

move '-: Modify the record! Press CH "'
to message

call 'DDGMSGE' using message,
otext

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD~EHRDR end-if

* Read rest of the record
move '—:UNTYPE UNNUMBER*'

to ddc—select

call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc-ref~table,
dds—R1~subschema,
scv-Rl,

fostatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD'ERROR end-if
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* Transfer values from picture record
buffer to realm buffer

call 'DDTRNSC' using dds—Rl—subschema,
scv-Rl,
ddb—UNIT—subschema,
dbv-UNIT

* Modify items in the record
call 'DDMDFY' using tdbkey,

ddc—select,

ddb—UNIT—subschema,
dbv-UNIT,
dbstatus

if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD—ERROR end-if

else
perform END—OF—MENU—3-MAINTENANCE

end—if

end-if

* * Write message to the messageline and read
* the answer

move '-: Maintenance of several records? "'
to message

call 'DDGMSGE' using message
_otext,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROH end—if

if otext = "Y” or = "y” then
perform MENU—B—MAINTENANCE

end—if

END—OF-MENU-B'MAINTENANCE.
* __________________________________________________________________

UNIT—NOT-IN-REGISTEH SECTION.

v4vmove '+: This unit is not in the register! Try again!
to message

call 'DDWMSGE' using message,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD'ERROR end—if

DD-ERROR SECTION.

* Display error information‘
If fcstatus not = 0 then

call 'DDEBMSG' using fcstatus
else

call 'DDERMSG' using dbstatus
end—if.

* * Close database
call 'ABDBCLS' using 0,

database—name
STOP RUN.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM—ID.
MENU-4.

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 MAIN—RECORD.

COPY DECDDC-MENU-4C.

* Additional declarations.
01 database—name pic X[8].
01 no-of—records comp.
01 temporary-line comp.
01 flag comp.
01 no-of—rec—written comp.

‘k __________________________________________________________________

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
MAIN SECTION.

perform ASSIGN~VALUE.
perform DISPLAY—FORM.

* Loop as long as 'find tracks with a new
artist is not N(o]

perform MENU—4~QUESTIONS until SCV-H4-OK2 = ”N” or = “n“.
exit program.

‘I( _________________________________________________________________

ASSIGN-VALUE SECTION.

COPY ASSDDC~MENU~4C

“K __________________________________________________________________

DISPLAY*FORM.

move 'COB—EXAMPLE—B' to formfile
call 'DDGTPIC’ using formfile,

ddc~ref~table,
fostatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if
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MENUw4—QUESTIONS SECTION.

* Write message to the messageline
move '-: Please give artist name "'

to message
call 'DDWMSGE' using message,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-ERROR end-if

* * Read artist name
move '+:TRARTIST*' to ddc-select
call 'DDRFLDS‘ using ddc—ref—table,

dds—Rl-subschema,
scv-Rl,

fostatus
if fostatus not = 0 go to DD~ERROR end-if

Transfer values from picture record

buffer to realm buffer
call 'DDTRNSC' using dds-Rl—subschema,

scv-Rl,
ddb-TRACK~subschema,
dbv—TRACK

* * Low limit = artist name read from terminal
* Find first record between limits using given
* key

move scv-Rl-TRARTIST to dbkv—TRACK~TRARTIST—low—1
move scv—Hl—TRARTIST to dbkv~TRACK—TRAHTIST-high—1

call 'DDFEBL' using dbki-TRACK-TRARTIST,
dbkv—TRACK—TRABTIST,
dbstatus

if dbstatus = 0 then perform ARTIST-NOT—IN—REGISTER
else—if dbstatus < 0 then go to DD—ERROR
else—if dbstatus = 1 then

* Count number of records found
move 1 to no-of—records

* Get the items in the record
move '0:* to ddc—select
call 'DDGET' using tdbkey,

ddc-select,
ddb—TRACK—subschema,
dbv-TRACK,
dbstatus

if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD—ERROH end—if

v

* Transfer values from realm buffer
to picture record buffer

call 'DDTRNSC' using ddb‘TRACK—subschema,
-dbv~TRACK,
dds—RZ-subschema,
scv—R2
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* Put field values into the total picture
buffer

call 'DDPUTRC' using ddc-ref—table
‘ dds-RZ'subschema,

scv—R2,

fcstatus
if fostatus not = 0 go to DD~ERROR end—if

* Loop as long as records with given artist

name is found in the database [ dbstatus=1 1

do while dbstatus = 1

* Sibas call. Find next record in search
region

call 'SRNIS' using tdbkey
tdbsri
dbstatus

if dbstatus = 1 then
* Count number of records found

add 1 to no—of—records

* Get the items in the record
move '0:*' to ddc—select
call 'DDGET' using tdbkey,

ddc—select,
ddb~TRACK—subschema,
d-THACK,
dbstatus

if dbstatus not = 1 go to DD—ERROR end—if

* Transfer values from realm buffer
to picture record buffer

call 'DDTRNSC' using ddb-TRACK~subschema,
dbv—TRACK,
ddSvRZ-subschema,
scv—RZ

* The size of the total picture record buffer
is limited to 600 words [16 bit). It can be
Changed [see appendix].
Maximum of RZ-records is here 600/29 = 30

if no-of—records > 30 then
* Write message to the messageline

move
’-:The total picture buffer must be increased!"'

to message

call 'DDWMSGE' using message,
fostatus

if fcstatus not=0 go to DD—ERROR end—if
go to LAST-PART

end-if

* Count line record number
add 1 to scc-start—rw-line
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* * Put field values into the total picture
* buffer

call 'DDPUTHC' using ddc~ref-table
ddS‘RZ-subschema,

scv—R2,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD~ERROR end—if
end-if

end—do

* * Write records from the total picture buffer
* to the screen. It is only possible to list
* 6 record occurences to the screen in this
‘k example

* Loop for all record occurences
do for scc—start—rw~line from 1 to no-of-records

* Save occurence number scc—start-rw-line in
the total picture buffer

move scc—start~rw-line to temporary-line

* Get field values from the total picture
* buffer

call 'DDGETRC' using ddc—ref—table
dds-RZ-subschema
scv—RZ
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if

* Calculate correct occ. number
scc—start—rw-line on the screen

compute scc-start-rw—line = temporary—line — flag

* Write record to the screen
call 'DDWFLDS' using ddc-ref~table

dds-RZ—subschema
scv—RZ
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-EREOB end—if

* Count number of records written to the
screen

add 1 to no~of—rec~written

if no-of—rec—written not < 6 then

* The screen is full, reset sec—startvrw-line
and set new flag value

move 1 to scc—start—rw-line
add 6 to flag

* * 'List several tracks, if any?' Read OK field
move 'O:*' to ddc-select
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc-ref-table,

dds—RB-subschema,
scv—R3,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end-if
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if scv-RB-OKI = ”N" or ”n” then
* Do not want to continue listing several

tracks
go to LAST—PART

else

* Clear all occurences of this record
move 0 to sco—rw—no~of—lines
call ‘DDCFLDS' using ddc-ref-table,

dds—HZ—subschema,
SCV‘RZ,

fostatus
if fostatus not=0 go to DD-ERROR end—if

* Reset scc—rw-no—of—lines and
reset number of records written to the
screen

move 1 to soc—rw—no-of-lines
move 0 to no-of-reC*written

end-if
end—if

* Reset 000 number line in the tot pic buffer
move temporary—line to scc—start—rw—line

end—d0
end-if

LAST-PART.
* Reset start~rw~line, flag and number of rec

written
move 1 to soc—start—rw—line

move 0 to flag
move 0 to no—of—rec~written

* Clear field
move '0:*' to ddc“select
call 'DDCFLDS' using ddc—ref‘table,

dds—R3~subschema,
scv—RB,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD-ERHOR end—if

* 'Find tracks with a new artist?’ Read OK field
call 'DDRFLDS' using ddc-ref-table,

dds-H4~subschema,
scv—B4,
fostatus

if fostatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if
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if scv—R4—OK2 = "Y” or = "y" then

* * Yes, clear field
call 'DDCFLDS' using ddc-ref—table,

dds-Rl-subschema,
scv-Rl,
fcstatus

if fostatus not = 0 ,go to DD—ERROR end~if

* Clear all occurences of this record
move 0 to scc—rw-no-of~lines
call 'DDCFLDS' using ddc—ref-table,

dds-RZ—subschema,
scv-RZ,

fcstatus
if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD~ERROR end-if

* Reset number of occurences
move 1 to sco—rw—no-of—lines

else
go to END-OF-MENU-4-QUESTIONS

end—if

END—OF-MENU-4-QUESTIONS.

* __________________________________________________________________

ARTIST-NOT-IN—RBGISTER SECTION.

move
'+:This artist name is not in the register! Try again! "'

to message

call 'DDWMSGE' using message,
fcstatus

if fcstatus not = 0 go to DD—ERROR end—if

DD-ERROR SECTION.

* Display error information
If fostatus not = 0 then

call 'DDERMSG' using fcstatus
else

call 'DDERMSG' using dbstatus
end—if.

* Close database
call 'ABDBCLS' using 0,

database~name
STOP RUN.
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9.9 A FORTRAN APPLICATION PROGRAM: AN EXAMPLE

This is an example of a FORTRAN program. The program uses the screen forms
from the sample COBOL application program on page 170.

Please study the application program along with the comments.

PROGRAM MENU

* * Additional declarations.
integer*2 idbname{4]

$INCLUDE DECDDI-MENU-F
$INCLUDE ASSDDI~MENU~F

* Open database
call ABDBOPN [isibasno,idbname]

* Ready realm. In the subschema 'MENU—F'
the realms are marked for doing ready realm
only.

call SRRLM [knrea, krealms, kumod, kpmod, dbstatus]
if[dbstatus.lt.0) goto 888

‘k )k

MFLAG = 1
call DDINITE (MFLAG)

Initiate abm—focus

do while ( R1number.ne.9 ]

* Get the picture from the formfile
cformfile = 'FORT-EXAMPLE-BOO'
call DDGTPIC (formfile,reftab,fcstatus]

if(fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Read menunumber
citmsub[1] = '+:R1NUMBER*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab,mitel,mrecR1,fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

if [R1number.eq.1] call MENUl
if [R1number.eq.2) call MENUZ
if {R1number.eq.3] call MENUB
if [B1number.eq.4] call MENU4

end do
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* Normal termination. Finish realms.
call SFRLM [knrea, krealms, dbstatus]

if[dbstatus.lt.1) goto 888

* Close database.
call ABDBCLS [0, idbname)

goto 999
call ERROR[fcstatus,dbstatus)

SUBROUTINE MENUl

$INCLUDE DECDDI-MENU~1F
$INCLUDE ASSDDI-MENU-IF

* Get the picture from the formfile
cformfile = 'FORT—EXAMPLE-BOO'
call DDGTPIC (formfile, reftab, fostatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Loop as long as 'OK registration?’ is not
SHOP)

do while [R20K1.ne.'S'.and.H20K1.ne.'s']

* Write message to the messageline
cmessage = '—2 Please give unit type and number "'
call DDWMSGE [message, fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Clear fields on the screen
citmsub[1] = '0:*'
call DDCFLDS [reftab, mitemHl, mrec, fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Read unit type and number:
citmsub[1] = '+:R1TYPE R1NUMBER*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Test if unit type = EX[it]
if [H1TYPE.eq.'EX'.or.R1TYPE.eq.'ex'] goto 999

* Set low limits equal unit type and number
Find the specific record

LUNGROl RlTYPE
LUNGROZ RINUMBER
call DDFTCH [kiUNGRO, kNGRO, dbstatus]

H

if[dbstatus.eq.1) then

* Write message to the message line
cmessage = '+: This unit is already in register !
call DDWMSGE (message, fcstatus)

if(fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

ll!
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* Get record
citmsub[1] = '0:*'
call DDGET (O, itemsub, kitemUN, krcN, dbstatus)

if[dbstatus.ne.1) goto 888

* Transfer values from realm buffer
to picture record buffer

call DDTRNSF (kitemUN, krcN, mitel, mrec]

* Write record to the screen

call DDWFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus]
if(fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

elseif (dbstatus.eq.0] then

* Clear the message line

call DDCMSGE [fostatus]
if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Read rest of the record

Citmsub[1) = I’1R1TYPE RINUMBER*'

call DDRFLDS [reftab, mitemfll, mrecfil, fostatus]
if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* 'OK registration?’ Read OK field
citmsub[1] = '0:*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab, mitemRZ, mreCRZ, fcstatus)

if(fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

if [H20K1.eq.'Y' .or. R20K1.eq.'y'] then

* Transfer values from picture record buffer

to realm buffer

call DDTRNSF [mitemR1, mrec, kitemUN, krcN]

* Store record
call DDSTORE [itemsub, kitemUN, krcN, dbstatus]

if(dbstatus.ne.1) goto 888
end if

elseif [dbstatus.lt.0] then
goto 888

end if

call ERROR[fcstatus,dbstatus]
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SUBROUTINE MENU2

$INCLUDE DECDDI-MENU~2F
$INCLUDE ASSDDI’MENU-ZF

* Get the picture from the formfile
cformfile = 'FORT-EXAMPLE-BOO'

call DDGTPIC (formfile, reftab, fcstatus)
if(fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Loop as long as 'OK registration?' is not
* Sftop]

do while [R20K1.ne.'S'.and.R20K1.ne.'s’]

* Write message to the messageline
n 1::cmessage = ~: Please give unit type and number

call DDWMSGE (message, fcstatus)
if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Clear fields on the screen
citmsub(1] = 'O:*'
call DDCFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Read unit type and number:
citmsub(1] = '+:R1TYPE H1NUMBER*'

call DDRFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus)
if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Test if unit type = EX(it]
if [R1TYPE.eq.'EX'.or.H1TYPE.eq.'ex'] goto 999

* Set low limits equal unit type and number
Find the specific record

LUNGROl RlTYPE
LUNGROZ = RlNUMBER

H

call DDFTCH [kiUNGRO, kVUNGRO, dbstatus]

if (dbstatus.eq.1) then

* This unit is in the register, read rest of
the record

citmsub[1) = '—:R1TYPE R1NUMBER*'
call DDHFLDS [reftab,mitemR1,mrecR1,fcstatus]

if [fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* * ’OK registration?’ Read OK field
citmsub[1)=‘0:*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab,mitemR2,mrecR2,fcstatus)

if [fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

if [R20K1.eq.'Y'.or.R20K1.eq.'y'] then

* Transfer values from picture record buffer
to realm buffer

call DDTRNSF [mitemR1,mrecR1,kitemTR,krecTR]
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* Store record:
call DDSTORE [itemsub,kitemTR,krecTR,dbstatus]

if (dbstatus.ne.1] goto 888
end if

elseif [dbstatus.eq.0] then

* Write message to the messageline
cmessage='+: This unit is not in the reg.! Try again!"‘
call DDWMSGE [message,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

else
goto 888

end if

end do
goto 999
call ERROR[fcstatus,dbstatus]
return

end

SUBROUTINE MENUB

* Additional declarations.
Used as otext parameters in the calls
DDGTEXT and DDGMSG.
Note! The size must be declared with length
40 bytes.

integer*2 iyesnoO],menunumber[20]
character yesno‘l ,cmenunumber*1
equivalence [menunumber[1],cmenunumber], [iyesno(l],yesno)

$INCLUDE DECDDI-MENU-BF
$INCLUDE ASSDDI-MENU-BF

100

* Get the picture from the formfile
cformfile = 'FORT-EXAMPLE-BOO'
call DDGTPIC (formfile, reftab, fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] gate 888

continue

* Clear fields on the screen
citmsub[1) = '0:*'
call DDCFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec. fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Write message to the messageline
n VI!

cmessage = —: Please give unit type and number
call DDWMSGE (message, fcstatus}

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888
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* Read unit type and number:

citmsub[1] = '+:R1TYPE R1NUMBER*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus)

if(fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Set low limits equal unit type and number
Find the specific record and get the record
values

LUNGROl = RITYPE
HUNGROl = RlTYPE
LUNGROZ = RlNUMBER
HUNGROZ = RlNUMBER
citmsub[1] = '0:*'

call DDFTCGT [kiUNGRO, kVUNGRO, itemsub, kitemUN, kreCUN,
& dbstatus]

if [dbstatus.eq.0] then
* Write message to the messageline

cmessage = '+: This unit is not in the register ! "'
call DDWMSGE (message, fcstatus}

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

elseif (dbstatus.eq.1] then

* Remember temporary database key
option = O
tdbsri = 0
call DDFREMB [tdbsri,option,dbstatus)

if (dbstatus.ne.1] goto 888

* Transfer values from realm buffer to
picture record buffer

call DDTRNSF [kitemUN, krcN, mitel, mrec]

* Write record to the screen
call DDWFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Write message to the messageline and read
the answer

cmessage = '+: Please give a menu number
call DDGMSGE [message,menunumber,fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

if [cmenunumber.eq.'1’] then

* Clear the messageline
call DDCMSGE [fcstatus]

if(fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888
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* Write a message in the given line and column
and read the answer

iline=24 ; icol=1 ,

cmessage = '+: Do you really want to delete this record?

call DDGTEXT (message,iyesno,iline,icol,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

if [yesno.eq.'Y'.or.yesno.eq.'y'] then

* Sibas call. Remove the record and all
references to it if no records are connected
as members

option=1
call SHASE [tdbkey,option,dbstatus]

if [dbstatus.ne.1} then
* Write a message in the given line and column

and read the answer

cmessage='+:Track records connected, delete although?
&...

call DDGTEXT (message,iyesno,iline,icol,fcstatus)
ifIfcstatus.ne.O] goto 888

if [yesno.eq.'Y'.or.yesno.eq.'y'] then
* Erase the record and all member records in

the set occurrences
option=3
call SRASE [tdbkey,option,dbstatus)

if[dbstatus.ne.1) goto 888
end if

end if
end if

* Display a blank text string in given line
and column

cmessage=' '
ilength = 44
call FCWTXT (iline,icol,message,ilength,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

elseif (cmenunumber.eq.'2’] then

* Write message to the messageline
Press Carriage return when ready to modify

cmessage='+: Modify the record! Press CR "'
call DDGMSGE [message,otext,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Head rest of the record
citmsub(1) = '—:R1TYPE R1NUMBER*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab, mitel, mrec, fcstatus]

if(fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Transfer values from picture record buffer
to realm buffer

call DDTRNSF [mitemR1, mrec, kitemUN, krcN)
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888

999

*......._

* Modify items in the record
citmsub[1) = '—:UNTYPB UNNUMBER*'
call DDMDFY [tdbkey,itemsub,kitemUN,krcN,dbstatus]

if(dbstatus.ne.1] goto 888
end if

elseif (dbstatus.lt.0] then
goto 888

end if

* Write message to the messageline and read
the answer

cmessage='+: Maintenance of several records?
call DDGMSGE [message,iyesno,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

2.0

if (yesno.eq.'Y’.or.yesno.eq.'y‘] goto 100

goto 999
call ERROR[fcstatus,dbstatus)

return
end

SUBROUTINE MENU4

$INCLUDE DECDDI-MENU—4F
$INCLUDE ASSDDI-MENU-4F

* Get the picture from the formfile
cformfile='FORT-EXAMPLE-BOO'
call DDGTPIC [formfile,reftab,fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] gate 888

* Loop as long as 'Find tracks with a new
artist?’ is not N[o).

do while [R40K2.ne.'N'.and.R4OK2.ne.'n']

* Write message to the messageline
u Illcmessage = —: Please give artist name

call DDWMSGE [message,fcstatus)
if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

* Read artist name
citmsub[1) = '+:H1ARTIST*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab,mitemR1,mrecR1,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Transfer values from picture record buffer
to realm buffer

call DDTRNSF [mitemR1,mrecR1,kitemTR,krecTR]

* Low limits = artist name read from terminal
Find first record between limits using given
key
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LTRARTl RlARTIST
HTHARTI RlARTIST
call DDFEBL (kiTRART,vRART,dbstatus]

if [dbstatus.lt.0] goto 888
if [dbstatus.eq.0) then

* Write message to messageline

cmessage = '+: This artist name is not in the register”

call DDWMSGE (message,fcstatus]
if [fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

I v

elseif [dbstatus.eq.1] then
* Count number of records found

norecords = 1
* Get the items in the record

citmsub(1) = 'O:*'
call DDGET [tdbkey,itemsub,kitemTH,krecTR,dbstatus)

if [dbstatus.lt.0) goto 888

* Transfer values from realm buffer
to picture record buffer

call DDTRNSF [kitemTR,krecTR,mitemR2,mrecRZ}

* Put field values into the total picture
buffer

call DDPUTRC [reftab,mitemR2,mrecR2,fcstatus)
if[fcstatus.ne.0} goto 888

Loop as long as records with given artist
name is found in the database [dbstatus=1)

do while [dbstatus.eq.1]

* Sibas call. Find next record in search
region

call SRNIS [tdbkey,tdbsri,dbstatus]
if [dbstatus.lt.0] goto 888

if [dbstatus.eq.1] then
* Count number of records found

norecords = norecords + 1

* Get the items in the record
citmsub[1] = 'O:*'
call DDGET (tdbkey,itemsub,kitemTR,krecTR,dbstatus)

if [dbstatus.lt.0) goto 888

* Transfer values from realm buffer
to picture record buffer

call DDTRNSF [kitemTR,krecTH,mitemR2,mrecRZ]

* The size of the total picture record buffer
is limited to 600 words [16 bit]. It can be
changed [see appendix).
Maximum of RZ—records is here 600/29 = 30
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if (norecords.gt.30] then
* Write message to the messageline

cmessage='+:The total picture buffer must be increas
&ed! "’

call DDWMSGE (message,fcstatus]
if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

goto 100
end if

* Count line record number
line = line + 1

* Puts field values into the total picture
* buffer

call DDPUTRC (reftab,mitemR2,mrecR2,fcstatus]

end if

end do

* * Write records from the total picture buffer
* to the screen It is only possible to list 6
* record occurences to the screen in this
* example

* * Loop for all record occurences
do for line = 1, norecords

* * Save occurence number LINE in the total
* picture buffer

itemporaryline = line

* Get field values from the total picture
buffer

call DDGETRC [reftab,mitemR2,mrecR2,fcstatus)
if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Calculate correct occ. number LINE on the
screen

line = itemporaryline - iflag

* Write record to the screen
call DDWFLDS [reftab.mitemfi2,mrecR2,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Count number of records written to the
screen

nowritten = nowritten + 1
if [nowritten.eq.6) then

* The screen is full, reset line parameter
and set new flag value

line = 1
iflag = iflag + 6

'List several tracks, if any?‘ Read OK field
citmsub[1] = '0:*'
call DDRFLDS [reftab,mitemR3,mrecR3,fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888
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if [R30K1.eq.'N'.or.R30K1.eq.'n'] then
* Do not want to continue listing several

tracks
goto 100

else

* Clear all occurences of this record
[noline=0]

noline = 0
call DDCFLDS [reftab,mitemR2,mrecRZ,fcstatus)

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Reset noline and reset number
of records written to the screen

noline = 1 ; nowritten = 0
end if

end if
* Reset occ number LINE in the tot pic buffer

line = itemporaryline

end do
end if

continue

* Reset line, flag and number of records
written

line = 1 ; iflag = O ; nowritten = O
* Clear field

citmsub[1] = '0:*'
call DDCFLDS [reftab,mitemR3,mrecR3,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* 'Find tracks with a new artist?‘
Read OK field

call DDRFLDS [reftab,mitemR4,mrecR4,fcstatus]
if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888

if [R40K2.eq.'Y‘.or.R4OK2.eq.'y'] then

* Yes. Clear fields
call DDCFLDS [reftab,mitemR1gmrecR1,fcstatus)

if(fcstatus.ne.0] goto 888

* Clear all occurences of this record
[noline=0]

noline = 0
call DDCFLDS [reftab,mitemR2,mrecR2,fcstatus]

if[fcstatus.ne.0) goto 888
* Reset number of occurences

noline = 1

else
goto 999

end if

end do
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888

999

goto 999
call EHROR[fcstatus, dbstatus]

continue

return

end

SUBROUTINE ERROR [fcstatus,dbstatus]

INTEGER*2 fostatus, dbstatus, idbname[4)

* Display error information

if [fostatus.ne.0) then
call DDERMSG [fostatus]

else
call DDERMSG [dbstatus]

end if

* Close database
call ABDBCLS [0,idbname]
stop

end
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APPENDIX A
DISPLAY CODE

The DISPLAY code foTTows cToseTy the COBOL syntax for editing pictures.
There are, however, a few extensions. These extensions can insert text
strings in an item when it is printed or dismayed.

EXAMPLE:

ITEM CONTENT DISPLAY CODE DISPLAYED AS

11 Char ”Bill Hansen" xxxxxxxxxxxx ”Bill Hansen"
11 char "Bill Hansen” xxxxxx "Bill H“
11 char "Bill Hansen" XIIZ] "Bill Hansen "
11 char "Bill Hansen" "Mr. ”x[12] "Mr. Bill Hansen ”

5 char "10000" 22222.22 ”10000.00"
5 char "10000" +zzzzz.zz "+10000.00"
5 Char ”10000” "Kr ”zzzzz.zz "Kr 10000.00"
5 char ” 200" +zzzzz.zz ” 200.00”
5 char "10000” 99999.99- "10000.00 "

integer —ZOO 99999.99* ”00200.00-"
011 char ”Bill Hansen” >x[6] " Bill H”
011 char ”Bill Hansen" <x[6] "Bill H "

0 These options are only allowed in the SCREEN-FORMS.
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APPENDIX B
STORAGE CODE

The storage code indicates how data is stored on disk. The storage code is
required for data computation and converting one fieid to another.

In many cases, a storage code can be generated automaticaiiy from a dispiay
code.

Different programming languages and software packages may not abie to
handie aii types of storage code. Remember this when choosing a storage
code for data items.

STORAGE CODE
DICTIONARY SYNTAX COBOL FORTRAN—77 DISPLAY CODE

ALPHANUMERIC[12) PIC X[12) CHARACTEH*12 XXXXXXXXXXXX
equivalenced
with INTEGER[ )

INTEGERZ PIC $9999 COMP INTEGER*2 ~ZZZQ
INTEGER4 PIC 59(8) COMP INTEGER*4 —ZZZZZZZQ
UNPACKED DEC[5,2] PIC 599999V99 ON.A. —ZZZZZ.ZZ
PACKED DEC[5,2) PIC SZZZZ.ZZ COMP-3 0N.A. ~ZZZZZ.ZZ
PACKED DEC[12,2] PIC SZ[12).ZZ ON.A. ~Z[12].ZZ

COMP—3

0N-A. = No arithmetic possible on this storage code.
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APPENDIX C
DATA DICTIONARY INFORMAT

209

ION

The DATA DICTIONARY wiTT c
The data contained in the Da
programs such as Query La
Programs and Program Generato

The Data Dictionary informati

DATABASE INITIATE
DATABASE SYSTEM—REALM
DATABASE REALM
DATABASE ITEM
DATABASE SET
DATABASE GROUP

DEFINING THE DATA DICTIONARY

The foiiowing is an expTanati

PURPOSE

HEADING

DISPLAY

[for data items only)

STORAGE
[for data items only)

ontain descriptions of aTT data in a database.
ta Dictionary can aTso be used by other
nguages, Report Generators, Screen Handiing
rs.

on is set up in the foiiowing commands:

on of the Dictionary parameters:

This information wiIi be used as documentation
of the database unit. It can aTso be used as
HELP information whiTe using the database
onTine.

This is usuaiiy a short text indicating the
context of the database unit. It can aiso be
used, for instance, as a Teadihg text in
screen dispTays or as report headers.

This indicates how the stored data shouid be
edited. It can aTso be used by a screen
handier or a report writer for formatting
information.

This information aTTows programs to convert
data correctTy from a stored bit pattern to a
readabie version and vice versa.
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APPENDIX D
ROUTKNES IN ABM‘SIB*LIBRARY

Routines for Communication with the Appiication Database.

Routines in ABM—SIB—LIB COBOL FORTRAN

DDACCD — ACCUMULATION of item vaiues. 99 85
DDFEBL — Find FIRST record between Timits using given key. 95 85
DDFLBL — Find LAST record between Timits using given key. 95 85
DDFORG — FORGET, nuTTify the effect of a REMEMBER caTT. 100 '87
DDFREHB ~ FORGET o and REMEMBER a new record or a search 100 87

region.
DDFTCGT — FIND a specific record and GET the record vaiue. 96 86
DDFTCH — FIND a specific record. _ 95 85
DDGET ~ GET the reievant record, items or group items. 97 88
DDGETN — GET (read) a number of records in a search region 98 9O
DDGIXN — GET (read) a number of index keys. 98 9O
DDINKEY — Reset search regions to maximum. 96 89
DDINSR — INSERT an index key of a record. 97 89
DDHDFY ~ MODIFY vaiues of items or group items in a record 97 88
DDREMO — REMOVE a manuaTTy maintained index key. _ 97 89
DDSTORE — STORE a (part) of a record in its reaTm. 97 88
DDTRMSF — TRANSFER of vaTues between vaiue buffers 99 86

(for FORTRAN appiications).
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APPENDIX E
ROUTINES IN ABM‘FOCUS‘LIBRARY

213

Routines for Communication with Screen Forms.

The ABM—FC~LIBRARY contains the foiiowing routines: COBOL FORTRAN

DDCFLDS
DDCLAT
DDCLFI
DDCLMB
DDCMSGE
DDCOPTF
DDERBOR

DDGETRC
DDGHSGE

DDGTEXT

DDGTPIC

DDINITE

DDOPFI
DDPUTRC
DDHFLDS
DDSETAT
DDSETHR
DDWFLDS
DDWHSGE

Ciears fieids/records or parts of records.
Ciears attributes.
Cioses an opened fi1e.
Ciears "must—read" for fields/records.
Ciears a message 1ine.
Copies a dispiayed picture to fiie.
Decodes the error status and returns an
error text.
Gets fieid values from the totai picture buffer
Writes a message to a message 1ine and reads
the answer.
Writes a message in a given 1ine or coiumn and
reads the answer.
Gets a picture from a fiie, dispiays it and
makes it ready.
Initiates and terminates the SCREEN part of
a program.
Opens a SINTRAN fiie for Write, Append access.
Puts fieid values into the totai picture buffer
Reads fieids/records or parts of records.
Sets attributes.
Sets "must—read“ for fieids/records.
Writes fieids/records or parts of records.
Writes a message to the message iine.

Note): Data NDe60.203.2 EN
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127
128
125
128
127
130

124
130

129

129

121

127
124
122
126
125
123
128

106
106
106
107
107
107
114

108
108

108

109

109

110
110
111
112
113
112
113
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APPENDIX F
ROUTINES IN ABM‘UTILITV“LIBRARY

The ABM—UTILITY—LIBRARY contains the fo11ow1ng routines:

BDBCLS — Closes the database. 137
BDBOPN — Opens the database. 137
DDEBMSG — Gives an error message. 136
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APPENDIX G
OPERATING THE ABMBASE

It is extremeiy important when using ABM, to have a fixed operation
strategy. Take orderiy backups and use mode fiies (or user—environment
menu) that you know are free from errors. To avoid iosing data and
causing inconsistent internal structures in the database, aiways do a
recovery when the machine stops or whenever SIBAS is aborted.

This appendix is an extract from the SIBAS II OPERATOR MANUAL. It provides
you with some safe operating routines so you can avoid probiems running
ABM. For further information, see SIBAS II OPERATOR MANUAL.

In_this appendix you wiii find descriptions of how to:

a Start ABMBASE with BEFORE—IMAGE—LOG and ROUTINEaLOG.

a Start ABMBASE, normai procedure.

0 Take backup.

9 Verify the structure of the ABMBASE.

9 Start ABMBASE with recovery from backup and R—LOG.
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START ABMBASE WITH BEFORE‘IMAGE'LOG AND ROUTINE—LOG

Before Image Log [BIN—LOG]

BIM—LOG must be initiated.
The BIM—LOG is a part of the database and resides on the schema os—fiie
(with fiTename <databasename:DATA> ). Create the schema file as a
contigous fiTe with a size at Teast equal to the maximum BIM~LOG size.

Routine-log [R~LOG]

For greater security, run Routine—Tog (R-LOG) as well.

The R—LOG is a contigous file (with file name <databasename:LDGG>) which
contains the DML calls/commands given to SIBAS and the input/output data
to/from SIBAS. ( @create—fiie <databasename:LOGG>, size where the size
depends on how many SIBAS caTTs are performed, and how often backup is
taken.)

The R—LOG must always be on a different disk from the database files in
case of a disk—crash.

The ABM database ABMBASE must be assigned to a free SIBAS process before
use. This is achieved through the START command in the interactive
SIBAS—SERVICE module. Enter the user RT or SYSTEM in order to START
(i e. assigned to a free SIBAS process).

NOTE: The following points should be kept in mind:

0 User HT must have been created as a FRIEND [@CREATE-FRIEND RT]
and given Read/Write/Append access to the database files.
[@SET—FRIEND ACCESS,RT,RWA)

6 The database files must be existing and closed before the START
command will work. SIBAS must be in READY state before the START
command is given.

9 The database must be in RUNNING state before applications can
use it. [Give the RUN command.)
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Example:

(Everything that YOU type is shown underlined.)

Enter user RT or SYSTEM:

@SIBAS—SERVICE«J

S I B A S I I , version E
SIBAS~SERVICE, revision 10, XMSG used for remote communication.

ExpTanation ? N11
Status for a1] SIBAS~processes ? N:i
SYSTEM NUMBER (00—112L0CAL, XOO—X11=REMOTE, x=DB—machine no):l:i

SIBAS~SYS~NOz 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: READY
>>INITIATE~LOG¢J

OWNER. DIA SYS4J
DATABASE NAME. ABMBASEqJ

INIT— R— LOG
RESET R— LOG
REMOVE—R-LOG
CONNECTfiR~LOG
INIT—BEFORE—IMAGE—LOG
REMOVE-BEFOREmIMAGE—LOGO

N
U

'T
D

W
N

i—
l

000E:;:i
LOG—DIRECTORY, 4 CHAR.:P—TW+J

MAX—SIZEelK—PAGES
WHEN CODE=5: BETWEEN APPROX. 504 AND 4096
WHEN CODE=1z BETWEEN 2 AND 30000

SIZEIlOOOQJ
2: DIRECT—R~LOG WHEN CODE=1
3: CIRCULAR—R—LOG WHEN CODE=1
.: C—P TRIGGER—SIZE WHEN CODE=5

R— LOG— TYPE or C- P TRIGGER SIZE. ELJ
INITIATION MAY TAKE TIME —WAIT-
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SIBAS—SYS—NO: 1, SIBASRSOO STATE: READY
>>INITIATE—LOG+J

OWNER:DIA—SYS«J
DATABASE—NAME:ABMBASE¢J

: INIT—R—LOG
RESET~R—LOG

: REMOVE—R—LOG
CONNECT—R«LOG
INIT—BEFORE—IMAGE—LOG
REMOVE—BEFORE—IMAGE~LOGO

W
U

’I-
D

L
Q

N
E

—
J

CODEz5¢J
LOG—DTRECTORY, 4 CHAR.:P—TH~J

MAX~STzE—1K—PA0ES
WHEN 000E=5: BETWEEN APPROX. 504 AND 4096
WHEN CODE=12 BETWEEN 2 AND 30000

SIZE28OO<~J
2: DIRECT—R—LOG WHEN CODE=1
3: CIRCULAR—R—LOG WHEN CODE=1

: C—P TRIGGER—SIZE WHEN CODE=5

R—LOG—TYPE or C—P TRIGGER—SIZE1011

SIBAS~SYS—N0: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: READY
>>START¢J

OWNER:DIA~SYS‘J
DATABASE—NAMEzABMBASDrJ

SIBAS—SYS—NO: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: DBA
>>RUN¢J

NEW RUNFLAG ?:N:i

SIBAS—SYS—NO: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: RUNNING
>>DATABASE~STATUS4J

BEFORE IMAGE LOG ACTIVE
INTERFACE * LOG ADDRESS * TIME

STATISTICS * BLOCK WORD * BASIC—UNIT HOUR/MIN./SEC. DAY/MONTH/YEAR

CURRENT * 1 004 * 41 10:42:01 30.01. 1986
INITIATION * 1 004 * 8 10:41:58 30.01. 1986
LAST OPEN * O 000 * 0 00:00:00 00.00. 0
LAST CLOSE * O 000 * 0 00:00 00 00.00. 0
LAST CHECK * 0 000 * 8 10:41:58 30.01. 1986

FILE SIZE * 2000 LOGGED CALLS = 0 LOG-TYPE: DIRECT
DATABASE (DIA—SYS )ABMBASE IS OPENED BY 0 USERS
TOTAL NUMBER OF SIBAS CALLS EXECUTED SINCE START: 9
RUNFLAG OOOOOOB,OFLOG NOT ALLOWED

SIBAS~SYS~NO: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: RUNNING
>>EXIT+J

— EXIT —
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START ABMBASE. NORMAL PROCEDURE

Norma] start of the ABMBASE. This procedure uses RECOVER to reprocess the
database to achieve better security.

ExampTe:

(Everything that YOU type is shown underTined.)

Enter user SYSTEM

@SIBAS~SERVICE¢J

S I B A S I I , version E
SIBAS~SERVICE, revision 10, XMSG used for remote communication.

ExpTanation ? N11
Status for aTT SIBASnprocesses ? N31 ,
SYSTEM NUMBER (00—11=LOCAL, XOO-X11=REMOTE, x=DB—machine no) £:{

SIBAS—SYS—NO: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: READY
>>START¢J

OWNER:DIA—SYS«J
DATABASE—NAME2ABMBASE4J

SIBAS—SYS—NO: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: DBA
>>RECOVER¢J

SIBAS—SYS—NO: l, SIBAS~500 STATE: RECOVERY
>>STANDARD—REPRO«J

ROLL—BACK TO LAST CHECKPOINT ? 2YES¢J
PASSWORD: *J9 5

REPROCESSING WILL NORMALLY TAKE SOME TIME — WAIT ~

REPROCESSING/LISTING STOPPED, REASON:
END OF LOG FOUND

SIBAS~SYS—NO: l, SIBAS~SOO STATE: RECOVERY
>>FINISH+J

WILL YOU REALLY FINISH RECOVERY Ix:g

SIBAS-SYS—NO: 1, SIBAS—SOO STATE: DBA
>>FORCE—CLOSE¢J

OCTAL RUN—ID, (EXAMPLE 401068), 0R -1 IF ALL USERS:—I.J

>>RUN+J

SIBAS~SYS-ND: l, SIBAS*500 STATE: RUNNING
>>EXIT+J

— EXIT —
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TAKE BACKUP

Take reguTar backup of the ABM cataTog and your appTication system.

NOTE:
Remember to take backup of the database files [ABMBASE:DATA,
ABMOSFIzDATA, ABMBASEzLOGG] and your own form files [:FABM files].

To avoid inconsistent databases, take backup at reguTar intervaTs.

The database must aTways be stopped before backup is taken. (Stop the
database or the machine). The database is stopped by giving the STOP
command in the SIBASaSERVICE moduTe.

Backup procedure:

9 Enter the SIBAS~SERVICE moduTe and use the command SET~SIBAS~UNAVAILABLE.

o Broadcast a message.

0 Check that the database is cTosed (use the command DATABASE—STATUS in the
SIBAS—SERVICE moduTe).

0 Use the STOP command to stop SIBAS.

0 Log in as the user who owns the database and run a mode fiTe to VERIFY
the database. If the verification indicates error in the database,
perform START ABMBASE WITH RECOVERY FROM BACKUP AND R—LOG.

o If the verification shows that the database is okay, carry out the
backup.

0 RESET the R—LOG !!
Use the command INITIATE—LOG with code 2.

a Open the database for update and cTose the database.

0 Use the START command to start SIBAS and the RUN command to set SIBAS in
running state.

- SET—SIBAS~AVAILABLE to make it avaiTabTe for users,

0 Broadcast a message.
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VERIFY THE STRUCTURE OF THE ABMBASE

To VERIFY a database means to check and see if the internal database
structure is correct. Run a database verification before taking the backup
copy to avoid making a copy of an erroneous database.

Enter RT and stop ABMBASE.

Enter user BIA—SYSTEM.

@SIBZ—DBMaJ

Explanation ? N0«J
Interactive ? N533
Input—file : TERMINAL+J
List—file : VERIFfEbTSYM8”«J
START ABMBASE.:3
READY ALL.:3
FREE—SPACE—STAT.«J
VERIFY MODE READ—ONLY.aJ
VERIFY PAGE—LINK DATABASE.¢J
VERIFY INDEX DATABASE.«J
VERIFY SET DATABASE.<J
EXIT.¢J

The result is found in the file VERIFIED:SYMB

If the database verification gives error messages, reprocess the R—LOG
corresponding to the backup. (Start ABMBASE with recovery from backup and
R—LOG.)

NOTE:
For those using SIBAS version E or an older version:
If you have subfunctions with no connection to a form or no connection
to a subschema, you will get a message when doing 'VERIFY SET DATABASE'.
The message says that 'number of records read via set does not correspond
to number of records read in physical order'.

The difference between members read in physical order and those read via
set is equal to the number of subfunctions wich do not have connections
to both a form and a subschema.

You can ignore this message.

NOTE:

Do not use the command "VERIFY MODE REGENERATE". The ABM catalog version
A and B contains three manually maintained sets, which will be
completely disconnected by this command.
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START ABMBASE WITH RECOVERY FROM BACKUP AND R“LOG

This should only be done if the database verification indicates error in
the database, or if there has been a disk crash. Use the R-LOG to update
the backup files.

ExampTe:

0 Enter user BIA—SYSTEM

o Instali the backup

0 Enter user SYSTEM

@SIBAS—SERVICE¢J

0 Perform the same commands as shown on page 221 with one exception:
for "ROLL—BACK TO LAST CHECKPOINT?", answer NO‘J.
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APPENDIX H
DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN APPLICATION ROUTINES

In this section we will describe the possible ways of transferring data
between a program and a subroutine (or between two subroutines) where both
have generated INCLUDE/COPY files. In other words, we will describe data
transfer between two subfunctions in ABM.

Data may be transferred as variables in a parameter list.

DATA TRANSFEfl For FORTRAN, local variables must be declared in the
IN FORTRAN: called routine, because variables used in an

equivalence cannot be used as formal parameters in a
subroutine.

Values in input parameters must be transferred from
these formal parameters to the variables generated in
the INCLUDE—files at the start of the subroutine.

DATA TRANSFER In COBOL, this will be no problem. You can use the
IN COBOL Ol—level as a parameter in a subroutine and use COPY on

the whole area. The use of EXPORT/IMPORT is also a
possibility.

Data may be transferred by transferring the involved
item list, field name list and value buffers as
parameters in the call. The called routine gets the
values by using the routine DDTRNSC from the parameters
to its own lists and value buffers.

Data may be transferred through the picture. If both
routines use the same picture, the routine DDGETRC may
be used to transfer data from the common area storing
the complete picture to the local buffers in the called
routine.
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COMPILATION ERRORS

Compilation errors that might occur:

Too many local variables (FORTRAN system limitation).

Illegal equivalence:

Too many variables generated in the INCLUDE file i.e.
the picture and subschema contain too many variables.

Solution:
Split the program in two (for example, a program and a
subroutine) each having its own subschema or put a few
of the generated arrays into a common area.

The same variable name is used for two or more
variables. That is, one variable is equivalenced into
more than one place in the value buffer.

Normally the field definition in the picture is not
unique, and the field definition for one of the fields
should be changed.

Illegal COBOL declarations:

If, for example, the field definition in the picture is
not unique, this will result in double (or more)
defined variable names that later on can not be
referred to in a unique way. The COBOL compiler will
give a warning only if you try to refer to one of
these.

The solution is to go back and redefine one (or more)
of the fields involved.
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APPENDIX J
HOW TO LOAD AN ABM APPLICATION

Below is an example loading an ABM application on ND—lOO:

@brf—linker
*prog—file "<name~of—application>”
*load ABM~FC~BLOCK % Start by loading ABM—FC—BLOCK which

% contains some common variables used
% by ABM itself.

*load <the application programs>
*load ABM—UTILITY~LIBRARY % Contains some special routines, such

% as DDERMSG.
*load ABM—SIBAS—LIBRARY % ABM interface to Sibas.
*load SIBAS—LIBRARY
*load ABM—FOCUS—LIBRARY % ABM interface to Focus.
*load FOCUS—CODE % Part of Focus library containing code.
*load FOCUS—DATA % Part of Focus library containing data.
*load COBOL—LIBRARY Z If the application is written in

% COBOL.
*LOAD FORTRAN—LIBRARY % The ABM interface is written in

% FORTRAN, so this library has to be
% loaded even when your application
% is written in COBOL.

*exit

Loading an ABM application on ND—SOO:

Linkage Loader gives you several possibilities for loading, but the
simplest way is to load everything on one domain.

@linkage-loader
*set—domain ”example"
*open—seg “example",,,
*load ABM—FC-BLOCK
*load <the application programs>
*load ABM—UTILITY~LIBRARY
*load ABM~SIBAS—LIBRARY
*FORCE—SEGMENT—LINK ()SIBAS—LIBRARY
*FORC£~SEGMENT—LINK ()SIBAS-MESSAGE
*LOAD ABM—FC—LIBRARY
*LOAD FOCUS—CODE
*LOAD FOCUS~DATA
*LOAD COBOL—LIBRARY
*LOAD FORTRAN—LIBRARY
*EXIT

If you want to use TRUE <l> , you ought to compile ABMaFC—LIB with
”conditional compiling”, with the T flag. You can then use TRUE's broadcast
system (listen to broadcast).

Do not load the ABM—FOCUS libraries before the SIBAS libraries (ABM—SIB—LIB
and SIBAS—LIB) are loaded.

<1> Transaction User Environment
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APPENDIX K
ERROR MESSAGES

This appendix contains error messages with standard error codes (SEC) from
the ABM~FC—LIB and ABM—SIB—LIB routines. (See the FOCUS reference manuai
and the SIBAS user manuai for other SEC's).

SEC OCTAL: ERROR MESSAGE AND EXPLANATION:

16601 Error from ABM error handiing routines.

Caiiing DDERROR or DDERMSG with a wrong parameter or after a
successfuiiy executed DD—caii.

16602 Unknown form name.

The form name given in the reference table does not match the
form name used in DDGTPIC.

16603 Trying to use too many forms at the same time.

16604 NOLINE parameter out of range.

You have probabiy forgotten to reset the NOLINE parameter
after the iast DD~caii.

16605 LINE parameter out of range.

You have probabiy forgotten to reset the LINE parameter after
the iast DD—caii.

16606 NOLINE parameter too iarge.

The number of record occurences for this record is not that
iarge.

16607 Invaiid message type.

The message has to start with the bytes "+2", "0:” or “—:".

16610 Iiiegai termination of message.

The message is too iong or not terminated by an "'".
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16611

16612

16613

16614

16615

16616

16617

16620

16621
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Too many items in resuTt—item—Tist or iiiegai termination.

You have probabiy specified too many items in your item~Tist.
Try to use the "—:” variant instead of the ”+:”.
The termination character “*” can be missing or wrongiy
pTaced.

ResuTt—item—Tist is empty.

No match on fieid or item names is found. Check that you are
working with the correct record.

Subitem—Tist is not a subset of totaT—item~iist.

You have specified items/fies that are not part of the
specified record. See the ASSDDI~ or ASSDDC— fiTes for the
right item/fieid names.

ITTegaT start word in subitem—Tist.

The subitem Tist has to start with the bytes ”+ ”, "0:"
or "I

Subitem—Tist is empty.

The specification ”+ *” or "—:*" is not aTTowed.

Too Tong datarecord for resuTt—item—Tist.

The maximum data vaTue buffer in ABM—SIB—LIB caTTs is 256
16—bit words.

ICODE parameter in DDFREMB/DDFORG out of range.

See the aiTowed parameter vaiues in the description of the
routines.

ITTegaT or unknown type of accumuiation.

From the DDACCD caTT.

ITTegaT vaiues in set attribute.

Unknown or iTTegaT vaiue in the fieid attribute vaTue to the
DDSETAT caTT.
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